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REMEMBERING GYPSY IN THE REDWOODS 
lively company. We drank (Cindy is 
such a party girl!), sang and told sto
ries. Cindy arrived in Caiifornia four 
days early and spent the time meeting 
many of Gypsy's old friends and those 
activists who were with him when he 
was killed. She is an incredibly under
. standing and loving woman. Cindy is 
completely dedicated to the forests 
her son died defending. I am in awe of 
her strength. 

Julie Freitas was hoping to join us, 
but her plans changed and she was 
only able to come the next day and 
visit with Gypsy's family. Julie is the 
mother of Terance Freitas, who was 
murdered in Colombia last March, 
along with two other activists, help
ing the U'wa tribe fight Occidental 
Petroleum. She and Cindy have be
come close friends through the death 
of their sons. 

12:15 and 12:30, the time Gypsy died. 
We built a small altar and began to 
circle up. The circle of people kept 
growing until 60 or more stood in the 
dusty landing just off Highway 36. It 
was a warm clear day. The truck traffic 
hurtled by. A few shouts of "Get a 
job!" flew from their windows. Some 
things never change. 

Many gathered in a crescent moon and threw ashes into the river for Gypsy. Earth First!ers arrived at Grizzly 
Creek State Park around noon on the 
17th (the formal memorial was later 
in the day). We walked down the 
highway to the bottom of "Gypsy 
Mountain," and the entrance of the 
haul road leading up to the site where 
he was killed. It felt very important 
that we be at the mountain between 

As people began to share thoughts, 
four or five black and white butterflies 
flew in and around the circle. We all 
noticed their presence, dipping over 
and under our clasped hands. Many 
mothers in the movement had come. 
They spoke to Cindy directly, praising ' 
her strength and offering support. Our 
tear-streaked cheeks glistened under 
the sun. A local Earth First! activist 
walked into the circle, over to the altar 
and knelt in front of it, placing his 
sacred pipe bundle down. He had just 
returned from the sun dance at Mount 

BY GARLIC 

An open letter to all activists unable 
to join us at Gypsy's memorial. You 
were in our thoughts. 
- The memorial on September 17 drew 
many of the old friends of the Head-

waters Forest movement in a reunion 
to grieve and to celebrate Gypsy's pas
sionate, well-lived life. Gypsy's 
mother, Cindy, his grandmother, 
aunts, uncles and nephews flew in 
from Texas for the week. I have never 
felt so grateful to be alive and in such 

- Shasta. He slowly pieced together his 
carved pipe, ceremoniously packing 
it, stood and honored the four direc
tions and set the pipe at the foot of a 
picture of Gypsy climbing a tree. Then -
he melted back into the circle. 

continued on page 32 

Heartwood Spanks Naughty 
Forest· 
Ser.vice 
BY ANDY MAHLER AND PHIL NANAS 

Participants in Heartwood's fourth 
annual reunion had more to celebrate 
this year than good times with good 
friends. At the beginning of the event 
they learned that US District Court 
Judge Phil Gilbert had ruled in their 
favor, shutting down a bogus "eco
logical restoration" timber sale adja
cent to Bell Smith Springs National 
Natural Landmark in Illinois' Shawnee 
National Forest. That good news was 
later eclipsed when the same judge ruled in their 
favor in a huge case with national repercussions. 

On October 1, Judge Gilbert issued an injunc
tion canceling all national forest timber sales 
where the ForestService used "categorical exclu
sions" to evade the environmental analysis and 
public participation required by the National En
vironmental Policy Act. This is the first time a 
federal judge has issued an injunction on the 
entire national-forest system. 

The ruling applies to all such sales authorized 
after the suit was filed September 16, 1998, by 
Heartwood, Jim Bensman and Mark Donham. 
Bensman and Donham, ForestWatch coordinators 
for Heartwood, have been monitoring and chal
lenging Forest Service decisions through adminis-

This year's Heartwood reunion came with some celebratory surprises. 

trative procedures and the courts for more than a 
decade. Both activists are self-taught, and their 
dedication and persistence was largely responsible 
for both victories. 

Under the Forest Service's interpretation of cat
egorical exclusion, "salvage" timber sales of up to 
one million board feet and "green" timber sales of up 
to 250,000 board feet were illegally authorized. The 
Forest Service routinely chopped large timber sales 
into many smaller ones in order tb side-step public 
scrutiny and continue its logging program. Since the 
Forest Service used categorical exclusions nation
wide, Judge Gilbert specifically ruled that " ... any 
remedy ordered must also be national in scope." 

continued on page 26 
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As I bask in the reflected sunlight glinting off the fromtheuncomfortablefirstdayintheoffice-whennewbies 

glowing computer screen, I realize the dog days of sum- try to absorb the vast amount of information necessary to Vol. 20. No: I 
mer are soon to end. The nights are getting longer and I producethepaper-tothemailingparty-whenshort-term- Ute Earth First! foumal is published by 
findmyselfeatingmoreandmore, storingupforthelong, ers lead even newer volunteers through the process. an editorial staff from within the Earth 
rainy winter that might start tomorrow. I can't And then there is all the reading. Whether it's First!movement.Entirecontentsarecopy-
help but become introspective as I notice leaves an article aboutmonkeywrenchingin Plain Town, righted 1999. We allow reprinting if credit 
falling to the ground. The smell of the air has USA or a paper on deep ecology, we read them. is given, except for. those articles specift-
changed, and so have I. What doesn't get printed is oftei;l times as inter- · cally copyrighted by the author. Art, pho-

l am a mucl~ more responsible person these esting as what does. It is impossible to walk tographs and poetry are copyrighted by 
the individual artists and permission .for 

days. When I started working at the Journal away from , any issue of the Journal without use must be received from them. 
nearly a year ago I was a happy-go-lucky feeling ll!Ore informed. · . . Eaith First! Journal is a forum for the no-
slacker. Certainly I had beeii a partici- Eyery issue is different, evolving in no compromise environmental movement. 
pant in many campaigns, even orga- particular direction, anarchistic in its Responsibility rests with the individual 
nizing afew, but usually I was a lackey, progress~ Everycollectivememberisequal, authors and correspondents. The contents 
happytoletothersorganizeandsteer andalldecisionsaboutthecontentofthe do not necessarily represent the view-. 
issues anyway they saw fit. Journal are based on consensus. Meetings poinf of this newspaper, the Earth First! 

These days it is harder to feel so · can be heated-voices raised over beliefs, movement, local Earth First! groups or 
individual Earth First!ers. 

relaxed. My job as a long-term tears shed and doors slammed in angry Submissions are welcomed and should 
journalista has forced me into a posi- ·retreat. They call also be pleasant, ·full of be typed or Clearly printed. Send a SASE if 
tion of greater responsibility (con- smiles and witty retorts; you wou.Idlikethem returned. If you want 
sidered the dirtiest four-letter word There is rarely a dull moment at the. confirmation of receipt of a submission, 
by many). During the day I work, Journal house. Office distractions are please request it. We encourage submis-
eat, think, discuss Journal. At night I endless, constant, calls ~eeping us sioils on Macintosh disks or via e-mail. Art 
dream about it. I'm pretty certain my in touch with actions around the or photograpns are desirable to illustrate 
sweat smells of Journal. globe. An eccentric staff tops articles and essays. (Prints are best, nega-

lt's not always the most fun, and off an ever-revolving col- tives are good, slides are fair.) They will be 
sometimes it is even scary. You people lage of low-baggets need- returned if requested. 

AU submissions are edited for length 
have entrusted the staff with so much. ing to check their e-maiL and clarity. If an article is significantly 
We are expected to collate your beliefs And every issue I get to ·edited, we will make a reasonable effort to 
then present them in a fashionable way, .. meet and work with new contact the author prior to publication. 
designed to entertain and stimulate discus- people. For a lover of J'er- ISSN 1055-8411 Earth First! Journal is 
sions. You depend on us to represent you to sonalities, this is the perfect job. Recluses beware. indexed in the· Alternative Press Index. 
the general public. Wow, what a duty. Don't · I'll end this little rant with an encouraging word to The Earth First! Joumalis·tecorded on mi-
get me wrong, I am honored. !'enjoy working on the all those activists who want to work with a great crofilm by University Microfilms, Inc. 
paper but it certainly isn't easy. affinity group producing an international paper: Come:work All correspondence regarding subscrip-

. tions, merchandise orders, donations, It takes five editors, as well as numerous office personnel . at the Journaf;_it sure is interesting. The rain here's not that · letters to · the editor, articles, photos, 
to produce the fine Earth First! Journal. Every issue, the bad, and if you have a truly productive imagination you can graphics, etc., should be directed to: 
long-termers c!Joose an affinity group of editors to work almost get a tanfrom the Madntosh in the corner~ 
with us. This can be quite a task. Since there are only two '-KRis Earth First! Journal 
long-termers these days, we must find three people to POB 1415 
come to Eugene and voluntarily immerse themselves into Eugene, OR 97440 
a month of hard-core reading and computer time. ThiS Phone: (541) 344-8004 
despite the fact that the sun and trees beckon from J"ust ·Fax: <541> 344-7688 E-mail: earthfirst@igc.org 
outside the office door. We choose short.;.termers from a list _·http://\vlvw.enviroweb.org/ef 
with aroun.d a year-long wait~ The long-teJlllerS may not Business Manager: Brian Wilga 
have ever met the short-termers. Just as often they are old Merchandise Goddess: Isabella 
friends. Either way, it can be awkward. - Office Mangler: Frog 

People can be pushy, moody, grouchy or just plain mean. Editorial Staff: 1/2 Fish, Dug Schoellkopf, 
Theycanalsobecreative, humorous and kind. Your friends JohnReese,·I<ris Maenz,Josh Laughlin ' 
can turn out to be flakes. Individuals, unable to drown out Poetry .Editor: Dennis Fritzinger 
the sound of the movement breathing down their necks, Volunteers: Sax, Jeff, Brian, Kim, Frog, 

Anne, Tristan, Ambrese, Erica, Stephan, 
can turn psycho. But most of the time people handle it Dustin, Sass, Cliff, Ad~, Lacey 
well. They grow with the affinity group, influencing the . Web Page: Jeff and Steven 
Journal with differing thoughts and opinion$. Artists in this issue include: Adelaide 
- From the first meeting to the end-of-the-issue-breakfast Tryol, Clove, Julia Butterfly 
debriefing, people change. It can be a beautiful progression COver art by: William.Ohrmann, 

------· ----------------------------------------...... ·"Starting Over" · 

, .~ . 

una·Ca&a[a 
Fauna. n. ·animal life. 
Cabala. n. an esoteric, 
mysterious art. 

secret matter or 

© 

Many species of ants and acacia trees have mutualistic . 
relationships: . Ants benefit by living insjde the trees' 
modified thorns~ and the ttees benefit by having their 
insect and vertebrate herbivores attacked by patrolling 
ants. However, trees such as 'Acacia zanzibarica of east-
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BY FAITH W" ALKER 
ern Africa rely heavily on bees for pollination, which are · 
attacked by the trees' aggressive tenants. How is this 
conflict of interest 'resolved? 

On close inspection it has become clear. that ants 
avoid the young flowers .. They patrol buds and . older 
flowers but not the most fertile ones. 'They do this 
because flowers produce an anti-ant compound during 
peak fertility that makes ·ants reel. Ants, . therefore, pro
tect the developing flowers from petal eaters, leave at 
the appropriate time tot pollinators to reach mature · 
flowers and then reappear to . defend .developing seeds 
.from flower-munching beetles and seed eaters. Thus, 
nature's manipulation of one species by another can be 
key to superficially peac~ful mutualisms. 

,. ' ... 
:.:·.·.· 
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SCHEDULE 
Earth First! Journal is published 8 times a year 
on the solstices, equinoxes, and cross
quarterdaysonoraboutNovember 1, Decem
ber 21 (Winter Solstice), February 2, Mardl21 
(Vernal Equinox), May 1, June 21 (Su:inmer · 

. Sol$tice), August 1,andSeptember21 (Autum
nal. Equinox) by Daily Plailet Publishing, POB 
1415, Eug~e, OR 97440. US subscriptions 

. are $25. Outside the US, surface delivery is $35 
and airmail is $45. POSTMASTER: Send ad
dresschangesEF/Joumal, POB 1415, Eugene, 
OR 97440. Application to mail at Periodicals 
postageratesi$pendingatEugene,OR97401. 
Deadline ·forthe next issue is: 

November·lS 
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BY OAK 
Those would-be creators lurking deep in their 

dungeons are growing bolder by the day. Nolonger 
content being sequestered in their hellish cloning 
labs, obsessed with the nightmare of becoming the 
first to manufacture a human life, they have now 
ventured out into cyberspace (not to mention real 
space) to ply their evil trade. The consequences of 

· · theiractions,bothkilownand 
yet to be discovered, are 

profoundly disturbing. 
The question is: Will 

angry towns
people march on 
the castle and 
burn it to the. 
groiind? 

-The recent issue 
of 'GeneWatch 
(the Bulletin of 
the Council· for 
Responsible Ge
netics) directed 

this angry towrts,. 
man to various web : 

-sites wliere the heirs to 
Dr. Victor Frankenstein 
publicly extol the virtUes 
of human cloning. Wel
come to the 21st cen
tUry, where mart remakes 
God into his owri image. 
Herr Frankenstein would 
b~ pleased. 

At Clonaid 
(www.clonaid.com) they 
all seem . pleased as well; 

- pu'Fe- scie,nce means pure 
profit. Atthis siteyoumignt · 

·someday have yourself rep
licated for as 'little · a:s 200 

giandi (I'm I16t kidding 
· folks.) · · 

· Perhaps the more · 
. frightehingwebsiteis · 

. the Human Cloning · · 
~ Foun:dation (HCF) 
(www.hum:aridoning.org). 

Unlike Clonaid, or its parody, Clone-all (http:// principles at Advanced Cell Technologx (ACT) in 
· members.tripod.com/-sauim/clone.htm), the ere- Worcester, Massachusetts-the folks who cloned a 

a tors at HCF seek the higher ground. Here, human set of cows-:is actually named Ponce DeLeon. The 
cloning is promoted on pages with such intriguing search for the fountain of youth is no longer a 
titles as "all the reasons why we should clone hu- dream. Today, sociopaths like Richard Seed and the 
man beings" and "the three ways to clone mam- . te(\m at HCF are .busily engaged in the work of 
mals." At HCF you can "register with the human turning. that dream.:._ah, nightmare-into reality. 
cloning foundation" or there's ''help for students So, what are the consequences of this vulgar tech
writing essays or doing projects." This one might be nology? With regard to morality, themost obvious is 
helpful to Junior in his efforts to clone the family the gut reaction most people have toward a process 
dog or goldfish. which defies some of the basic tenets of all major 

Visitors to HCF might want to be more proactive religions and most human ethics. It was this repul
and order a "DNA storage kit," the first baby step sion on which Mary Shelly based her novel, Franken~ 
toward immortality. Make no mistake, immortality stein; The Modem Prometheus,-humanity shoulder
is exactly what HCF is all about. If you have any iilg the mantle of the Gods and screwing up royally. 
doubts, visit the bio page for the father of cloning There are some things we simply are not supposed to 
himself, that son of Frankenstein, Richard G. Seed, do, and our minds and bodies tell us in instinctual 
Ph.D. (Was he really born with that name? In fact, ways. People are, for the most part, repelled at the 
was he really born?) By way of introduction, let me thought of creating human life artificially. Of course, 
. point out that Seed was the guy who announced his given our lame propensitY to be so utterly human
full intentiop. to become the first to clone a human centered, the artificial creation of non-humans pro
being during the wake of the public controversy· duces a much tamerresponse. 
around Dolly; the 'cloned sheep. As we speak, Dv Hence we failed to witness much negative re
Seed has allegedly raised $15 million and bougllt sponse to the 276 "failed" lambs that preceded 
land on an· island named Hokkaido in rtortl,lern D'olly. We fail to hear news reports on the morality 
Japan . (not to 'be confused with The Island of pr. of creating bio-factories for human drugs (cows that 
Moreau). Supposedly the facilityopenedirtAugust dispense genetically altered medicinal milk for hu
for infertile couples to begin populating the world man. consumption) or pigs and mice which might . 
with little replicas of themselves. generate human organ replacements. Nor do we 

The HCF web page devoted to Seed is apparently hear what might result if these inheritors of the 
· somekindofvindicationforthebashinghetookin horrors of Dr. · Moreau were to escape into the 
the media following his announcement, Angry biosphere and integrate into native populations. 
towrtspeople should note that . Seed's picture ap~ The public reaction to failures in human cloQ.ing 
pears, · pie-target-like, next to his address at ?9 · will, no doubt, be much louder. Already there has 
Quincy, R:iverside, Illinois 60546-2128; (708) 442- , been debate on the morals of creating humans as 
0500; 442-1500 (fax); ljseed@pol.het ot · qrgan banks. This is truly ghastly stuff as .the Brave 
seed@interaccess;com. While HCF hasbeen .quick Neir :World -realized. However; as soCial ecologist 
to distance itself from Seed from the outset, it goes Brian Tokar pointed out 'in a 1997 issue of the 
on to glean'po_ints from ~eed's writi~gs. Hei,'e we . journal Food & Water, "The success rate for cloning 
find that "cloning · is a legitimate treatment of in Scottish sheep was one liv~ birth out of 277 
infertility" and that "cloning ca_n be used to re- successful cell fusions. Who will be able to collect 
place a lost loved one ... " Hard to believe? How the -277; or perhaps 2, 770 human eggs necessary to 
about "human cloning can take a 65-year old and produce a human: clone? How many deformed and 
turn the age of that person back to zero." Would sterile human clones will scientists create before 
you rather skip the baby stuff? Well, go for this: oneisable.toliveanormallife?Thereareothermore 
" ~ .. in the future we can turn the age oft!Ie 68~year ·.: technical ·obstacles as well, but the single greatest 
old back to 25!" All right! Party forevef! constraint on hum'an cloning may be that no one 

This. kind of madness makes ol' Ponce DeLeon ·· wants to be responsible for the mistakes. 
seem tame by_ comparison. By the way, one of the 

VearS'hJX(or;fi:~.yd-U¥ ~ l£:tt£W}' ci¥€7 ~· 
Dear SFB, · the .iron mi~es ... · · · · 'Dear SFB readers, . · ,; . tive resistance to it? 

As a member of the Sierra )ust a voice howling in the . A recent issue had a reyi(!w ·of · As to what form resistance,will : 
Club, I was overjoyed that Cc,trl . . wilderness~ .. the Pennsylvania Forestry Asso- : take, , Franklin is . reminged tlJ.e . 
Pope was pied by the BBB. ·He. -'-S¥o1q;v . , ciatiol}s.new book (for children) German CP was the largest . an<~ . 
really needed a ki.ck jn the:ass. D¢ar s~B, . ; called ... r:eh ·· Ta(k. · Apput . m()~_t r:ni,fitant in f.\lrop~,btit sti~l . 
As an angry environmentalist, pur peo,ple will get a chuckle Clearcurpng,The weJ:>site sh~wn · cou,ldn''t stop t.t?-~ Na2:is. The ~ey . 
yours is the only put>lication ·I out of this! ':(:he phone rings· at, didn't wor.k for nie, so I sept 'a i~asi:mls because theyweresqack~ · ' 
can stomach. Thanx for . nor FBI'headquarters. "Hello?" · ';. ,. · )e.tteno,the·P.FArequestirig inlo. led~ by" social democratic/trade · 
making me vomit, · , _. · . '"Hello is this the .FBI?;; · l'~as :given' the .follo~irig ·web · uni~rt'con·sciousness .that forced 

· · -'-':-I!'IItiOCENCIA · . · :,Yes. What doyou want?'' site, which. did describ,ethe Qocik. · accomodation,with a system they · 
. . . -. '"l'm calling to report . my . In fact, 'you can .orderfrom;the suppqsedlyopposed.·Inthisc.om" :· 

Dear shit for brains, . .. ; , u--, · neighbor AdriariThibodeau~! site, as well: www.cas.'p~u.edu/ promise, their liberatory .claims ·_,__ ,,..,.,. 
It was most c:Ushearteni,ng. to He i~ .hiding marijuana. insid~ . _doc;:s/CASI;>EPT/FOR,~ST /PFA/ 'Yere,:_as ~~h~m · as.:the N~zis, 

see the cover·qf the lastfoumal, -_• his fire\\'ood." ·. · ' pu!Js&piod.htm#Clearcutting. aQ<;l .,ijleir poHtic;s as. rna:. 
hope that next issue has -~·~me . ~"Thank . you ver.y·:~uch - for . llope this proves helpfuL Boy, . nipulative' 'in con~ 
tree hugging steeh~orkers on the tl:le call, sir." . · · ··iti had '$·:7.50to spare, I'd lOVE' · urnnrg ·" gen'uine .. 
cover ... hu'gging trees! - . . . . . ;n1~_ .n.e.xtday, th~. FBragents . 'to get my hands on a copy! gra~:St.p;bts revolu- .A.I!!l•~~,~ 

Also, regarding the almighty · ·descend on Thibodeaux's house. · -BRITI tiqriary.instincts. . . 
salmon, it's an oxymoron that 'They s~arc.b the she~ wllere tbe: . , . ~~Th.ei;l .• , tho~~ .:· iri; -' .. . .·· . . · : . .. . 
governments ·become impover- · firewoqd is kept. U~ing axes, D~a~SFB~ · . . .. , stindslh<anife$tedin(adniittedly tenl.as a. whole: 
ishedintheoverdevelopedcoun-- they bust open every piece 'of ·. Qeorge Frimtb.ill (Lughna~adh flawed)insurrectiona:i:yultra-Left Instea(Joii.Jls~s~gamovement 
tries... hell, the piinte · motwa~ wood put find po marl juana. , · ·~9 ~ssue, p.3), not Ted K., "got . cutfents.Jike..Rpsa ·L\Jxembourg's .,. be b).lilt first. Frimkliri should use 
tion of most modern -states is ;,· They swear af"[,hibodeatix a:nd the questiori 'Wiong." As with EF! Sparta:cist's, . piepa.t'ed to turn · sq~ bold a~'tobuild a likewise 
generating an income, .and ' the ,. leave. . . and the steelworkers alliance to- an~lysis into an all-out attack on . uncompromising movement. It 
control (speaking as an anarchist) :The:' pho'ne rings ~ at · day;the-Getman CP of the 1930s the totality. Now, Ted K's actions doesn~~wprktheothe_rwayround; 
thatthey exercise is justa mean~ Thibodeaux's house:. "·Hey, .· appealed to ·the working clflss be- show similar praxis, ,thr~tel}ing ~ ; :Noo~~~ljoina~ovementthat 
to that end.:: irltpoverish:ed? Atlrian! Did the FBI come?" · Ci:l;USe .to c,tppeal to tl:le "middle to paralyse Amerika's entire iriail . doesn t act boldly and compro-

Hell, teardownthestate,wher~. ·"Yeah!" ,. class:':~ Franklin , now sug- and air infrastructures and hold· mises to 'build the movement' 
ever, bit by bit, and the "middle • "Di~ . they c}lop your f~re- . ge~ts7""wouldhavebeen tqadop~ ing th,e . us:s techn()crt;ltic elite justleadtoitsrecuperation.Ifhe's 
class" will do their ,best to re- . wood?" · . , : . . · , ·.· , . ~- theNaiiprogrammeofcrgss-cl~ss hostage. i-Hs campaign · was a · notpreparedtodothis,nowonder 
build ... but wegotta keep tearing '"Yep" ... . . . . . ' . .. . ' . ''riationa:l ~nity/ So, as Ted asked, gr~ai:erthreat to the totality than T~ wailtsto leave his sort behind. 
down, rigbt? .. .. · · ."Greilt; .no~ i.t's yourt~rn 1:6 · do we wanffo appease· the Nazis any Franklin might'conceive as'it · Yours., for the. destruction of 

Get some 'ofthosetieehugging call. I need my gard
1
en plo~e~t, . or hav'e·an analysis-of the system was '•no comprom'ise' resistance .Civilisation, . · ' 

steelworkers to help close down ·that aUowtus to orginize 'effec- aimed at'bringing:down the sys- · · · ' . -'-7-0XFORD GA's. 
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JusTicE NEARiNG foR BARi!CitERNEY 

BY AliCIA LITILETREE 

Northern California Eaith First! activists Judi Bari 
and Darryl Cherney won a stunning victory in their 
federal civil rights ·lawsuit against the FBI and the 
Oakland Police (OPD) on September 24, when the 9th 
Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco rejected the 
Oakland. defendants' motion to be released from the 
case. But the three-judge. panel went even further, 
reinstating charges that the Oakland officers con
spired with the FBI to violate Bari and Cherney's First 
Amendment rights. You can check out the full text of 
the ruling at www.ce9.uscourts.gov. 

The Appeals Court decision denied theOPD's claims 
of immunity from prosecution for its false arrest and 
illegal searches of Bari and Cherney after a motion
triggered pipe bomb exploded beneath Bari's seat as 
they drove through Oakland on May 24, 1990. In a 
huge win for the environmentalists, the appellate 
panel also granted the plaintiffs' counter-appeal and 
reinstated conspiracy charges against the OPD, revers
ing a 1997 District Court decision. 

Erica Etelson, attorney for Cherney and for Bari's 
estate said, "The Oakland Police suffered a major 
setback .. we are now set to prove their illegal con
spiracy to a jury." Said plaintiff Darryl Cherney, "The 
appeals court has raked the Oakland Police over the 
coals for their attempts to delay our case and their 
violation of our freedom of speech. The FBI and OPD's 
continuing abuses of the rights of American citizens 
must be stopped." 
· At the core of the ruling is evidence of the OPD's 
role in falsely arresting Bari and Cherney within 

., 
5 
s 
~ 

hours of the blast and in c~ricocting two separate 
search warrant affidavits, both of which grossly 
misrepresented key facts about the bomb and about 
the nature of Earth Hrst!'s political activities. The 
OPD argued that the FBI gave them false informa
tion that the bomb had been visible on the back seat 

il' floorboard and thus the activists must have known 
i- they were carrying it. The appellate court ruled the 
~ OPD had no right to rely on false statements by the 

FBI, stating, "[fhe OPD] had been at the scene and . 
had personally observed the location of the hole 
caused by the explosion ... underneath the driver's 
seat." The court also points to the plaintiffs' asser
tion that the OPD "knowingly or recklessly omitted 
mention of the death threats against Bari," clear 
indications that she and Cherney were targets of a 
politically motivated assassination attempt due to 
their environmental activism. 

Finally, the court ruled that Bari and Cherney 
"have presented sufficient circumstantial evidence 
that [the Oakland Police] intended to inhibit their 
First Amendment activities, and that they enter~d a 
conspiracy to further this goal." This included pro
viding inaccurate information to the media, moni
toring Earth First! prior to the bombing and acting 
"in close coopetation with [FBI] conspirators" to 
contribute misinformation during the process of 
obtaining search warrants of Bari and Cherney's 
homes. The ruling clears a significant hurdle for the 
environmental activists on their way to a jury trial. 
We now expect the court to set a date for the trial 
within the next three months. · 

The false arrest of Judi and Darryl for bombing 
themselves is a case study in how law enforcement 
creates its own myths about effective activist groups 
and then sets out to use the media to convince the 
public that we are a danger and must be stopped. We 
can see this trend happening all over the country, 
frqm Ohio to New Mexico, with the use of arson, 
pepper spray and bombs against environmental activ
ists in 1999. In all of these .cases the activists are 
usually blamed, and no charges have been filed 
against any of the perpetrators. 

Also noteworthy is the Appellate Court's affir
mation of the repressive relationship between 

LAI<OTA STODErtTs Occupy lsLArtD 
BY~ 

AsJew as 60 years ago, the waters of the Missouri 
River in the northern Great Plains rose in the spring, 
fed by winter's melting snows, and gave life to the 
myriad of flora and fauna that depended on them. 
That intricate cycle of death and rebirth had been 
witnessed by the Lakota, Dakota and Nakota ever 
since the Great Spirit created them. But the harmony 
between man and nature was Violently interrupted in 
the 1940s when the government that had forced the 
native people to draw lines around themselves started 
building massive dams on the river. The Pick-Sloan 
Dam system flooded huge parcels of fertile land, prime 
hunting grounds and entire villages recognized by 
treaty as the territory of a sovereign Sioux Nation. 

"The assimilation of the Sioux Nation began with 
the building of the dams," says Gary Crowe, a Dakota 
elder and community _organizer. The treaties of the 
1800s had required the Sioux to abandon their tradi
tional land-based livelihoods in favor of meager gov
ernment handouts, and the missionaries and the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs' (BIA) notorious schools taught 
native children to be ashamed of their culture and 
look up to the white man's ways long before the dams 
were built .. But with the dams had tome ''economic 
development," and the assimilation began in earnest 
with the growth of a commercial and recreational 
economy on the Missouri. 

Today the outlook for young Native Americans on 
any of the five divided reservations in South Dakota is 
as bleak as. ever. Pine Ridge Reservation (Oglala Lakota) 
is the poorest county in · the US; unemployment is 
-estimated at over 90 percent, and alcoholism and 
substance abuse are often the only ways out for many. 
The white people's development marches steadily 
onward, scarring treaty-protected land. 
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Most recently, Sen. Tom Daschle (D-SD), the 
current Senate minority leader, working in con
certwith the Republican Governor Billjanklow, 
introduced stealth legislation in Washington 
that would unilaterally transfer 200,000 acres 
of treaty land from federal jurisdiction to the 
state and the tribal councils of two of the 
reservations. 

Traditional elders, who once constituted the 
tribal decision-making leadership, have often been 
deeply skeptical of tribal · council I!lotives since the 
days when rriembers were hand-picked by the BIA and 
served American corporate interests. IfDaschle's Miti
gation Act passes Congress, the state wants water
skiing, motels and possibly riverboat gambling on the 
90 percent of Missouri River banks within state bor
ders. In addition to violating sovereignty, elders worry 
.the Act will threaten wildlife, medicinal plants and · 
centuries-old burial sites. · 

The Paha Sapa (Black Hills), revered as a shrine by 
over 20 plains tribes, have already been illegally taken, 
and in a great insult to a proud, resistant people, both 
a town and a state park in the Hills have been named 
after General Custer, one of the most virulent Indian 
killers from an age of savage butchery of native peoples. · 
It is no coincidence either that the Hills of Mount 
Rushmore have been defaced with massive carved 
portraits of the invaders' leaders. 

When FBI-sanctioned militias began a terror cam
paign on Pine Ridge in the early 1970s, scores of 
political or traditional Lakotas started being myste-

. riously murdered, and the FBI refused toinvestigate. 
Thefledgling American Indian Movement (AIM), a 
warrior society led by Leonard Peltier and others, 
took an armed stand for survival at Wounded Knee, 
resulting in a 71-day siege and gun battle with 
federal agents, But while .(IM survives despite 

' . 

the police and the FBI. By reinstating the conspiracy 
charges against the Oakland Police, the court is casting 

. light on an insidious reality well-known to activists 
·and other targets of law enforcement abuses: the FBI's 
use of local cops to gather information and to make 
arrests at times when constitutional protections would 
otherwise prevent the FBI from taking suspects into 
custody. 

judi Bari and Darryl Cherney's civil rights lawsuit 
was filed in 1991, one year after the environmental 
activists were bombed while driving through Oakland 
on an organizing tour for the nonviolent Earth First! 
Redwood Summer campaign. The bomb nearly killed 
Judi, leaving her severely disabled. She died of breast 
cancer in 1997. 

Within minutes of the blast, the FBI arrived on the 
scene, and ·the Oakland Police arrested Bari and 
Cherney just hours later for transporting the· bomb 
that had been meant to kill them. The lawsuit charges 
the FBI and OPD with false arrest, illegal search and 
seizure, and conspiracy to violate the activists' First 
Amendment rights by using the bombing as an 
excuse to falsely associate Bari, Cherney and Earth 
First! with violence in order to undermine their 

- political activism in defense of the redwoods. No 
legitimate investigation was ever conducted, and the 
bombers remain at large. 

The Redwood Summer Justice Project has contin
ued to pursue this case against the FBI and Oakland 
Police to expose the FBI's use of illegal counter
intelligence operations targeting environmental ac
tivists. Other notorious cases of FBI disruption in
cJude the frame-up and illegal imprisonment of 
Black Panther leader Geronimo Ji Jaga (Pratt) and 
American Indian Movement leader Leonard Peltier, 
still incarcerated after 24 years. . 

For more information contact Redwood Suin
mer justice Project, POB 14720, Santa Rosa, CA 
95402; (707) 887-0262, 887-0865 (fax); 
www.monitor.net/-bari. 

Transporting the sacred fire to Washington DC (notice stovepipe) 

Leonard's unjust incarceration and the FBI's 
COINTELPRO (counter intelligence program) tac
tics, the Lakota Student Alliance believes that this 
time nonviolent action is more appropriate to 
counter American thievery. 

Since March 22, it has led an occupation, under the 
guidance of elders, at LaFramboise Island, an undis
turbed piece of wilderness on the Missouri within 
sight' of the State House. The island is a rare reminder 
of the sandbars that were once common habitat for 
wildlife and diverse plant species. A sacred fire has 
been burning in the camp, called Oceti Sakowiri, since 
the stait of the occupation. The name refers to the 
seven sacred council fires, which symbolize the seven 
·original Lakota bands. 

The organizers' goal is to call international attention 
to the blatant violation of the terms of the 1868 Ft. 
Laralnie treaty, which statesthat treaty land cannot be 
ceded withoutthe consent of at least three-quarters of. 
the Sioux Nation's adult men. Since both the US 
ConstitUtion and Supreme Court recognize the supe
riorityoftreatylawoverfederallaw, Daschle's act is on 
·weak legal foundation. 

About SO outraged tribal representatives left Pierre, 
South Dakota, in caravan on September 9 .to lobby _ 
Washington bureaucrats for a repeal of the bill. 

continued on page 11 



lftlllta•f Fen~e~ In Chlapa~ Communltle~ 
TEA.R GA.S A.ND BA.RBED•'WIRE A.CCOMPA.NY GOYERNMENT•SA.NCTIONED ROA.DS 

BY IRLANDESA 

Rich in natural resources-oil, hy
droelectric power, minerals and bio
sphere-Chiapas also reflects, in stun
ning relief, the polarities being 
wrought by the unchecked, chaotic 
advance of the globalizing economy. 
Partly in order to guard and to facili
tate the extraction of these resources, 
the military has swelled around 
Mexico's southernmost state. Seventy 
thousand soldiers have been dis
patched to the state over the last five 
years-one-third of the Mexi~ 
can army. Even with the mas
sive wealth of the area's re
sources, 70 percent of the chil
dren of the state are classified 
as being severely malnourished. 

On January 1,_ 1994, the 
North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) went into 
effect. That same day the 
Zapatista Army of National Lib-. 
eration (EZLN) rose up, stun
ning and mesmenzmg 
Chiapas, Mexico and the World 
with their ya basta! (enough 
already!) to 500 years of op
pression,-marginalization and 
exclusion. , 

The EZLN is protected under 
a federal law that was put in 
place during the peace talks, which 
broke off in 1996 due to the 
government's refusal to honor ac- · 
cords which it had signed with them 
on indigenous rights and culture. The 
government has, equally, refused to · 
honor the words of the law. 

Subsequently, the Mexican govern~ 
·· ment-through itsnot~riouslycorrupt 
single Iiiuty- politkal structure-has · 
been carrying out 'a program of low 
intensity warfare in Chiapas: forming, 
arming and training paramilitary 
groups; inciting and encouraging in
ter-community, inter-ethnicity and 
inter-religious conflict; and creating a 
de facto police state with }Jlatant disre
gard for fundamental; protected rights, 
such as freedom of expression, move
ment and security. 

Part of the government's work, of 
course, has involved making Chiapas 
safe for the long arm of multinational 
investors and · the peripatetic north
ern entrepreneur. The govern
ment understands that the 
Zapatistas are a threat to that 
agenda, with their unseemly 
calls for dignity, honor arid 
fairnessinaglobalsystem that 
long ago discarded the Mayan · 
people and their ways. · · 

The Zapatistas do not want 
the government's roads ·be
cause of what they bring. The · 
government's agenda is 
simple: open up natural areas 
for current and future e"'-ploi
tation while moving the Army 
into the indigenous commu~ 
nities. And what they bi:ing is 
not so simple: military and 
paramilitary harassment, al
cohol, prostitution, social and 
economic peonage, chaos and 
the destruction of their lives 
and of their futures. The com
munities have been denounc
ing this degradation forever. 

The Zapati.stas are far from · 
being against development, 

but they demand that ·the develop
ment be of their own making and in 
harmony with their lives. Against pro
found odds, they have been quietly 
developing autonomous municipali
ties, locally elected structures that 
manage -the administration of their 
communities. Zapatista rebel autono
mous schools, clinics, cooperatives 
and communications are all being 
met by guns, blackmail and disloca
tion. 

They did not want the road in 
Amador Hernandez, a town in the 

roads through these areas has been 
the current and future protection of 
exploitable resource.s. These are re
sources the government has gone· to 
extreme measures to keep shrouded in 
the mists of secrecy and labyrinthine 
sophistry. Some of these resources are 
called oil. Others are called biosphere 
samplesfor the pirates who are even 
now plundering the protected areas of 
the Montes Azules. Others have not 
yet been named. 

Residents from the community and 
neighboring villages had· begun a 

peaceful and relentless sit
in on August 12 in front of 
the soldiers' line and 
barbed-wire. They were 
shortly joined by students 
who had been gathered,in 
La Realidad for a confer
ence organized by the 
EZLN. Then more students, 
teachers and solidarity 
groups came. The govern~ 
ment responded with para
troopers, an abundance of 

.£ sophisticated weaponry, 
~ teargas, andequ<!.llyinflam
tr matory words and threats. 

They continued to unroll 
. kilometers of barbed wire, 

Riot-clad military face off with community members. appropriated a working 

rebel municipality of Emiliano Zapata, 
constitutional municipality of 
Ocosingo. It sits in the Amador Val
ley, at the edge of the Montes Azules 
biosphere reserve. 

The Chiapas government has been 
determined to build a highway 
through theselva·(jungle), skirting the 
Montes Azules biosphere reserve. It 
began roadwork on August 12, 1999, 
on the stretch from Amador 
Hernandez-San Quintin, the site of a 
large military complex. Local residents, 
both from Amador Hernandez and 
from nearby communities, are firmly 
opposed to this construction. The 
Zapatistas underst.and this is an ex
cuse for the deployment of more mili
tary and security fortes into the selva 
region. Since August 14, the Mexican 
army has sent 10,000 soldiers into 
new camps in the Lacandon Jungle. 

The other longer-term reason for 
the government's interest in building 

field in order to set up a 
landing strip for their helicopters and 
established a military camp. 

Ultimately, the community's words 
and dignity were heard, and the road
work was halted. At least for now and 
at least this time. The Mexican gov
ernment wm; most certainly, bide its · 
time, reassure investors and continue 
to quietly funnel soldiers, armored 
tanks, · high-powered weapons and 
electronic surveillance equipment 
into the .heart of the selva and into 
the lives of the indigenous. 

And, equally certain, the Zapatistas 
will continue to oppose them. As 
Subcomandante Insurgente Marcos of 
the Clandestine Revolutionary Indig
enous Committee of the EZLN made 
clear in August: "We want the high
ways to serve so that the wealth that is 
in_the Chiapaneco soil will be for the 

· benefit of all Mexicans and not for it · 
to be sold to foreign money. We want 
the highways to be for Mexico's inde~ 

pendence and sovereignty, 
and not for the great and 
powerful to order us about as 
if we were their slaves and to 
buy this country as if it were 
cheap goods ... 
·. 

11 But as long as the Qigh
\Vays serve to increase op- . · 

· ·pression, misery and death 
among the indigenous com
munities, the Zapatistas -will 
be opposed to theni, we will 
resist. Even though we suffer .· 
in the resistance, even · 
though they attack us, even 
though they imprison us, 
even though they kill us, 
even though they tell lies 
about us, we will not permit 
the government's actions 
that only cause death, mis
ery, neglect and fear ... " 

For more information con
tact the Mexico Solidarity 
Network at (773) 583-7728; 
msn@mexitosolidari ty. org; 
www.mexicbsolidatity.org. 
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lll~ft(;J{ill)l~llS IJI, '1,111~ ilN'I,I~ il'l, 
IIJC;JJl\rllY BY THE BIG WOODS EARTH FIRST! 

MEDIA COLLECI'IVE 

On September 25, over 400 people minutes later activists where removed live at the encampment, surprised the 
gathered for a march and rally spon- using the jaws of life. Once broken MnDOT. 
sored by the North·South 55 Alliance free and checked, both were immedi- In retaliation MnDOT sent a tree 
to protest the destruction of ately handcuffed and taken into cus- cutting crew to the site of the original 
Minnehaha Park and sacred land on tody. At 7:00, while seven people were Minnehaha Free State. Here they cut 
tne south side and the destruction of occupyingthe.cottonwood, one cling- 13 trees the first day, one for every 
affordable housing on the north side ing to a · traverse line, a tree cutting person arrested at MnDOT headquar
of Minneapolis. crew in a raised cherry picker bucket ters. New treesits are being constructed 

The event began with a rally at the ·began to cut whole limbs and branches and the level of police· and worker 
site of the destroyed housing on the overtheroadwaytoscarethetreesitters violence is increasing. 
north side and proceeded to city hall. down. Outraged the entire crowd be- If you are unable to come and join 
Police escorted the marchers, block- gan to storm the police lines, only to us, send money or items of support 
ing traffic as we crossed intersections be. pushed back; causing nine arrests, to power4u c/o Bob Greenberg, 201 
and followed the group to ""7~7G'77"~7/"'""0~'7!'77'8'7!"77"'P7Y/7~7"''70."":?7l.M E 27th St., # 1, Minneapolis, 
"protect us" from any an- E MN 55408; (612) 362-3387. 
grymotorists.Wetookthe . We are in need of money 
stree~s! (please put Minnehaha Free 

At City Hall o~er 800 State in memo of check), 
people listened to speak- climbing ' gear, shelters 
ers, singers and poets and (tents, tipis, tarps), food, etc. 
watchedstreettheaterpro- You can also write to the 
testingthebehaviorofcity following people, urging 
officialswhoturndeafeats them to stop the reroute of 
andblindeyestotheneeds l" Highway 55 and stop brutal-
and demands of out vi- ~ izing the resisters!: Governor 
brant communities. Dur- ~ Jesse Ventura, 130 State Capi-
ing the rally, Earth First! ~ tol, 75 Constitution Ave., St. 
activists scaled a parking "'" Paul, MN 55155; (651) 296-
garage and hung a huge 3391; Elwyn Tinklenberg, 
banner that said "Homes A multifaceted coalition took to the streets on September 25. Commissioner Minnesota 
Not Roads: Stop the 55 Department of Transporta-
Reroute" with a big anarchy symbol including one for throwing eggs. tion, 395 John Ireland Blvd., St. Paul, 
on it. After dangling fromropes for The traverse line was cut leaving the MN 55155; (651) 296-3000; Mayor 
about an hour, all the activists es- cottonwood sitters in a life threaten- Sharon Sayles Belton, 350 S. 5th Street, 
caped without arrest. ing situation. The police claimed that Minneapolis, MN 55415; (612) 673-

We then marched the remainder of cuttingwasnecessaryinordertomake 2100; Mr. Alan R. Steger, Division Ad
the nine miles to the site of the Four it easier to bring a bucket or ladder ministrator, FHW A Gal tier Plaza, Suite 
Oaks Spiritual Enca_mpf!1~ntfor aDa- truck up to the heiglttgJ the .protest- 500, 175 E. 5th Street, St. Paul, MN 
kota pipe ceremonyand~comm\.mity ers. vyhile the police were doing this, 5S101; (651) 291..,6100. 
potluck feast. It was a beautiful day, one of the protesters jumped down on 
and the event laid the groundwork for the raised arm. of the cherry picker 
the events of the coming week. causing it to fall. He then locked to it. 

During the early morning hours of Another swung down from the tree, 
September 27, several activists pro- but fell is feet and was immediately. 
testin8 the reroute of Highway 55 in · taken tp the hospital. Luckily no sed
south Minneapolis set up a tripod and ous injuries occurred. 
locked down over the Minnehaha By 10:00 only four people were left 
Creek bridge. Two people U-locked to up in the tree. Seven state patrol cars 
the tripod, one _at the top and one at parked right below it for the night. In 
the base. A treesit in a 300-year-old all17 people were arrested that day. A 
cottonwood tree located next to the candlelight vigil was set up, and many 
bridge along the banks of the creek people stayed, holding signs and 
has been ongoing for the past two candles. The crowd on the bridge 
months. ranged from 10 to 50 people through-

For the next 14 hours the bridge was out the following days. On Septem
closed,forcingthepolicetorerouteall ber 30, two of the four treesitters 
traffic around the site. A IS-block sec- decided to come down to save food 
tion was closed to through traffic dur- and water for the remaining two. A 
ing the afternoon rush. Construction large crowd showed up to witness it. 
activity continued and dump trucks On October 2, one more treesitter 
drove in and out of the site until one came down because of extremely cold 
truck was blocked by activists who nights ahd only enough blankets for 
locked on to its front bumper. News- one in the tree. 
paper journalists and television crews As things stand, one person is still 
were at the scene throughout the day. occupying the tree . and folks are still 

At approximately 4:30 p.m. state holdingsignsandchanting, while state 
police along with Minneapolis Police troopers sit right across the road wag
began to set up a line with yellow ing their war of attrition, denying the 
tape and parked squad cars. As_news sitter the vital support, visits and love 
helicopters circled overhead 400 she needs. There is enough food and 
people from the neighborhood and water in the tree for six weeks, but not ·· 
community watched while police at- . · enough blankets or warm clothes to 
tempted to move the crowd back away · withstand the cold Minnesota nights. 
from the tripod and the cottonwood. At a different site on September 28, 
A few people flattened squad tites 13 students involved with the Student 
and a couple of nuns from a nearby Coalition Against the Reroute (SCAR) 
church placed bumper stickers on the entered the front lobby of the Minne
squad cars and began to sing "We · sota Department of Transportation 
Shall Overcome." (MnDOT) and using lock boxes ahd U-

At 6:30, after the evening newscast locks occupied the building for several 
wasfinished,policeofficersalongwith hours. This action, coming right on 
fire department personnel set up a the heels of the tripod/road blockade 
blue curtain around the tripod. Thirty and carried out by people who did not 

ElF Wrenches· 
Hiuhwav55 

From the communique: 
"We are claiming responsibility 

for the second attack upon CS 
McRossan's machinery. In the 
early morning hours of October 3, 
the Earth Liberation Front entered 
the construction site on-highway 
55 in Minneapolis. Machines that 
were found with accessible holes 
had sand poured into the oil or 
were drained. Three machines had 
hoses and wires cut before the 
elves escaped into the night. This 
follows an attack earlier in the 
week on September · 27, when a 
visit was paid to CS McRossan's 
offices in Maple Grove, where we 
slashed conveyor belts and dam
aged machinery. We see highway 
SSassymbolicofthelargersystem 
that is strangling us of air and 
water. The NAFfA superhighway 
and the roads into the forests are 
all a symptom of the sick capitalist 
system that puts profits before 
people or ecosystems. As long as 
the trees continue to fall, so will 
the profits made of this project. 
This is just the beginning of a new 
level of battling against Highway 
55 and , car culture. We urge the 
elves of the world to unite against 
the profit hauling infrastructures 
around the globe. Target machines, 
officesandequiprrienttisedtobuild 
roads. We are everywhere, and we 
are watching. We will be back. 



BOG WASTE ~SPLOOGES IN THE 
\V AKE OF FLOYD'S FLOODS 
BY FETZER MILLS jR. 

A hideous stench hangs in the air of Duplin 
County, North Carolina. It's a smell unlike any
thing else: rotting animal carcasses, raw sewage, 
animal waste and · decaying vegetation. As Hurri
cane Floyd's record-breaking floodwaters receded, 
pools of rank, fetid water topped with an oily 
rainbow slick are everywhere. 

Driving down Highway 41, the main artery in this 
quarter of the county, things appear normal. The 
once-submerged houses along the route are now 
above water and mostly appear undamaged. Upon 
closer inspection almost every house is abandoned. 
~1 the . furnishings, carpeting, linoleum, drywall, 
clothing and household goods of the occupants are 
piled high in the yards waiting for trucks to haul 
them away to the dump. . 

At some houses a pall of black smoke hangs in the 
air, as the owners pile their contaminated belongings 
onto enormous fiery pyres, sending contaminants 
into the air. The empty houses, without their win
dow dressings or drywall, doors and windows open 
wide, appear skeletal, like gaping skulls. 

The floodwaters in Duplin County were so con
taminated by drowned hogs and chickens, spilled 
and overflowing hog lagoons, human sewage and 
other contaminants that anything soaked by it was 
unsalvageable. Most area residents picked up bottled 
water, afraid that the groundwater andrivers are so 
thoroughly contaminated that it will be years l:>efore 
it's safe to drink again. 

They're probaQly right. Leon Chesnin, professor 
emeritus of waste management and utilization at the 
University of Nebraska at Lincoln, said that it takes 
20 years for the waste from a hog lagoon overflow or 
spill to filter down through the groundwater and 
another 20 years to clean itself. That means the water 
will .be contaminal;ed.for another 40 years. 

~ In addition to animal wastes from an estimated lOU. 
flooded or spilled hog lagoons and a large number of 
poultry operations, 24 human wastewater treatment 
plants floodedand hundreds, possibly thousands of 
tanks containing petroleum products, pesticides and 
other chemicals spilled. Thousands of flooded homes, 
businesses, automobiles arid junkyards released toxic 
chemicals into the floodwaters. 

A hurricane may be an "act of God," but the 
magnitude of the environmental disaster in North 
Carolina was strictly human~made. Much of the 
flooding and the groundwater contamination can be 
attributed to the state's furious drainage and devel
opment of wetland areas and its resistance to vigilant 
environmental regulation of agribusiness . . 

Since North Carolina began draining its 11-mil
lion acres of wetlands in the 1700s, more than half 
have been destroyed forever~ Between the mid.: 
1970s and the mid-1980s, North Carolina led the 
nation in lost wetlands acreage, says Derb Carter of 
the Southern Environmental Center; The state still 
issues permits to drain around 1,000 acres of wet-
lands every year, he says. · 

Although Governor James B. Hunt is calling Floyd 
a" 500-year flood" and assuring residents that it.will 
not happen again during their lifetimes, that's not 
strictly accurate. It's true that the extent ,of this 
month's flooding was unprecedented, butthe heavy 
rainfall is not without comparison. Two hurricanes, 
Floyd and Dennis, hit North Carolina just weeks 
apart, both dropping heavy rains. There have been 
other casesof multiple hurricanes battering the 
state. In 1955, for instance, three major h~rrtcanes- · 
Connie, Diane and lone-hit North Carolina just 
weeks apart. All of them dropped extraordinarily 
heavy rains, in a year that had already featured 
massive storms. 

Most scientists believe the reason for Floyd's .mas
sive damage is due to the massive drainage of the 
state's wetlands. Doug Rader, a biologist with the 
Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) who's conferred 
with a number of other experts about the flood, 
said, "We, as scientists, believe that a significant 
part of the flooding and the severity of its impact is 
a result of poor management decisions [regarding 

wetlands] made over .the last 30 years. It is our 
opinion that intensive land use in marginal areas 
has directly contributed to the seriousness of the 
flooding from expectedly and predictably large 
amounts of rainfall." 

Wetlands provide a natural escape valve for 
flooding by distributing and absorbing excess wa~ 
ter. Swamps and marshes absorb and disperse 
floodwaters, and areas called" dry wetlands," found 
around the headwaters of streams and in the 100-. 
year flood plain, complete the job. Wetlands serve 
another function as well: They're a natural filtration 
system, like human kidneys, removing all . sorts of 
toxins and pollutants from the water, especially 

· nitrates from animal waste. Nitrogen depletes oxy
gen and can kill fish. All of North Carolina's 
shellfishing beds are dosed now, and experts expect 
major fish kills in the future. 

While the dry wetlands are one of the most impor
tant natural resources for controlling and containing 
floods, they are also the most vulnerable to being lost 
because they're not picturesque like marshes and 
swamps with their cattails and swamp grasses. It's 
more difficult to make a case for the preservation of 
dry wetlands and much easier to engineer their 
draining. Consequently, housing developments, fac
tories, junkyards, hog farms, hog lagoons, agricul
tural operations and other businesses have cropped 
up in the 100-year flood plain, legally. , 

Butthe consequences of building in the flood plain 

The legislature has repeatedly refused to restrict or 
regulate building in the flood plains or to provide 
funding to enforce existing regulations. Don Reuter, 
spokesman for the state's Department of Environ
ment and Natural Resources, said that in the 1988 
and 1989 sessions of the General Assembly, the 
legislature refused to provide funding for a wetlands 
protection bill that could have mitigated the extent 
of the flooding. -

Likewise, the state has balked at regulating the 
agriculture industry, whose lax treatment of ani
mal waste has contributed to the pollution prob
lems. North Carolina has more hogs than people, 
around seven-Iilillionpeople to nine-million hogs. 
A hog produces between two to five times as much 
waste on a daily basis as a human. Yet hog farmers 
haven't been required to treat the waste or dispose . 
of it in an environmentally sound manner. Most 
store the waste in open-air lagoons, essentially 
ponds filled with hog waste. When the lagoons fill 
farmers reduce the level by spraying the untreated 

waste on fields, where it runs off into the 
watersheds. 

From the 1970s until 1995, the hog in
dustry was virtually unregulated. Indeed, · 
any attempts atregulation were blocked by 
the legislature. Because of lavish campaign 
contributions from the hog industry, the 
.legislature passed bill after bill allowing 
special tax exemptions and lax environ
mental regulations. 

In 1991. the legislature passed a bill that 
enabled the state to levy strong fines against 
polluters for discharging animal wastes into 
streams. But an amendment tacked onto it 
by Sen. Wendell Murphy, then the state's 

]" largest hog farmer with a . billion-dollar 
~ operation, exempted poultry and hog farms. 
~ That same year, a bill allowed the North 
~ Carolina Pork Producers Association to col
~ lect a one~cent~per-hog levy, in order to 
~ lobby legislators and pay for lawsuits 
; brought against the hog industry, 
a In 1993legislation was passed denying 
i the state Department of Environmental 
... Management-the agency charged with 

regulating hog wastes-access to irifor
Hog waste lagoons and drowned hogs spilled into the Neuse Rive~ floodwaters. mation, kept by the state Department of 

have been two fold. It has deprived the area of a 
natural barrier against flooding. Structures built on 
flood plains, once submerged, release into the water 
what one state official called "a witch's brew" of toxic 
substances-household chemicals, chemicals and pe
. troleum products from automobiles, pesticides and 
heating oiL 

The 24 human wastewater facilities that flooded 
don't begin to tell the story of human-waste con
tamination of the waters. Most municipal sewage 
lines in eastern North Carolina run through the 
floodplain in order to take advantage of natural 
drainage properties and save money on pumping 
stations and elevated sewer lines. There's no way to 
tell how much sewage leaked into the flooded 
waters through outlets on sewer lines built where 
they shouldn't have been. Kinston, a small city with 
a populationof around 25,000 people, for example, 
is built on the Neuse River .. Kinston's sewage treat
ment plant, built in the Neuse flood plain, was 
totally submerged by the floods. 

"That means," said Rick Dove with Neuse 
Riverkeeper, "every toilet that {lushes in Kinston 
during the flpod discharges directly into the Neuse." 
Dove said that the Neuse is now a maroon color from 
waste and chemical spills. 

Agriculture, about the number and loca
tion of hog farms. 

In 1995, an eight-acre hog waste lagoon at Ocean 
View Farms in Onslow County spilled more than 20-
million gallons of waste into the New River, and 
momentum began to shift away from hog farmers. 
Mo~t proposed environmental regulations ofhog 
farms have passed since 1995-but almost always in 
a significantly weaker form than introduced. 

The h!gislature. for instance, put a moratorium on 
establishing new hog farms or eXpanding existing 
ones unless the farms hnplement new, environmen
tally safe measures to deal with hog wastes. But 
eXisting hog farms were not required to do away with 
hog lagoons or convert to new waste management 
technologies,' and many farms have been able to 
expand dramatically without imposing new systems, 
thanks to loopholes in the law. 

The worst is not necessarily over for North Caro
lina. If stricter policies regulating wetlands and hog 
farms are not enacted the next" 500" year flood could 
bring unwelcome toxic wastes, hogs, chickens and 
other random floaters to your dinner table. · 

Fetzer Mills Jr. is a North Carolina native and the 
former Raleigh bureau chief for Freedom Newspapers. 
He is now a Tennessee freelance writer. This article 
originally appeared in Salon. 
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More Mexican Wolves Dead 
BY MICHAEL ROBINSON 

In 1914, at the behest of the ranch
ing industry, Congress appropri

ated $115,000 for the US 
Department of 
Agriculture's Bu- · 
reau of Biological 
Survey to conduct 
demonstrations 

and experiments in 
exterminating wolves, prai

de dogs and other creatures 
. deemed noxious to agricul
ture. It took decades of effort, 
but eventually every wolf in 

t h e American Southwest was poisoned, 
trapped or shot, arid with shipments of American 
poison to Mexico, the trickle of wolves across the 
border dried up and stopped. 

succumbed to parvo, almost certainly infected by 
the Pipestem pups. 

By all accounts, the Sevilleta fadlity, home to some 
of the captive breeding that has allowed the reintro
duction to take place, is a well-run facility. But captive 
situations are always more susceptible to contagion. 
In the month of September, five wolves died. While 
three might have died anyway, two· died solely be
cause conflicts with ranchers brought their infected 
brethren into captivity. 

Meanwhile, the adult female and one of }1er new-
born pups remain at large, despite all to trap 

. # 

them. This pup is the only wild-born wolf in 
the wilderness today. Although the 
program has dimmed some of the 
humans, the ones surViving 
government's destructive management 
learning the evasiveness for which their wild progeni
tors were renowned. 

Further east in the roadless area and close to the 
border of the Gila National Forest in New Mexico, the 
Gavilan Pack · Eight pups born in 
a cage are with · their parents, 
inhabiting terrain in 
the 48 contiguous states. landscape is so severely 
grazed that virtually no deer, elk, javelina or even 
rabbits are present. The land has been completely 
cow-nuked, and there simply isn't enough grass to 
support natural prey. 

livestoCk. Clearly, however, their opposition (likecon
servationists1 support) is based on principle: They 
simply can't abide the idea of wild predators. 

Thus, the Gila is destined to receive 
migration, the ranchers 

, ....... a., pass through the large 
separating the Gila from the . 

Blue . Their strategy appears to be based on · 
increasing conflict-and the resultant wolf killings 
and management removals-in the hope of abort
ing the entire recovery program. Unfortunately, 
their strategy could succeed. 

Two New Mexico ranchers are among the most 
powerful individuals in Washington DC. joe Skeen is 
a · sheep rancher who represents all of southern New 
Mexico in the House of Representatives. He chairs the 
House Agriculture Appropriations Committee. Coin
cidentally, Animal Damage Control/Wildlife Services, 
whose budget is set by Skeen's committee, makes 
dozens of visits per year to Skeen's public land allot-
ment to kill wildlife. ·· 

But joe Skeen is a peon compared to Pete Domenici; 
New Mexico's seriior senator and also a rancher. 

Eighty-five years after that first federal commitment 
of extermination and a full 30 years after Congress 
passed the Threatened and Endangered Spedes Act, 
ranchers are calling the shots on wolf recovery efforts · 
and bending the federal govelVIIlent to their will. As 
a result, there is a very real possibility that the heady 
success in reintroducing wolves to Yellowstone and 
central Idaho co4ld be followed bythe collapse ofthe 
Mexican gray wolf reintroduction program and the 
species' renewed extinction in the Wild. 

After the first Mexican wolf release last year into the$ti' 
Blue Range of southeastern Arizona, atop the 
roaded Mogollon Rim, five of the 11 wolves were 

even the Forest Service recognized the 
grazing and · ordered a reduction in 
Wild Bunch Allotment and a com

of cattle from the region the wolves 

· Domenici chairs the Senate Budget Committee .and 
thus exercises more control over federal expenditures 
than anyone else. Both Skeen and Domenici have 
used their political dout primarily to benefit the 
ranching industry. Despicable though it is, one can
not be surprised that Babbitt would sacrifice Mexican 
gray wolves for other political considerations. 

If wolves continue to die in high numbers and if 
they continue to be placed where their only choice is 
to eat domestic livestock to survive, the next presiden
tial administration could use these conflicts as an 
excuse to terminate the program. With Republicans 
possibly controlling both the Congress and the presi
dency at the end of next year, it is imperative for the 
next round of reintroductions scheduled for early 
spring 2000, to be an unequivocal success. 

in quick succession, and two others disappeared suspi
dously, including the first wolf pup born outside a·cage 
in the Southwest since the 1920s. The recovery team 
recaptured the survivors for the wolves own protection. 

This year, in response to the pub· cl~mor to place 
the wolves in more secure locati~ e new family 
groups were released further eas ~ . e rim, inside 
the half-million acre Blue River/ ,Ft1t't:t,isco River 
roadless area. Here, the animals hav aJ;. been safe 
from poachers, yet not safe frb 'fle federal 

. government's obeisance to the politics of ranching. 
A pair of wolves and their yearling daughter released 

near Pipestem Mountain illustrates the ongoing trag
edy of this hijacked recovery program. Shortly after 
their releaAf' . a h ing pen, the alpha female dug 
a den an -•-. • o six pups. But with cattle 
crowdin~e "' the national forest, it wasn't 
long before she an er mate were spotted feeding on 
two cows, which they may or may not have killed. In 

· quick order, Animal Damage Control/Wih:llife Ser
vices (the i~stitutional descendent of the original · 
Biological Survey) trapped the male, the juvenile 
·female and five pups, returning them to captivity. 

Shortly after their capture, three of the pups died 
of parvovift1S. Parvo is usually fatal to around half 
the canids infected. The infections are often niuch 
more severe in stressed animals. It may be the pups 
contracted the disease in the wild but would have 
survived without the stress of captivity. Shortly 
thereafter, two more pups from another captive 
pack in the Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge also 

occupy (for range reasons having no relation to 
.the wolves). The rancher, asserting mythical private 
. property rights to the national forest, has refused to' 
remove his cattle, and the Forest Service has failed to 
enforce its dedsion. In the meantime the wolves have 
killed three cattle to feed their pups. As a result, the 
Fish and Wildlife Service has announced . it may 
remove this patk from the wild. 

The field biologists with Fish and Wildlife are dedi
cated profe~sjq_nals doing their be_st to ensure the 
recover}' of the Mexican wolf. They are hampered, 
however, by Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt's 
koWtowing to the ranching industry. The regional 
office of Fish and Wildlife has requested permission to 
place "problem wolves" in the Gila National Forest, as 
permitted under the reintroduction plan Environ
~ental Impact Statement (EIS). The regioncil office 
has also requested an amendment to the EIS allowing 
first time release of wolves in the Gila. Large segments 
of the Gila National Forest, the entirety of which is 
part of the official recovery area, do not have the 
problems of the Blue Range: heavy road access above 
the Mogollon Rim and heavy cow use below. In fact, 
most of the Gila Wilderness is' now cow-free. 

But Babbitt is blocking approval to release wolves 
.. into their best habitat, most likely to avoid the wrath_ 
. of New Mexico's ranchers. If ranchers' opposition to 
. wolves was based on pecuniary fears, they would be 
satisfied with the compensation Defenders of Wild
life pays for cattle lost to wolves, and they, certainly 
wouldn't object to placing wolves in an area without 

Please contact Secretary of Interior Bruce Babbitt 
and insist he follow the recommendations of his own 
Fish and Wildlife Service regional office and place the 
next wolves in.the .Gila.National Foiest .. One century~ 
of exterminating Mexican wolves was enough. Let's 
start the next millennium by recovering the species. 
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, Rm. 6156, 1849 C St., 
Washington DC 20240. · · 
· Michael Robinson is completing a book on the history of 
the wolf extennination campaign. · 

Mexican gray wolf waiting to be reintroduced. 

Wolves & Poollles A skin peeling back, lungs rotting, coughing poodle to New York Mayor 
Rudy Giuliani for dismissing coin plaints about the spraying of malathion on the 
dty in an effort to eradicate mosquitoes. According to The New York Times, Guliani 
referred to concerned.dtizens as hysterical, "environmental terrorists" who "like 
to get you angry because it gets them on television." The spraying is harmless, he 
insisted. Malathion is a nerve gas developed during WW II. 

A wolf@defensefuckers.com to the hackers who have perpetrated the 
most extensive cyber-attack ever aimed at the US government. They have 

systematically broken into the Department of Defense's computers over 
the last year, as well as-compromising computer networks at the Energy 

Departmenes nuclear weapons and research labs, NASA, 
and numerous universities and defense contrac
tors. Whether important secret information was 
stolen or web sites simply changed has not been 
determined. The FBI and police have no-leads. 

A gutsy, conspiracy fearing wolf to the two 
plaintiffs · in a massive class-action suit being 
mounted against the CIA, the Justice Depart
ment and other government agencies by a team · 
of lawyers convinced that the 1980s crack epi
demic was rooted in a specific, identifiable cause: 

the illicit funding of the Contra rebels in Nicara
gua through drugs smuggling and. the complicity of 

US agents in permitting the expbrt of cheap cocaine 
to their own inner cities. 
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An eat-cat-shit, puke-it-up, eat it again poodle to the Oregonian for the four
part series "Crimes in the Name of the Environment" by Bryan Denson and James 
Long who, like Mayor Guliani, purposely convoluted the idea of terrorism, creating 
an atmosphere of fear that is dangerous to activists everywhere. 

The Oregonian is long overdue for a four-part series on the real eco-terrorists, Boise 
Cascade, Monsanto, Weyerhaeuser and the rest of the real eco-destroyingterrorists. _ 

An imploding, explod~ng, playing-god poodle to the Brookhaven National 
Laboratories, one of the government's foremost research bodies, for the produc
tion of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collared (RHIC) in a lab on Long Island, 
New York. The RHIC, designed to reproduce the Big Bang beginning 
of our universe for scientists to study in a lab situation, is the most 
powerful nuclear particle accelerator on, the planet. Critics say sub
atomic particles that result could start an uncontrollable chain 
reaction, co~verting anything they touch into more strange 
matter. The possibility that colliding particles could produce a 
universe-swallowing black hole also exists. 



BY PETER FUGAZZOTTO 

You're a leatherback sea turtle, fol
lowing the usual migratory path north . 
of the Hawaiian Islands. You're no( 
really thinking about anything but 
why there seem to be fewer and fewer 
other leatherbacks around. All of a 
sudden,·you're not going anywhere, 
and there's a vicious looking hook 
caught beneath your front flipper. 
You . struggle against the hook, but 
only manage to entangle yourself in 
the nearly invisible monofilament 
line. You panic and your legendary 
ability to hold your breath seems to 
be failing. Things are not good. 

Welcome to the world of longlines. 

The Plight of the Sea Turtle 
·All seven species of sea turtles, an

cient ocean dwellers that have ex
isted since before the tirile of dino- · 
saurs, are in serious trouble. All have 
·been listed as endangered, threatened 
or vulnerable by the Endangered Spe
cies Act or international bodies. While 
sea turtles. fa~e a-variety of threats, 
including the illegal poaching of their 
eggs and the destruction of once pris
tine nesting beaches due to commer
cial development, the greatest threat 
th~y face is incidental capture and 
'killing by industrfal fishing. ·opera
tions. For years turtles have drowned 
in shrimp trawl nets and drift nets. 
Now, as progress in stopping the use 
of nets is being made, another threat · 
is on the rise: longline fishing. Unfor
tunately, the leatherback sea turtle is 
becoming the poster child of what, is 

~GIERIEII LEATHIERBACKS 
wrong with longlining. 

The leatherback, Dermochelys 
coriacea, is a species best described by 

.. superlatives. It is the largest sea turtle, 
growing up to nine and one-half feet 

. long, and weighing almost 2,000 
pounds. The leatherback is the only 
sea turtle without a shell, having a 
leathery carapace, with prominent 
ridges. It dives deeper, about one mile, 
and swims into colder · waters than 
any other turtle . . 

Scientists have warned that Pacific 
leatherback sea turtles are threatened 
with extinction in the next decade if 
their severe mortality rate does not 
stop. Alarming reports are emerging 
of turtles being caught by longliners 
in the Pacific, from the coast of Latin 
America to Hawaii. 

While the globalnesting popula
tion ofleatherbacks is estimated to be 
about 34,000,_populatiohsi especially 
in the PaCific, ar~ crashing. On one of 
Mexicots . most important · nesting 
beaches, Mexiquillo,}dicho.acan, the 
number of leatherba~ has dropped . 
from 2,000 to lOin a Httle morethan 
·a decade. The outlook is bleak. · · 

Longlines: Underwater Ecocide 
Longlines, referred to by some as 

"land mines of the sea," consist of 
monofilament fishing line, up to 60-
miles long, baited with . as many as 
3,000 hooks, that remain in the water 
for up to 16 hours. In Hawaiian wa
ters, some 16-million hooks are set 
every year. Globally, up to 10-billion 
longlines are set. The target catch is 
both tuna and swordfish, two highly 
lucrative fish. A single tuna, bound 
for the sashimi market, can net 
$60,000. Longline tuna also finds its 
way into tins sold in the US market. 
Increasingly,longliners are also catch
ing sharks to sell in Asian markets. 

Without the excessive demand for 

Longlining Toward Extinetlon 
seafood there would be no longlining. 
The average per capita US consump
tion of seafood rose from 12.5 pounds 
per person per year in 1980 to 14.6 
pounds per person in 1997: Human 
are placing increasing pressure on 
marine resources. Unsustainable and 
outright destructive industrial fish
ing practices are also threatening our 
long~termfoodsupply,depletingfish
ery stocks worldwide and wreaking 
havoc on marine biodiversity. 

Longlining is non-selective, captur
ing anything that bites the bait or be
comes entangled in the lines. The list of 
longlinervictims reads 
like a collection of 
ocean denizens. Ap
proximately 40;000 
. sea turtles are caught 
every year. Nets are be-

. lieved to · be respon
sible for the decline of 
bluefUl tuna, · sword
fish and sharks in the 
Atlantic. Every year, 
longlines kill an esti
mated 180,000 sea
birds, including en
dangered albatrosses 
and petrels. -

About 100,000 
sharks are purposely 
taken ,.each year by 
Hawaii-based 
longliners, (lbout 60 percent of these 

.·· have their fins removed while they are 
still alive. Shark fins are valuable on the 
market as aphrodisiacs, as well as being 
a delicacy, whi,le the rest of the animal 
has almost no market value. Therefore, 
the sharks definned .bodies are heaved ·· 
back into the water to drown. In south
em Australia, it was reported that in just 
two months,Japaneselongliners finned 

· 34,000 black tipped sharj.<s. 

Existing longline regulations are not 
effective. The massive incidental catch 
of longline fishing is undermining re
covery efforts intended to protect and 
restore endangered species. Because 
gear modification is not a practical 
solution, the long~term answer is to 
establish closures in critical habitat 
areas (coupled with restrictions on the 
number of hooks, length of line and 
soak time) and eventually instate a 
moratorium on longlining~ · 

What You Can Do 
If you must eat Pacific tuna or sword

fish, ask your retailer 
or waiter where your 

· fish comes from and 
how it is caught. If 
it's from Pacific 
longliners, refuse to 
eat it1 and explain 
why. 

Write a letter ex
pressing your out
rage at the contin
ued killi_ng of . sea 

... turtles by commer
~ cial longline fleets, 
~ especially in light of 

crashing leather
back populations to 
Penny Dalton, di
rector National Ma
rine Fisheries SeT-

vice, 1315 East-West Highway, Room 
, 14564, Silver Spring, MD 209i0. Get 
involved by contacting Sea Turtle 
Restoration Project at POB400, For
est Knolls, CA 94933; (415) 488-0370; 
www.seaturtles.org. 

Peter Fugazzotto is the associate di-
. rector of the Sea Turtle Restoration 

Project. In addition to working on in~ 
dustrial longlining, he works · on the 
conflict between nfree" trade and en
:dan ered s ecies. 

. This .article was written by Clif Rocklin and is re~ 

printed from the Earth First! Journal, Samhain, 1984. 
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disgusting superlatives. After our adjustments, the 
guests were greeted with: We Make a Living Destroy

. ing Wetlands and Fucking Wild Animals. ... The parking lot harbored. black Cadillacs and 
Continentals, Iirled up like so many .hearses. Distill

. guished _gentlemen rode in noisy little carts around 
the 27-hole golf course drinking dry martinis from 
plastic cups. Afterward they gathered in the plush 
bar . to tell lies about their sex lives. Their wives 
bantered about the chemical-laced whirlpools try
ing to regain their youth. They were well-taken care 
of. For them, life was easy: just pay the price and 
enjoy technological comfort upon command. 

I walked around the golf course as the day waned, 
with thepastbeatinguponmybrowlikeanine-iron. 
But there was a sweetness about the 
airthatevening: tomorrow my long
dead swamp would be avenged. 

I arose early the next morning. 
Axle, Kris, and Maggie were up and 
about soon after. Kris went to work 
to endure another day of contribut
ing to "the good life." The rest of us 
prepared for the day's deeds. First, 
we checked on the results .of our 
project the previous evening. It 
checked out to our complete satisfaction. Large 
stretches of the golf course fairways swam beneath · 
spreading pools of water. It seemed that .the elabo
rate spriilkler system had ruptured in several places. 
The pins and flags were gone. The noisy little carts all 
had flat tires .• Many of the fine-trimmed greens 
appeared to have beenpartiallyroto-tilled, or possi
bly ravaged by the cruel wheels of a motor vehicle. 

That afternoon, we checked in with Kris in the .· 
dining room, which overlooked the golf course 
where she was abouttotakeup her authority as head 

11ffi Nf).{XJM'PKO~tL'iF. E!rii"VI.RO!IJ"lr!R.Vl'AJ. JOV~~Al. O~t.: I)()l,J..AB 

The -Swamp Strikes Back 
maitre' d during dinner for the large convention being 
held that weekend. All systems were go. . 

The first step involved a large, well-lit reader board 
on ~e highway, which read: Welcome Oregon Asso
ciation of Developers and Realtors. After about 30 
seconds of adjustments it read: Welcome Oregon 
Assodation of Vile Rapists. 

We then made our way to the swimming pools in the 
condominium complex. We placed 
"pool closed" signs on the entrance . 
gates, and went to work placing punc
tured plastic packets of tomato juice in 
each pool,"and plugging the filters, Mr. 
Bubble went into the whirlpools. We 
dumped a half-clothed, life-like man;; , 
nequin into the main pool, and scat
tered other plastic body parts around 
for added effect. (Pool open.) It looked 
like a bloody mess. 

. The heating system to the convention center was 
fed by a main duct in the boiler room. The oil-fired 
boiler was able'to be controlled by a timer. We set itfor 
6:30 PM: cocktail hour. In the midst of the central 
duct, not far above the bOiler, we hung two large wire 
mesh buckets .. on the inside, usmg doth adhesive 
hooks. The buckets contained excrement gathered 
froiJl various sources. . . 

On to the dining room. 'The elaborate reader board 
in the entrance to the dining room announced the 
deluxe dinner planned for the hungry developers with 

· ilfhe convention room .was nearly filled with 
wealthy real estate tycoons when an unbearable 
heat and foul aroma began to pervade the room. 
Then, quite suddenly, the soft music turned from 
Perry Como to the Eagles ("some rich men came and 
raped theland, nobody caught 'em. Put up a bunch 
of ugly boxes, and Jesus' people bought 'em"). 

Unfortunately, the red-faced employees got the 
shit baskets before the aroma completely dominated 
the room, and the phantom tape player was confis
cated. But that didn't matter much, as dinner was 
about to be served. 

.\Vllatthe rapists actually got was nothing. The 
scampi and prime rib had disappeared. Even the 
salad fixings were gone. But the waiters clidn't 
serve the assorted garbage that took the place of 
the fine cuisine. They did, however, get caught 
along with the guests (those who . had not yet 
departed in wrath) in the shower when the over
head sprinkler system ignited. 

While Maggie and Kris and I were ~ervicing the 
dining area, Axle had been fixing the plumbing_ in 
the convention Ct!nter with M-80's. He then redeco
rated the office of the resort manager and the pent
house of the owners with dead opossums hung from 
the curtained alcoves and various· insects in the 
pantries. He splashed a nlixture of bleach and am
moni& onto the posh shag rugs in ragged script 
which read: "The Swamp Shall Live Again." · 

Our tasks were completed only minutes before ... 
· To find out what happens n~t order Samhain, 1984 

from our back issues (or $4, or order our almost complete 
set for $400. 
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REclAIM THE SEEDs: GE CRoPs TRASHED 
BY BIOENGINEERING ACTION NETWORK 

Since the last issue of the Journal, 
direct actions against US genetically
engineered crops and biotech corpora
tions .. have increased dramatically, 
sparking what some have called uThe 
California Uprising~" In the past month, 
there have been eight' actions ranging 
from The Bolt Weevils in Minnesota to 
Reclaim the Seeds actions in Berkeley 
and Davis, California, to an unnamed 
group of saboteurs in Vermont. 

tlere's a Round-up (no pun intended) 
of the most recent actions: 

• In Vermont sometime around Au
gust 26, a SO-foot swath was cut into a 
commercial crop of Bt corn. Left be
hind were cutouts of monarch butter
flies and literature explaining why the 
action was taken. Research published 
a few months ago at Cornell Univer
sity showed that Bt has an extremely 
lethal effect on Monarch butterflies. · 
Despite warnings by environmental
ists, industry and government have 
gone ahead, sowing thousands of acres 
of Bt corn and wreaking ecological 
havoc on sensitive insect populations. 

• On September 3, Bt corn was 
again the target of decontamiJ1a
tion-this tirrie in Minnesota. The 
Minneapolis Bolt Weevils debuted 
by wiping out over 1,000 stalks of 
Novartis' controversial biohazard. 
That same night, Novartis; locks were 
glued at its corporate headquarters 
by' a separate group of pesky Bolt 
Weevils. From the communique: 
"This action should be seen as an 
incitement to join the biotech resis
tance by taking direct action against 
this menace in all its forms. 11 

• Just two weeks later, the Bolt Wee
vils struck again-this time at Pioneer 

. Hi-Bred, the world's largest seed com
pany (owned by DuPont). The town of 
Mankato, MN, provided good cover 
for the gardeners 
as they cut down 
SO rows of re
search COft:l, dam
agedcompany ve
hicles and spray
painted "Stop 
Agribusiness" and 
"Pioneering Ar
mageddon II on 
the company's 
walls. 

• Reclaim the . 
Seeds (RTS) took 
action in mid-Sep
tember-first at 
UC-Berkeley's Ox
ford Tract and 
then at UC-Davis' 
extensive biotech
nology program. 
U C- Berke 1 e y 
signed a" strategic 
alliance" with the 
mega-g-iant 
Novartis last year, 
worth SZS mil
lion. RTS targeted 
the researcher at 
UC who is the first recipient ,pf the 
Novartis grant. A "crop circle of con
science" was carved into the tract and 
bags of organic corn seed were scat
tered throughout the field, further dis
rupting research. Their communique 
said it succinctly: "We are not going to 

. demand anytll:mg. W~are not going 
· to ask for anything. We are going to 

reclaim the seeds. We are going to stop 
genetic mutilation." 

• A few days later, RTS proceeded 
in blitzkrieg UC-Davis, Jeaving a dev
astating trail in their path. In a mat~ 

. ter ofthree weeks, 
four actions were 
conducted that . . 

\\'ere not only re-
. ·. markably~_>effe~

tive at d(!maging 
plants but also in 
receiving exten
sive media cover
age; The sum to
tal: eight acres of 
Round~up Ready 
corn, one-quar
ter acre of 
Monsanto sugar 
beets, five rows of 
transgenic mel-
'orts; 16 rows of 
transgenic wal
nut trees and 60 
rows of pesticide
ridden tomatoes! 
Additionally, two 

·; pieces of research 
equipment were 
damaged and the 
"Danger" signs 

· for the pesticide 
. wete removed · 

from the site for safekeeping. 
Not to be biased toward university 

decontamination, RTS struck again in 
early October, damaging melons, corn 
and sunflowers at Pioneer Hi-Bred and 
Rogers NK in Woodland, CA. 

To facilitate press coverage and to 
. have a public voice for actions, a me

dia office has been set up. The Genetix 

Alert media office circulates statements . 
from underground groups to the main
stream press and alternative media/ 
activist networks. Anonymously e
mailed communiques and phone state
ments made to (619) S84-6462; 
jeffrey@towardsfreedom.com, will be 
released to the public imtnediately. 
Also, feel free to send donations (badly 
needed) .to Jeffrey Tufenkian, POB 
3992, San Diego, CA 92163~ 

The Bioengenering Action Network 
(BAN) is a North American network of 
activists working against genetic engi
neering (GE), especially foq.tsed on 
GE in agriculture. The BAN collective 
is a small group, spread around the 
country, facilitating projects like the 
BAN web site, a newsletter, interna
tional networking and alternative 
media outreach. The collective is es
pecially focused on supporting and 
publicizing direct action (from banner 
hangings to crop ·sabotage) against 
the agricultural biotech iJ?.dustry and 
its government and university col
laborators. One hundred twenty ac
tivists receive and share information 
and reports on an e-maillistserv that 
is open- to the public, receiving be
tween five- I? messages per week. 

· You can subscribe to the BAN Alert 
mailing list, from Which you wilr re
ceive periodic action alerts, reports 
and The Cross-Pollinator newsletter. 
Just write ban@tao.ca With the sub
ject: BANalert. To subscribe, write to 
majordomo@tao.ca, with the follow
ing message: ban-request. Our web 
site is www.tao.ca/-ban. There are 

. sectiop.s on biotech news, action re-
ports, a-literature distribut-ion and-an 
excellent section on research targets. 

New JERSEY DEVELOPERS fiDDLE PS WAfER SHotmGE WORSENS 
· BY DOUGLAS ]EWELL 

Water has been dubbed the "gold of the 21st 
century" by national media. With more strain on 
water supplies from a bulging population and 
agribusiness, the value of our most precious c~m
modity will soon hit unheard of levels. In Cape May 
County, New Jersey, water is already the number 
one problem. The flat, sandy, seaside county has no 
reservoirs, depending instead upon underground 
aquifers for its entire supply of freshwater. The 

· water has been in the aquifers since dinosaurs roamed 
the Earth, but now it's running out. 

New Jersey's southern most county is on a penin
sula, averaging just five miles in width, excluding 
the barrier islands. The Atlantic Ocean surrounds to 
the east and south; the Delaware Bay lies to the 
west. As water is pumped out of the aquifers, 
saltwater intrudes at a rate of 200 feet per year from 
three sides. The southern tip city of Cape May has 
already had to build a S 10 million desalinization 
plant to make its aquifer water drinkable. 

TheN} Department of Environmental -Protection 
(DEP) expects Cape May County to be in a perma
nent water emergency by 2010. The current deficit is 
one million gallons a day, with the predicted figure 
reaching seven million gal
lons a day in ten years. 

It seems obvious to the 
swelling local grassroots 
environmental ranks that 

·development needs to be 
curtailed. It's a simple com
mon sense solution. How
ever, developers with local 
politicians in their pock
ets, don't see it that way. 
They continue with their 

. "bttsiness as usual" men-
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tality. They deny and ignore the problem. 
Development figures show the county growing 

from 100,000 to 2SO,OOO residents by 2020. That's 
50,000 new homes added to the already existing 
-ss,ooo. So how can local government officials 
turn their backs on this water supply problem? 
That's easy-greed. Money talks. 

Local environmentalists have been joined by 
the Sierra Club, Audobon Society, American Lit
toral Society, Co.nservation Foundations, 
Pinelands Preservation Alliance and more in the 
battle for clear water. This state-wide interest has 
fueled an intense battle. · Using pickets, media 
events and letter writing campaigns, environ
mentalists are turning the tide. 

Politicians, especially State Senator Bill Gormley 
(dubbed Senator Sprawl), and State Assemblymen 
Jack Gibson and Nick Asselta, have come up with 
scary answers to wh,ere the water to support this 

. overdevelopmentwill come from. They feel it's okay 
to build, then deal with the water supply deficit later. 

These establishment folks want _to get future 
water from one of three sources. The first is the 1.1 
million acre Pinelands Preserve,the last untouched 
wilderness in the state. The environmental rami~ 
fications of using this pristine area are deadiy. 

The second source is sinking multiple wells in 
the northern end of the county wherf:! saltwater 
intrusion will hit last. This would be a stop gap 
measure. In addition most of the development in 
this area is significantly reducing the aquifer's 
recharge . capabilities. 

The third alternative they propose is desalin
ization plants dotting the countryside. Get real! 
The one in Cape May City doesn't work cor
rectly. As more water is pumped out, the aquifer's 
salt content Will increase, making desalinization 
more difficult. 

Environmentalists are particularly concerned 
with the public sewers that promote overdevelop~ . 
ment. Through the Water Quality. Wastewater 
Management Plan, the county has proposed add
ing 100 miles of new sewers. This monstrosity has 
to be approved by the DEP, which has been the 
target of massive letter writing campaigns and 
pressure by citizens. The NJDEP may be a strange 
ally, but locals hope it will act as the environmen
tal consciousness of Cape May County. 

The sewers pump treated wastewater out into 
the ocean. That's five-billion gallons of water per 
year that is not returned to the ground to recharge 
the aquifers. It's lost forever. -

The freshwater supply 
.problem in Cape May 
County won't just go 
away. But neither will the 

... environmental move
~ ment. Stay tuned. 
-; Douglas Jewell is a prolific 
~ · author of environmental sto
~ Ties hilvingwritten S,OOOpub
~ lishedarticlessince 1991.He 
g. can be contacted at 5 Timber 

Lane, Swainton, N/08210; 
jewell@jerseycape.com . 



LOGGERS TERRORIZE STOLTIQANN BASECAMP 
The Stoltmann Wilderness in the upper Elaho Val

ley in British Columbia has been the site of many 
ment was smashed, including video cameras and 
the satellite phone. A young woman suffered se- · 

Despite the violence and the immediate physical 
danger to the protesters, the police took a long time 
to respond. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police are 
now saying that resources are too low to warrant an 
overnight police presence. 

protests over the years (see EF!J, 
September-October '99). It is home 
to the world's oldest grove of Dou
glas fir and is a heaithy millen
nium-old ecosystem. On August 9, 
a blockade was erec.ted near 
Squamish, BC. From the beginning · 
it has been a campaign plagued 
with violent attacks with protesters 
being attacked, endangered and ar
rested. On September 15 the vio- . 

vere n.eck injuries and a man was 
kicked repeatedly in the kidneys. 
The trail foreman of the nearby 
millennia! research camp had his 
van ransacked as loggers forced 
their way in to stop 'him from call~ . 
ing for help on the satellite phone. 
They then crushed his hand and -
smashed the phone. 

More recently, a determined grassroots women's 
network, Canadian Party of Women, along with 
members of the :Raging Grannies closed Tree Farm 
License 38's main gate and the logging roads lead
ing into the contested Stoltmann Wilderness. 

Betty Krawczyk blockaded the road for three 
days before she -was arrested becoming the four
teenth protester to be arrested since . the peace 
camp began in August. lence erupted once again. 

At 11 a.m. International Forest 

After afull day of harassment and 
threats froni Interfor employees, an 
injured treesitter came down at 9 
p.m. The young man suffered a Others continue on the road demanding an end 

to the pillage of the last remaining temperate 
rainforests. For details, please contact PATH at POB 

.. 19596, Vancouver, BC, Canada V5T 4E7; (604) 255-
4145 or (604) 838-3953 (cell); path@envirolink.org. 

Products Ltd. (Interfor) allowed 100 employees to 
leave work to. descend on the Stoltmann Peace 

, Camp and terrorize the seven people present. The 
camp was completely burned down; and all equip-

wound to the head after an employee threw a rock 
at him. Interfor employees then cut down the man's 
supplies and used gasoline to bum his sleeping bag, 
passport, glasses and other belonwrrgs. 

BY TIM REAM AND AsANTE RivERWIND . . 
Th~ canipciign'to save Watch Mountain and Fossil Creek froin Plurn Creek 

clearcutting in the wake of the 1-90 land exchange 1s continuing to pick up 
steam (see EF!J, September-October '99). The ranks swelled late September 
when 150 came for a weekend action. camp to prepare for the winter. The 
treesit on Watch Mountain has now passed the 100-day mark. 

Recently, a coalition of townsfolk and environmentalists put its case to 
lawmakers in Washington DC and to the Sierra Club's national board of 
directors in San Francisco. The outcome was a unanimous national resolu
tion · reversing the Cascade chapter's inclusion of Watch Mountain and 
Fossil Creek sacrifice· zones in the land exchange and a second resolution 
calling for a moratorium on supporting any land exchange pending are
examination of Sierra Club policy. One week later townsfolk succeeded 
again when the Washington State Democratic Party embarrassedSenator 
Patty Murray, who supports the trade with a unanimous resolution also 
calling for Watch Mountain and Fossil Creek to be dropped from the 1-90 
land exchange. This ·leaves the Democratic Senator allied with Republican 
Senator Slade Gorton, Plum Creek Timber and no one else. 

With land exchanges serving as the new tool to satisfy Big Timber's 
cravings for public forests and with more than 100 exchanges in the works 
around the country, this opening salvo of direct action and enviro/local 
coalition building to stop exchanges bodes well. For information.on how to 
fight land exchanges in your area check out the newly published Citizen's 
Handbook on Federal Land Exchanges atwww.westlx.org or call the Western 
Land Exchange Project at (206) 325-3503. 

Legislation Supports Land Exchanges 
These exchanges are becoming so controversial that legislators and the 

industry are now attempting to plac·e them into congressional. bills. The 
Northeast Oregon Assembled Land Exchange (90,000 acres of BLM lands for 
70,000 acres of timber industry logged-over land) and the Triangle Land 
Exchange (3,900 acres of Forest Service land for 5,700 acres of logged timber 
land) are part of an attempt' to legislate these destructive trades into 
existence. Clearwater Land Exchange Inc. of Orofino, Idaho, has enlisted the 
help of Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR), Senator Gordon Smith (R-OR) and US 
Representative Waden in introducing the Oregon Land Exchange Actinto 
Congress. Scheduled for initial hearings in the.Senate and House, this bill 
would circumvent federal laws protecting wildlife, fish, old-growth forests 
and the publics interest. Its. would also trade away publicly owned old
growth forests for logged-over stump lands. Many of the ancient forests 
slated to be lost contain tributaries of the strongest remaining runs of wild 
salmon in the lower 48 states. (For more information see the EF!J, February
March '99.) 

Help stop these illegal land grabs immediately, and insist on an end to both 
the Oregon Land Exchange Act and these trades. Call the switchboard (202) 
224-3121 and ask for Wyden, Smith and Walden withdraw their support. 

lone Star Digs Away 
aL'PugeL'Souod 

BY SHARON NElSON 

On an island in Puget Sound, a battle to save the environment and salmon is 
being waged. Vashon/Maury Islands lie between two cities, Seattle and Tacoma, 
Washington. The Puget Sounds islands are fragile, self-contained ecosystems, 
and Vashon and Maury are known for .their beauty and tranquillity. 

Now, Lone Star NW has proposed removing 63-million cubic yards of sand 
and gravel from Maury Island-excavating approximately half the width of 
the island at the proposed mining site. For the past 20 years the mining 
operation on Maury has been very small, producing 10,000 cubic yards per 
year. ~ow, the mining company wishes to remove ·four times that amount 
in a day-barging over sensitive salmon habitat. The mining corporation 
says spills from their operation cannot occur, yet the past testifies that they 

have. Two sunken barges already lie 
near the Lone Star dock-phantoms 
from . barging which occurred in the 
late '60s and '70s. 

} Approximately ten percent of the land 
~ mass of this small six square-mile is
!i! land could be removed 'in as little as 11 
~ years by the proposed mining opera
~ tion. The current high point at the 
!i Lone Star site will be lowered from 360 

used to take away Maury Island feet to approximately 65 feet above sea 
. · leveL As a result, serious issues regcyd-

. ing the future of the island's drinking water supply has arisen. The sand and 
gravel which is sought as a "mineral resource" also serves as an underground 
storage reservoir for the island's aquifer. ~s the mining progresses, recharge to 
the aquifer 'will be altered and streams and wells will be impacted. The strip 
mine will also cause the loss of healthy madrone forest. There are over 100 acres 
of madrone at the site. 

This is a priority one ecosystem, which has been subject to blight and loss in 
many other locations in the Pacific Northwest: Lone Star's site has some of the 
highest levels of arsenic found to date on Vashon and Maury Islands. Distur
bance of this carcinogen poses a risk for all life on the island. Islanders are very 
concerned regarding handling and storage ofthis toxic near residential sites 
and the Sound. The proposed strip mine is opposed by Deep Impacts, an ad hoc 
subcommittee of the Vashon-Maury Island Community Council. 

For more information contact Deep Impacts, 7318 SW 258th PI, Vashon, WA 
98070; BenRolij@aol.com; www.VashonAction.org. 
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Activist demonstrate against grand ;uries in San Frandsco. 

BY GINA LYNN 

Gina Lynn, 27, is an animal rights activist from 
California. She has been involved with the animal 
liberation movement for most of he; life, is founder of 
and an organizer for the Animal Rights Direct Action 
Coalition and is currently a key member of the volun
teer staffforNo Compromise: The Militant, Direct 
Action Magazine Of Grassroots Animal 
Liberationists & Their Supporters (see ad on page 
34). The following is testimony of her recent harass
ment by a federal grand jury. · · 

The harassment started in February of this year 
When the FBI (Watsonville, Californiit) visited my 
house to ask me some questions. I wasn't home at 
the time, so my roommate took their card and 
told them to go away. When I returned, I had an 
attorney call them and tell them I had nothing to 
say and to hot come on my property again. 

They returned a few weeks later, pulling my truck 
over when a friend was driving it, apparently at
tempting to serve me with a subpoena. The F.BI and 
US Attorney in St. Louis, Missouri maintained con-

tact with my lawyer, te-lling him that they wanted 
my fingerprints, hand prints and handwriting 
samples, indicating that they had a federal grand 
jury subpoena. It wasn't until july that I was served 
with the subpoena at a court date for a previous 
animal rights related arrest. FBI Special Agent Gre
gory Ferner (Oakland) had been sitting in the halls 
of the courthouse eavesdropping on our conversa
tions and taking notes. When approached by a 
couple of activists, he attempted to intimidate them 
with his knowledge of their activism. 

The subpoena asked for fingerprints, hand prints' 
and . handwriting samples in lieu of my appear
ance before the grand jury in Missouri on july 29. -
Apparently, the grand jury is investigating letters 
sent to Anheuser-Busch (headquartered in St. 
Louis) threatening to bomb them if they don't 
release whales from Sea World. 

I had nothing to do with these fetters and 
couldn't imagine any possible reason why they · 
would be interested in questioning me. However, 
I recently received transcripts from one day of the 
grand jury proceedings where a man identified 
only as Mr. Crowe attempted to justify the sub
poena with innuendo . and hearsay that, even if 
true, doesn't provide legitimate grounds for con- . 
sidering me a suspect. 

According to Crowe, the sole basis for this sub
poena is statements made by activists who said 
that I was more "radical" than other activists they 
knew. They went on to speculate that I was thus 
more likely · to write a threatening letter than 
others they happened to know. 

I'm sure that these people didn't think that- they 
were saying anything harmful or incriminating, but 
it got me su~poenaed to a federal grand jury, arrested 
by the FBI and has cost me my job. So, to reiterate 
what's already been said a million times, never speak 
with law enforcement agencies. They will twist your 
words and use them against you or others. What may 
seem like a benign statement, may result in exactly 
this kind of repression. When approached by law 
enforcement, simply say, "No comment-talk to my 
lawyer" and nothing else. 

For information on dealing with law enforce-
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ment, read If An Agent Knocks: Federal Investiga
tors and Your Rights and War at Home available 
from No Compromise. Speculation about who may 
be doing (or be likely to do) actions is never 
appropriate. Comments, even in jest, should not 
eyer be made to law enforcement agents. 

In keeping with this model of non-coopera
tion, I am refusing to cooperate with this grand 
.iury. A wonderfulMissouri lawyer named Jenni
fer Brewer filed ,a motion to quash the subpoena 
which was denied. I then declined to appear at 
the grand jury on July 29. At about 8 a.m. on 
September 10, I was arrested at my home by four 
FBI agents on a federal war
rant for contempt of a fed
eral grand jury. I was too 
tired to answer the door so 
the armed thugs forcibly en
tered my home c:md took me 
into custody. I was held in 
an Oakland jail through the 
weekend and released by a 
federal magistrate on Mon
day morning on a promise to 
go to Missouri to fight the 
contempt charges provided 
the government would_pay 
my way. They refused at first 
but at the last minute agreed. 

At the hearing in Missouri 
on October 5, Federal judge 
Rodney Sipple asked whether I would cooperate 
with the grand jury. I refused and the judge 
ordered me into custody immediately. An appeal 
will be filed and letters to Judge Sipple politely 
urging him to order my released may be sent to 

US Court and Customs House, 100 S. Central St., 1114 
Market St., St. Louis, MO 63101; (314) 539-7872 (fax). 

While I'ye been in jail, local activists have been 
absolutely fantastic: putting out press releases 
daily, holding protests, visiting, producing flyers 
about the abuses of grand juries, coming to court 
ahd informing the public about what has been 
going on. This kind of support and publicity is key 
in combating the tools of g9vernment repression . 

Federal grand juries and the FBI's traditional 
· COINTELPRO (counter intelligence program) tac
tics have been used as tools of repression to 
neutralize, discredit and destroy any progressive 

movement that poses a thteat 
to the status quo. My case is 
no different. I am being perse- · 
cuted simply for my belief and 
activism in animal rights. Re
gardless of the law and al
though my compliance with 
this grand jury would fully ex
onerate me, I have to follow 
my heart. And my heart tells 
me that it would be morally 
bankrupt to aid the FBI in their 
malicious attempts to destroy 
the cause that I've devoted my 
life to. We will not be intimi
dated. Wewillnotbesilenced. 
We will not go away. Like it or 
not, the animal liberation 

·. movement is here to stay. · 
For updates on the situation check out No Compro

mise at POB 5236, Old Bridge, NJ08857; (800) 604-
5427; www.nocompromise.org. Write to Gina Lynn 
#35341 at St. Louis County Jail, Clayton, MO 63105. 



.• 

BY jENNIFER KRILL 

Horne Depot, the largest retailer of old-growth 
forest products in the world, made an historic 
announcement August 26 to stop selling prod
ucts derived from endangered forests. Home De
pot has provided an action plan for a three-year 
phase out, in which it specifically referred to 
eliminating "certain redwood, cedar and luan · 
products," and accepted the World Resources 
Institute's (WRI) widely respected classification 
of threatened forest types and areas. This means 
that Horne Depot, with over 850 stores in four 
countries, $30 billion in annual s.ales and ten 
percent of the global lumber market, is planning 
to stop selling old-growth products. 

After seven years of excuses, denials, stalling 
tactics and outright lies, Horne Depot has suc
cumbed to grassroots pressure. And what pres
sure it was! They were inundated with protests 
from over a quarter of a million people express
ing their outrage through petitions, postcards, 
fax blasts, phone calls and thousands of children's 
drawings. They were confronted by shareholder 
resolutions, religious organizing, opposition on 
planning boards and in classrooms and commu
nities across the continent; Their stores were hit 
with demonstrations, informational pickets, 
guerrilla theater, banner hangs, lock downs, 
blockades, kamikaze stickering, product dump
ing, dead rainforest tours and intercom take
overs. Together, because of grassroots activists 
like you, we . wori an incredible victory for the 
world~_ forests. This victory goes far beyond the 
work that any one group did and belongs to the 
entire grassroots movement. Itis for all of us. 

The significance of the Horne Depot announce
rn.ent can't be overstated. It proves that the 

. marketplace is an incredibly effective new front 
· iri . gi:assioots forests campaigns. Together · we 

exposed the marketplace as the weakest link in 

the chain of global forest de
struction by ripping away the 
veil that allows consumers to 
unwittingly purchase old
growth forest products. LE~t the 
mega-retailers take note-wher
ever corporations are profiting 
off the liquidation of the world's 

:rernal~ing anciep.t forests, grass
roots activists will be .ther.e to 
hold them accountable. 

Needless to say we all need to 
keep up the pressure and ensure 
Horne Depot follows through 

· with its promises. But as it stands the capitula
tion is one of the biggest victories for the grass
roots forest protection movement. We've shown 
corporate America what we can do. Now we've 
got to show them that we're just getting started! 

We all have a litany of questions and concerns . 
right now about both the validity of Horne 
Depot's announcement as well as our next step 
to stop the consumption of the world's old
growth forests. 

Horne Depot has a lousy history and giant 
corporations by their very structure are notori
ously untrustworthy. Its past commitments were 
all made in private letters to organizations. This 
announcement, however, was made in a public 
press.conference by CEO Arthur Blank at its 20th 
anniversary celebration. We now have, for the 
first time, Horne Depot on record publicly con
fessing its role in forest destruction and promis
ing sweeping action. Additionally, Horne Depot 
has been making significant internal progress 
over the last year-meeting with vendors and 
creating systems to track its products. 
. Despite the announcement, no one is suggest

ing we embrace Horne Depot or any other 
transnatiOn!il COrporation as a model institution . 
for a sustainable world. Even ·once all the old 

. . ·, .. ~ .. 

growth is off the shelves, Horne Depot will still be 
a giant multinational corporation which aggres
sively destroys local businesses, is vehemently 
anti-labor, promotes urban sprawl and over-con
sumption, and generally represents an out-of
control economic system that concentrates wealth 
and power in the hands of an unaccountable elite. 

Ultimately, it's all of our jobs as forest and anti
corporate activists to maintain our skepticism. 
Horne Depot has yet to show us the full details 
about the phase out (they say they will within the 
month), but until all the old-growth products are 
actually .. off its shelves none of us shouid be 
complacent. At the same time, its announcement 
offers us a strategiC opportunity to expand our 

• campaign. Now is the time to take on the whole 
horne improvement industry and bring us one 
step closer to ending the traffic of old-growth 
forest products. Horne Depot controls forty per
cent of the US horne improvement industry. Let's · 
do the same thing to the rest of the industry. 

For more information or to help, contact jenni
fer Krill at jkrill@ran.org, or Rainforest Action 
Network, 221 Pine St., SF, CA 94104; (415) 398-
4404, (800) 989-RAIN; www.ran.org. 

Together we can get old-growth forests off the 
shelves o_f the horne improvement industry! 

On October 1, 1999 the United 
States Forest Service,· along with the 
Superior Wilderness Action Network 
(SWAN) and the Forest Guardians, 
were named as defendants in a Strate
gic Lawsuit Against Public Participa
tion (SLAPP) suit. The suit argues that 
the Forest Service is being held hos
tage by the aggressive maneuvering 
of environmental groups. The plain
tiffs, the 125 dues-paying member 
Associated Contract Loggers (ACL) 
and Olsen Logging Inc., claim that 
the growing opposition· to logging is 
fundamentally religious in nature
an outgrowth of the so called deep 
ecology movement, whiclt, they in
sist, masks its spiritual aims with 
"pseudo science." They are charging 
the USFS of violating the first amend
ment, which prohibits the govern
ments favoring or endorsing religion. 

dants SWAN and Forest Guardians, 
and at a maximum, cooperated with 

cil seeks the end of ·all commercial 
}ogging on nationalforests because, it 

ning regulations making conserva
tion biology and ecological sustain
ability the first priority on national 
forests. The draft stated that "the 
fundamental goal of the national 
forest system is to maintain and 
restore ecologiCal sustainability, the 
long-term maintenance of the · di
versity of native plant and animal 
communities and the. productive ca
pacity of ecological systems." This 
plan shifts defe.ndant USFS away 
from multiple-use of national for
ests in line with the theological dic
tates of deep ecology on the sanctity 
of non-burnan nature." 

Excerpts from the suit explain it all: 
"Plaintiffs seek to prevent the es" 

tablishrnent of religion by defengant 
USFS, or, at minimum, n~utrality by 
defendant USFS in matters of reli
gious faith." 

"Nationally, the amount of wood 
fiber harvested from national forests 
under management by defendant USFS 
fell from 12-billion board feet in 1989 
to only 3.3-billion board feet in 1998." 

"Defendant USFS has been derelict 
in its duties under 16 U.S.C. Sees 475, 
528, and 529 because it has, at a mini

. mum, shown favoritism to the reli
gion of deep ecology as manifested in 
the actions and demands of defen-

sions of 
529, defendant USFS 
promotion of spirituality 
its goals in management 
·owned by the United States." 

"Mike Dombeck, Chief of 
dant USFS inFebruary 1999, 
that "spiritual values" h.~e .., ....... ~,, .. ... 
more and more impor~ant .. ,,.,. ... -

. tional goals-for .... , .... ,~>,..,~ .... "' .. 
tional forests by 
On March 28, 1 . 
Dombeck 

"If defendants SWAN and Forest 
Guardians are successful in their im
position of deep· ecology on defen
dant USFS, the business of Plaintiff 
Olson may be forced to close and the 
businesses of plaintiff ACL members 
Will be permanently harmed as all 
timber from lands. owned by the 
United States in Minnesota is placed 

. off limits to logging and no tempo-
. rary access is permitted to assist log- · 
gers gaining' access to land where they 
hold .contracts for harvesting timber." 

"In,Wf.tctive relief that · defendant · 
USFS )Uase arid desist in establish
ing, p~omoting or favoring deep 
ecology or any similar religion., 

Fot more information contact For
est Guardians, 1141 2nd St., Sante 
Fe, NM 87505; (505} 988-9126; 
swild@sgaurdians.org or the S\lpe
rior Wildernes.s. Action Network, 
2052 Carroll, St. Paul, MN 55104. 
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Once again, multinational business 
and ancient indigenous beliefs have 
collided as Colombia's U'wa tribe 
again threatened to commit mass sui
cide following the September 21 deci
sion by the Colombian government 
to give Occidental Petroleum Corpo
ration (OXY) drilling rights on dis
puted ancestral lands. 

"We are looking at the information to 
see what action the . community will 
take. Mass suicide is one option we are 
considering," said Evaristo Tegria, a 
spokesman for the U'wa. "The commu
nity must consider how best to defend 
its social, cultural, territorial and politi
cal rights," he added. 

Following a seven-year battle, 
Colombia's Environment Ministry 
granted OXY a permit to sink the first 
test well just outside the recently en
larged U'wa reservation. The 500,000-
acre exploJation area, known as the 
Samore block, is expected to yield up to 
2.5-billion barrels of crude, making it 

· one of Colombia's largest-ever oil finds. 
The 5,000-member U'wa tribe, how

ever, claims the entire Samore block, 
including parts outside their govern
ment-approved reservation, spanning 
the cloud forests and plains of northeast 
Colombia, as their traditional ancestral 
territory. The U'wa's long-established 
spiritual beliefs hold that drilling for oil 
on tribal lands is tantamount to sucking 
the lifeblood out of Mother Earth. 

Originally granted an exploration con
tract for the Sainore block in 1992, OXY 
suspended all work after carrying out 
$12 million of seismic surveying be-

cause ofU'wa protests, including a threat 
to commit mass suicide to prevent en
croachment on their land. This tactic is 
said to have been used by many of their 
ancestors to escape capture by Spanish 
conquistadors 500 years ago. 

With oil as Colombia's top export 
and with output stagnating, the coun
try faces the prospect of having to · 
import oil by 2004 if no major new 
finds are made. In order to open the . 
way for Colombia's continued en
ergy self-sufficiency and in an appar
ent effort to defuse U'wa protests, the 
government in August enlarged the 
U'wa reservation from 98,000 acres 
to more than 543,000 acres. Conve
niently OXY's proposed Gibraltar 1 
test well is located just a few miles 
outside the limits of the new reserva
tion. OXY has not issued a formal 
statement on the Environment 
Ministry's decision, but work on sink
ing the 14,000-foot test well could 
begin immediately. ·. . 

The U'wa have successfully mobilized 
an international campaign, in addition 
to their own protests. Steve l(retzmann, 
a spokesman for the California-based 
U'wa Defense Working Group, says the 
enlarging of the reservation should not 
be seen as "a quid pro quo for oiLdevelop
ment." He argues that the oil industry 
has failed to bring promised social devel
opment to impoverished regions of Co
lombia and that drilling for crude near 
U'wa lands could generate tensions and 
spark political violence. 

Already, a guerrilla group, the National 
Liberation Army (ELN), has threatened 

-~- · fi; .. -;a-'" 
to attack OXY in suppoJ:{ of the U'wa4s 
demands against oil drilling. In a recent 
communique, the ELN warned that it is 
declaring the Colombian affiliate of 
OXY, public officials and employees of 
the Colombian Petroleum Enterprise as 
military targets. The rebels listed pos
sible taCtics such as the abduction of 
employees and the destruction of ma
chinery and vowed to fight any military 
personnel who support the. employees 
and the oil company. 

For more information, contact Rain
forest Action Network, 221 Pine St., SF, 
CA 94104; (415) 398-4404, (800) 989-
RAIN; www.ran.org. 

Write OXY and ask that !}le company 
cancel the plans· for the Sam ore block. 

· Let OXY know that you hold it respon
sible for the U'wa's welfare and expect 
the company to fully respect the U'wa's 
rights protectedunderintemationallaw. 

Dr. Ray R. Irani, CEO, Occidental 
Petroleum Corp., 10889 Wilshire 
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90024; (310) 
443-6922 (fax). 

Demonstration in San Francisco against Oxy. 

5 e-v" ' ~ ~~,:Jf .... ' ~M0W'm~tRELliRl) 
BY BLUE 

Decisive action by the vigil keepers and supporters of 
Ireland's Glen of the Downs road protest thwarted a raid to 
evict them, sending the issue into the courts to be resolved. On 
August 27, the campaign's solicitor received .a fax indicating 
that Wid<low County Council had 9btained the necessary 
legal and state clearances to evict the vigil keepers and start 
cutting the threatened woodland. Yet three days earlier, the 
council had received official notification that the Glen had 

undertaking that they would wait until the Supreme Court 
hearing which is set for October 19. Since the end of August, 
supporters . pL the Glen. have intensified .their efforts ,_to. 
highlight the issues that characterize the prote-St. If the court 
action fails-which of this issue.believe will 

been incluqed in a list of proposed nature reserves 
would be protected by European law. 

After the council's eviction decision, about 60 
rived with music, food and shelter to defend the 
believing that ctawp. on August 29 would bring 
crew of determined campaigners quickly .. ,," .. ,,.,. .. 
ing defenses that were prepared in advance of 
arrival of yellow-jacketed council workers. B~t 
pened. No chainsaws, police or council 
much to the relief of the Glen community. 
day most of the supporters dispersed; 15 
the woods to maintain the vigil. 

The Glen of the Downs is a hr~·~tlht~ 
sided valley cut out otquartz rock 
Sugar Loaf mountains in north 
Ireland...:...about an hour south from 
beech, oak, and ash-hazel vvu.Ju''"' 

sky in a wondrous expression 
last surviving stands of native 
covered three-fifths of Ireland. 
by domestic animals. This area 
Irish etilture and heritage. 

Following an Irish High 
undertakings restraining \1\l""v""'" 
Glen comlllunity from entering 
appeal to the Supreme Court'"'"'<"''"'" 
tion of the Wildlife Act-the 
have protected the ,Glen. 
could go ahead without waiting 

By August 30, when it became 
·not sending in the chain:saws, the 
back to' court and secured· a 
The council admitted that it had 
at dawn the previcn.is day. 

happen because the 
within their 



SLOvAKS Ousr 2006 OI:YMPics 
BY MARIA HUDAKOVA 

Many Slovaks gave a sigh of relief on june 19 when 
the evaluation board of the International Olympic 
Committee (IOC) chose Torino, Italy, to host the 
Winter Olympic Games (WOG) in 2006. The Slovak 
region Poprad-Tatry was one of the candidates, yet 
the recent decision hasn't ended our. campaign against 
future WOG in Slovakia (see EF!J, May-June '99). 

After the dedsion against hosting the 2006 WOG, 
we heard representatives of the Slovak candidate city 
Poprad-Tatry and various gov~rnnient officials say 
they intend to campaign for the next Olympics in 
2010. They added that they will be better prepared 
next time with more sporting facilities and better 
infrastructure. Behind these words are intentions to· 
quietly continue logging long before the candidacy 
and start construction of new hotels, roads and park
ing lots. All this will occur in the area of two predous 
national parks, where the majority of sporting events 
are planned. The High Tatra and Low Tatra National 
Parks don't need any development. These small moun
tains are for visitors seeking an oasis of silence and 
peace. They are too small to become Disney Land! 

At the end of May we contacted a non-governmen
tal organization in Seoul, the Korean federation for 
Environmental Movement (KFEM), and asked them 
to protest against the candidacy. Seoul is where the 
IOC planned to choose the site for the Olympics. 
These wonderful people did a great job, protesting 
two days prior to the IOC dedsion despite the dangers 
that may have resulted. · 

In Korea, the Demonstration and Rally Act, enacted 
by the previous dictatorship, requires police permis
sion 48 hours prior to any demonstration or protest of 
more than three people. It allows for no more than 
one demonstration in an area. The Shilla Hotel, where 
the IOC session was held, reported a rally 200 meters 
away from its doors before KFEM's activists ann~unced 
their protest. This was simply a tactic to forestall any 
demonstration. Without the unobtainable permis
sion, our friends nevertheless planned to protest the 
Winter Olympic Gaines in Slovakia. The day before 
the meetings the police threatened to arrest all the 

activists if more than two people protested. In re
. spouse, our friends held a one-inan protest. 

Dressed in a black gown with banners in both hands 
and sign boards in front and back, one protester 
shouted slogans condemning the Slovak candidacy. 
Despite police attempts to keep the hotel area clear of 
protesters, three activists managed to get to the main 
gate, arguing the point that there should be no prob
lem with a one-man protest. Another two dissemi
nated our press release and a copy of the letter sent to 
the president of the IOC. 

About eight reporters, including the AP and Reuters, 
came to-the protest. The Hankyoreh, one of the five 
major newspapers in Korea, covered the action on its 
front page the next morning. It mentioned our appeal 
to "Save Slovak forests from Olympic bulldozers," as 
well as a quote from a KFEM ecological activist that our 
environment should not be destroyed by the WOG, 
which calls itself a global festival for peace. 

One national newspaper closed its article with, 
"According to unofficial and tmconfirmed infor-

. mation, a 30-m ember group of the WOLF Forest 
Protection Movement arrived in Seoul. During the 
whole candidature process they protested against 
holding the WOG 2006 in the Poprad-Tatry region. 
They were not able to get close to the Shilla Hotel . 
with protest banners, where Alexander Slafkovsky, 
the mayor-of Liptovsky Mikulas (a city below Low 
Tatra National Park), was expecting them. This 
raises the question of who had financed the trip of 
30 conservationists to Seoul?" 

How interesting! Koreans were identified as Europe
ans, and three people appeared as 30. The press didn't 

· explain why WOLF opposes the candidacy nor men
tion the fact that we oppose logging in national parks 
and nature reserves and want protection of this critical 
forest environment. The author-strangely, or per
haps not so strangely-overlooked the presence of 
more than 100 representatives from Slovakia support
ing the candidacy in Seoul whose expenses were paid 
by the government. 

In any case, we have decided to sue a press agency for 
spreading misinformation about WOLF and harming 
our reputation. If we Win, the money will support our 

The highly sucess(ul one-man protest. 

project of saving the forest through its purchase. 
The final statement of the IOC evaluation board for 

Slovak candidacy stated: "Conservationists are against 
the unavoidable logging of forests in national parks." 
One part of the fight against the WOG was success
fully concluded. We expect the ·same success for 
Poprad-Tatry's candidacy for the WOG as far into the 
future as necessary. ' 

Like a soap opera, the Committee for the Candi
dacy for Winter Olympic Games will change actors, 
making it necessary for our children to continue the 
fight. Onelife is too short to defeat human irrational
ity, irresponsibility, carelessness and blindness in 
protecting the environment. 

We inform contributors to our Saving the Forest 
project in the Cergov Mountains of Eastern Slovakia 
(see "Help Save Them_;_Buy Your Own Tree'~ EF! J, 
July-August '98), which will create the fitst private 
reserve of beech-fir forest in all of Central and Eastern 
Europe. So far we have raised 1,670,000 Sk (Slovak 
crown) out of the 3.2 million needed. Thank you to 
all of you who have contributed. We appreciate 
further donations by the symbolic purchase of trees 
($30 per tree). Make checks payable to the Rainforest 
Information Center, and mail them to the Earth 
Trust F~undation, 20110 Rockport Way, Malibu; CA 
90265. For more information contact the WOLF 
Forest Protection Movement, c.d. 27, 08213 TuleY<, 
Slovakia; wolf@Vadium.sk. · · 

"'Rx:MJI.NG, 1amt:N(j .JtND 1t£YOL'U'ITO:t/'-UJ( {j.:AT:JlTRI:Mj 
BYTK 

"Reading, Rioting and Revolution: 
lnsidetheamazingsummercampwhere 
anarchists learn the skills of class war ... " 
announced the pithy headline in the 
British newspaper The Daily Mail after a 
couple of sleazy journalists managed to 
sneak into the UK Earth First! gathering, 
held in a farmer's field near Bungay, 
Suffolk, England in mid-August. 

No one was really surprised by the 
infiltration as the UK EF! crowd had 
been under intense media scrutiny ever 
since tbe immensely successful, Lon
don-inspired june 18 Carnival Against 
Capitalism. Couple this with all the 
activities of the anti-genetix crop-pull
ers and the recent closing of the odious 
Hillgrove Farm animal experimentation 
breeding fadlity, and you get an idea of 
just how significant a force Britairi's 
multi-faceted ecological resistance 
movement is these days. . • 

The attendance at the gathering also 
bore this out. By SatUrday the numbers 
had swelled to about 500, and a sea of 
tents clustered in one comer. of the 
field creat~d havoc at night as revelers 
swani through- searching for their 
domed homes away from home. But 
partying was not the main item on the 
well~rganizect agehda--skill~sharing, 

information-sharing, campaign up- · 
dates and direct action were; 

This year's gathering Was pulled to
gether by the wonderful folks in Leeds 
who have been responsible for putting 
out the Earth First! Action Update over 
the past year~ I must say the Brits deft-

nitely outshine their US counterparts Spain, Palestine and New Guinea. resulted in a sentence of 88 months for 
when it comes to making sure the an- There were practical workshops on throwing a rock at a cop! 
nualgatheringofthetriberurissmoothly. subjects like dealing with the police, The evenings were low-key, and lots 
A handout describing the schedule of how to organize mass actions, of networking went on around tl1e 
workshops was given to activists as permaculture, whattodowhenarrested, campfire. There were videos aboutjune 
they came through the welcome gate · blockading, tree climbing, running 18 and Mumia Abu Jamal, and one 
and paid t~eir ten pounds. A fantastic, squats, security consdousness, coping night's inspiring keynote speaker was 
well-stockedmobile library was set up with burnout, women's self-defense, re- from West Papua, New Guinea. Risking 
to feed activist's minds. ~ruiting and involving new people, his person.al freedom and possibly his 

There was an average of 20 different quartermastering, increasingparticipa- life by bringing news of his people's · 
workshopsoffereddailyoverthecourse tion in meetings, conducting prison struggle, this anti-modernity activist 
of the four-day support, setting up an spokepassionatelytoalargecrowdgath-
event .. The first I ecovillage, the finer erect in the big top about the resistance 
attended Thurs.- points of catapult movement he is a part of-the Libera-
day morning was (slingshot) usage tion Army of the Free West Papua 
on the artificial' and snatch-squad Movement. He said, "We are not ter-
life crisis-a dis- training (de-arrest- rorists, we do not like democracy, we 
cussion on the ing techniques). donotfancymodernlifeandwerefuse 
approaching di- Most of one day's development." _After a Dutch-made 
saster of a totally . workshops were de- videodepictingtheguerrilla'sstruggle 
artificial and tech- , · voted to analyzing was shown, the West Papuan native 
nological world various aspects of the explained how his territory had been 

· ,and how we can June 18 Global Day invaded by force and · manipulation 
·· stop it. At the of Action. After the by' Indonesia, with the UN and USA 
same time there ' opening session en~ haVing disastrous vested interests in 
were other offer- . titled, "How was it foryou?ll .. its. policies. ,;Theu slogan," he said, 
ings whiCh looked equally interesting thereweresmallgroupdiscussionsheld · was the simple yet eloq1.1ent request, 
on localism and autonomy, an intro- op. the tactics of the day, our media and "Just leave us alone, please!" 
duction to genetics, dealing with the propaganda, national and international So muCh important information was 
media and a presentatiorrby the Blatant organizing and one called The Empire shared, and all of the activists assembled 
Indtement Collective. ~ ' ·· · . .. ' Strikes -Back;addressing issues like the . there established contacts and learned 

ComparedtoUSgatheiings,onething state1sresponsetojune 18, thestatusof skills that they can take back to their 
that was very different/ was that as you the people :Who have been:arrested, the regional. ·groups. The over-archin~ 
stood in the lunch line (or "queue" as -media backlash and ho~ to support thertiesoftheUKEF!summergathering 
they call it) you couldhear voices from those facing trial .. It came out that the were definitely and defiantly, Viva La 
all over· the world-discUssing ·how to . mostrepressiveresponseonrecordfora Revolution!, actions speaklouder than 
subvert the dominant paradigm in a · Junel8actionhappenedrightintheEF/ wor~watchoutglobalcapitalism,cor
host of different languages. There were Journal's backyard · in Eugene; Oregon. porate domination and the nature-de- . 

· EF!-oriented activists from Australia, Bel- Anarchist Robert Thaxton was convicted stroying juggernaut of industrial dvili
giwn, Ireland, Germany, Holland, France, on spurious, trumped,.up charges that zatiori.-we've got you in our sights! 
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HART. MouNTAIN CovolE DECEPDON ExPosED 
BY Joy BElSKY 

~ Over the last 
! four years, H~rt 
'i: Mountain Na
~ tio'nal Antelope 
~ Refuge in south
~ eastern Oregon 

has waged a · 
Young ccyote, wild and free misinformation 

campaign about the need to control coyotes. During 
this period, the managers and biologists of the Ref
uge, which is managed by the US Fish and Wildlife 
Service, repeatedly told the public and the press that 
coyotes were killing pronghorn fawns and thus re
dudng the numbers of the spedes. They used this 
information in an attempt to alter their 1994 Com
prehensive Management Plan, which stated that 
there should be no predator control on the Refuge. 
The Plan concluded that wildlife populations should 
be allowed -to fluctuate naturally with changes in 
weather, habitat, food, disease and predation. 

In four years of attempts to introduce aerial shoot
ing of coyotes -and coyote hunting, Refuge 
spokespeople have repeatedly told the public that 
there is an overabundance of _ ~:oyotes and that 
coyote predation is the main reason for low prong
hom fawn survival and declining pronghorn num
bers. They always mentioned the record-low fawn 
survival rate in 1995, when less than one fawn per 
100 does survived (as opposed to the long-te_rm 
average of 25-30 fawns per 100 does). Based on this 
low number, the Refuge proposed an expensive 
campaign to shoot coyotes from airplanes. 

What is most interesoting about this proposal is 
that, according to Dan Alonso, the manager of Hart 
Mountain Refuge at that time, the fawns in 1995 
were born during a spring snowstorm and "most 
literally froze to the ground." In other words, Hart 
Mountain Refuge started a four-year campaign to 
kill coyotes based on fawns freezing to deatn in a 

BY Scorr ScHRODER 

snowstorm. Except for this one quote in a newspaper, 
the Refuge has withheld this information, insisting that 
coyote predation caused low fawn survival that year. 

To further support its decision to kill coyotes, the 
Refuge initiated two research projects. One, carried out 

_ by the Oregon Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research 
Unit of Oregon State University, concluded after a 
multi-year study that the low fawn survival in 1995 was 
due to poor diet quality and severe weather conditions. 

. These conclusions, contradicting the Refuge's official 
·· position, were never released. 

The second study used blood samples and radio 
collars to determine the health and cause of death of 
newborn pronghorn fawns on Hart Mountain. Not 
surprisingly, the study found that coyote predation 
occurring predominantly during the qrst three weeks of 
a pronghorn's life was the major cause of fawn mortal
ity. During the three years of the study, the Refuge 
repeatedly told the press and public that blood studies 
showed the newborn fawns to be in excellent health 
and that they had no nutritional deficiencies or diseases 
that predisposed them to predation. The Refuge 
spokespeople said these results could only be explained 
by an overabundance of coyotes and that they had to be 
killed to save pronghorp.s. 

Scientific reports published by the Refuge tell a very 
different story. The studies report that the fawns were 
"not in excellent health" and that they had below 
normal values of hemoglobin, albumin, total protein 
and blood urea nitrogen, plus low values of the crucial 
nutrients selenium, copper and vitamin E (Hart Moun
tain Technical Reports, 1997~1998). This information 
was withheld from th~ pres~ and the public. Although 
in one interview, Hart ¥ountain/Sheldon Complex 
manager Mike Nunn and complex biologist Mike Dunbar 
admitted that protein-deficient pronghorn fawns such . 
as those studied at Hart would bleat for their mothers · 
and not lie still. They said that these are "activities that 
would draw coyotes." But they continued to tell the 
public in all other interviews that ·the fawns had no 
health conditions predisposing them to predation. 

Fin ally, the 
pronghorn count 
in mid-July of 
1999 showed phe
norhenalincreases 
in fawn survival 
(38 fawns per 100 
does) and in total Pronghorn at Hart Mountain 
pronghorn num- _ 
bers (up 500 animals). These increases occurred in spite 
of the absence of coyote control. Once again, the public 
was not informed. The-Oregon Natural Desert Assoda
tion (ONDA) found out about the large increases a 
month later and released the information. One can 
only conclude that Refuge managers and biologists did 
not want the public to know that thei:C dire predictions 
about the need for coyote control were incorrect. The 
reporters we called told us that when pronghorn fawn 
numbers are low, the Refuge calls them the day after the 
count. When fawn numbers are high, like this year, 
they aren't called at all. 

Ever since ONDA told the Refuge and the Regional 
Headquarters of the Fish and Wildlife Service of our 
discoveries in an attempt to get straight answers, they 
have worked hard to confuse the issue with scientific 
double-talk. This is unconsdonable. Research dollars 
for American wildlife studies are too few for them to be 
used by an agency that covers . up results _ that are 
inconvenient. The Refuge's campaign to kill coyotes 
may have already cost the public more than a half 
million dollars, and it continues. 

If that money had gone to research ort pronghorn, 
Hart Mountain National Pronghorn Refuge might 
now know enough to write a competent pronghorn 
management plan. Instead we have a long, sorry .tale 
of deception. 

Joy Belsky, Ph.D. is staff ecologist _ with the Oregon 
Natural Desert Assodation, 732 SW 3rd Ave., # 407, 
Portland, OR97204; (503) 228-9720; jbelsky@onda.org; 

. She has worked for years with the Predator Defense Insti-
tute, POB 5446, Eugene, OR 97405; pdi@teleport.com. 

The Sierra Nevada, stretching fro~the Modoc plateau in northeastern California · 
to the desert mountains in the south, where John Muir first explored the giant 
sequoias and envisioned a national forest reserve system, is undergoing dramatic _ 
changes in management. The forest plans-the documents which guide direction 
of individual national forests-for all 11 national forests in the Sierra are being 
revised in one large process which . is legally compelled to introduce stronger 
conservation measures. At the same time, ever sinc;e a public lands syste~ has 
existed, private interests and industry have been trying to take it away from the 

Back in the days when public lands management was a resource extraction free
for-all, rural communities and counties cop.taining large POrtiOns. of public lands :; . - AA 

. did not seem tci mind the idea of land being held fu the public trust. Irt the last 30 
years, as environmental regulations have become more strict, opposition has 
grown from resource extractive industries and the wise use inovement. One of the 
popular outcomes of these movements has beeri consensus processes betWe!:!n -

· environm~ntalists (living in generally hostile; isolated areas) and industry and local 
go'\l'ernment officials to come up with plans to manage federal lands in their area. 
One such group was the QLG in the northern Sierra Nevada. The QLG ~as riot 
unique insofar as it was a consensus group with a plan, but they became unique 
when Congressman Wally Herger took the plan to Congress and passed it tr...rough 
the House. Thanks to some underhanded dealings on the part of California Senator 
Dianne Feinstein, the bill was attached as a completely unrelated rider to the federal 

- public. The most recent oflhese attempts takes place in the same location the 
reserve system was first envisioned and is called the Quincy Library Group (QLG). 
Two processes are going on right now, but ultimately, they will determine only one 
fate for the Sierra Nevada. 

The forest plan revisions started in l992 when the For~st Service l:)egan to adopt 
temporary guidelines for the California spottectowl. The old-growth dependent 
California spotted owl-unlike its cousin species the northern spotted owl and the 
Mexican spotted owl-is not listed under the Endangered Species Act, although it 
is in worse trouble. As time went on under the temporary guidelines and issues 
accumulated, which the Forest Service legally had to address, a new strategy 
developed. On May 1, 1998, the Forest Service announced a new region-wide forest 
plan revision process to manage an entire ecosystem. · 

Old-growth ·forest types, whiCh used to comprise 65 percent of the Sierra's 
forests and contained the ~orld's largest living trees, have been reduced to 16 
percent of their original quantity. Ecosystem processes and species dependent 
on old-growth forests have, declined precipitously, and some ultimately may 
not be able ·td hold. onto the fragile existence they currently maintain~ 

Aquatic and riparian ecosystems are the most altered and . .. 
degraded in the Sierra Nevada due to dams; water d1yetsiot}~ .. 
logging and rqadbuilding. Fifteen of~e 30 native amphib
ians of the Sierra are in decline. just a5 California extirpated 
its state animal, the grizzly, it is now extirpating the state 
fish, the golden trout. . . . 

• The. potent force of fire, which has played _a _role, in 
influencing ecosystems for milleruii~; hasbeeii systemati
cally subduecl-and removed from the landscape sin~e the 
1930s. This has resulted in unnaturally high accumulations 
of fuel so that when fires are ignited, they burn far more 
intensely (i.e. kill more trees) over a far greater area, than .··· 
they did before. 

budget for 1999 and passed. · · _ 
The QLG proposal more than doubles commercial logging on the .Plumas and 

Lassen National Forests and one ranger district of the Tahoe. The ostensible 
justification is to reduce the risk of wildfire through cutting one-quarter mile-wide 
fuelbreaks, thinning and one-half to two-acre clearcuts. Even though the Forest 
Service admits itneeqs to take immediate actionto curtail population declines of 
wilcilife and plant species anddeal with precipitous ecosystem issues that affect the 
entire Sierra Nevada, it has dedded to accept a proposal to double logging ill the 
northern portion of the range. 

The Record of Decision authorizing the project calmlystates,"Over the course 
of the pilot project, suitable habitat for old growth forest-dependent species and 
·aquatic/riparian-dependent species (including amphibians) shall not be reduced 
by more than 10 percent below 1999 levels .. " Great, guys. Even if the ecosystem 
was not already in tatters and barely hanging on from 1 SO years of abuse, figuring 
a five-year pilot project. redudng habitat by 10 percent, would absolutely 
guarantee the extirpation of old-growth forest-dependent and aquatic/riparian
dependent species witq.ln SO, years. Realistically, it would be much sooner before 

populations became unviable. -· 
. ..• _ But t]Je fight is not over y~t. Serious leg(ll que~tjons exist 
. around the Quincy issue; and. the dedsibn will' inevitably 
end up in court. Our visionfo~ maintaining this ecosystem 
intact and functioning should be bold and without reserva-

. tion>From the magical C:horus ofthe Yosemite toad in the 
high-elevation meadows, to the j'agged canyon cliffs ~n
ning down 'to ·cold water rushing over rocks teeming With 

~ Chinook salmon, to the red~taned hawk (:irclingthe sky in 
~ the open oak cover and geritle golden hillsides, our vision 
Q should remain strong. 
~- -For in ore informatio~ on how you ,can keep the Sierra 
ll Nevada alive, contact Range of Ught Ecological Defense, 

The May 1, 1998, announcement initiated a process to 
address these issues. A 'draft plan should be out soon. -

You know what they spy about little men and big stumps. 
t These are :the ·old days in the Sierra,_ 

~28 Commercial St., Suite 174, Nevada City, CA 95959; 
(530) 478-9284; s:eott_s@oro.net. 
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OPEN LEITER TO ALL DOOMED HUMANS 
FROM A DOOMED MISANTHROPE 
When asked why J .am a misanthrope, I used to simply answer, "What is there to 
like about human~?" It was a flippant response, and never really seemed to 
answer the question. However, I have r~ently reevaluated this response; now I · 
think it is the pretty accurate response if explained and/ or analyzed. 
To do so, we need to set some perameters: 1) I am speaking as a member of 
western society, speaking to other members· of iny society; 2)we all claim to be 
conservationists, ecologists, and/ or environmentalists etc;; 3) we a:re allegedly 
"enlightened" individuals. . , . 
I will be speaking as the l\bove and 'to the above, since it'is wh!lt I kno'Y.Now 
let's talk about humans and identify 'their role in the world. . 
In western culture, humans are entirely divorced from the natural world. 
Although some of us spend time in the wopds we do not actually perform a true. 
role in th;lt environment. We are so on top of the foodchain;we are irtfact an ' 
overwhelming parasite on it. When I say parasite I meanitin the truest sense of 
the word; we rely on other organisms without giving anything (of substance)' 
back. This is really what we do as westernized humans. We sit atop of the foOd · 
pyramid standing on the necks of all that is still wild and pick our teeth until the 
next endangered species is placed before us for consumption. Ecologically 
speaking it is that simple. We .ate on the top, giving nothing and taking every-
thing. We are a pain in the assrof wildness: and diversity~ . · · 
We are a beast of hypocracy, indulgence, idiocy, arid lunacy- in short we'reak 
havoc on all that comes in contact with us. But that' seems flippant, so let's look 
at those fork-tongued terms and back them up; working from the back forward. 
Lunacy/Idiocy · 
Is it not a tad bit crazy to knowingly u5e up all natural resources which you . 

. really on for survival: eat up the seas, while polluting the water; cut down the 
trees, while polluting the air. To keep on doing these things despite the obvious 
consequences holds no·logic. . 
Indulgence/Over-Indulgence . . . 
Taking a look at the acts of the lunatic arid idiot (above) and then factor in the 
world's popUlation and the appetite of western culture for goods artd you have 
the over-indulgent population. 
Undisciplined/Hypocrite .. 
This is my final point. It is the one that makes me sigh each time I use it in the 
context. !easily put all westerneers in the above categories (luna'"y etc.) This last 
category is speeific to anyone who considers themselves to be amongst the 
"enlightened"; this would be those who think they are aware of the current 
situation involving humans and the natural world: the environmentalists, 
scholars, etc. We are those who lecture about the state of the world; we are the 
onesw~o wear the1t-shirts; hold sisns or sit in trees. We are the ones that seem 
to know that for every action there is a reaction. We claim to know the conse
quences for our actions. Yet; there we are constantly making the most offen
sively assenine choices. Do I need to give examples or are you already cowering 
under this judgment? . . 
Is it the hypocrite or 'enlightned' that eatS salmon? To you I say 1) the hypocrite, 
and 2) lhope the fish's last revenge is to choke you on its ownbones. 
Is it the hypocrite or Earth First!er that travels (by the hundreds) thpusands of 
miles annually for a party (oh, I mean RRR); It is both it is the EF!er as the 
hypocrite. Just as it is the case for the jet-setting conservationists always jump
ing on a plane to go to conferences. It is the "travelling" activist that spends 
more time consUming fossil fuels than truly "saving" anything. I wonder if we 
are actually activ~ts or people.who need to be entertained; we sure do seem to 
spend a lot of resources keeping ourselves busy doing nothing truly remarkable. 
Do I need to state the whole environmentalists having children issue?True; it is 
each person's choice; that is not the question. 'There is not question about · 
individual's rights to choice. It is actJially about the insult to reality when 
making the choice (remember by conservative estimates 5% of the world's 
population consumes 40% of the world's resources; we, the above mentioned 
idiots and lunatics, are the 5%). 
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THE FUTURE IS COMING 
ARE YOU READY? 

·, 

' ' ·. 

IS MISANTHROPY. RE~ 
A Debate with My Own Misanthropic Side. 

Am I a miSanthrope? Do I hate or distrust humanity in general, as a species? 
Many have aigued.I am. I have even used the term to represent myself on many ·· 
occasions. But it is a hard question to answer honestly without just being knee
jerk about it. I do definitely have misanthropic tendencies, and depending on my 
mood (usually after work) I rip into humanitY in general for their hatred, violence 
and ignorance. Sometimes my day is so bad I daydream of sitting on a rooftop · 
with an AK-47. But what can be expected of me? I was born in and raised within 
"western culture",the good of the human species has/is a myth to me.' I've read 
books on the beauty of tribal people and I do know that formost of human 
history we lived in mostly an egalitarian fashion, not just with each other but 
with the world around us as well. The question is not whether we have been a . - .. . 
sustainable species or an "evil" one; the question is can we, as a species, walk 
away from this "Death Culture," The culture we are apart of and force others to 
join· at gun point. 

. . 

MISANTHROPE'S MYTH OF THE "EVIL" HUMAN SPECIES 
H we are to discuss misanthropy in any real way we must first be honest. Just as 
the humanists and leftists have perpetuated half-truths and propaganda about 
population and the glories of technology, the misanthropicfringe has run with 
some half~truths as well. We must be honest about our own species and it's past. 
HUMANitY AS "UNNATURAL" OR "ALIEN" . . . 
Homo sapiens are a natural species. Nothing we do is "unnatural", it is just out of 
balance. Since the rise civilized we as "civilized" humans have not lived within 
the balance of the evolution or nature; We can't say we are unnatural but we can 
say we are throwing things out of balance, killing ourselves (as well as thousands 
of other species) and denying many other species their chance. to evolve. But we 
must remove humahs causing the extinction of some species and the mass 
extinction. of mammoths and other large mammals as an example how "evil" we 
are, but all new spedes introduced in an environment changes that environment. 
Some species go extinct, that's evolution, that is how nature .works; by elimiitat-

. ing humans froin this equation we continue the "civilized" notion of humans as 
separate. The same notion that created the environmental and social problems we 
face today. Who is arrogant enough to say this is not natural, I'm not. I don't like · 
it; I fightto change this but tm ollly human, I can't know for certain. 
HUMANS HAVE THE ABILITY TO K1LL THE EARTH 
Do any of us really believe we have the ability to kill the Earth? life .(nature or 
evolution whatever you want to call it) was around long befOre humans. There 
have been five major extinctions without human involvement. All of them were 
followed by growth and biodiversity. This isno different except that we, too, are 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • : going to go extinct. It is true that we are taking many other species out with us, I 
• \ 3 h • • don~t like this fact but we will not kill the Earth. life :will continue, species will Par• a. Site ' n . : soniet . lng • evolve. Thereisnowaythathwnanscankillallllie, wearejustkillingourselves 

. ·. 'th·at res·e·m·b·l.es· . a ' bl" 0· .I o·.g ···.cal.·· .· : and there is nothing wrong with that(it's called evolution). By this I don't mean ' 
• tha't we sh«?uld stop fightihg fur the freedom of all life (including humans) or 

-. P. a ras i .. te_ · in de. pend ence 0 n · · : trying to halt the destruction. Just.that we need to recognize the insignificance of 
• humans as a blip in time of evolution; . . 

SOmething.. else fOf existence Of ----- .=.· HUMANS CAN PRESERVETHE EARTH 
· M:anyenyirohinentalists War\t (or at least use the language) to preserve nature as 

SUPP0. rt WithOUt m .. aking 3 USe- : it iS. thiSiS,anti-ev()lution.Nothingisstatic.Evolution/extinctionisanaturally . 
• occurring event; we shQUld not tty to interfere with this process. We should tty to 

ful or adequate return.. : W9rkonhow'weasaspecieslive,fightmassextinttion,indu5tryai\dmanage-
e ment of the witd. But fighting for the wild should not be a fight to keep things as .. . · ron:t lxick 



Oh, those sil 
A Darwin award is bestoed posthu
·mously each year to .the individual or 
group of individuals that best demon
strate Darwin's theory of natural selec
tion by permanently removing their con- · 
tribution /rom the human gene pool. You 
may recall previous Darwin Award win
ners: A man who found out moments 
before making a 300 mph dent in an Ari
zonacliffthattheJATO (JetAssistTake 
Off) unit he'd stra:pped to his car could 
not be turned off once it was turned on. 
Another winner was a fellow who was 
killed by a Coke machine which toppled 
on top of him as he was attempting to tip 
a free soda out of it. 

Three young men ill Oklahoma were enjoying 
the upcoming Fourtl\.ofJuly holiday and wanted 
to apparently test fire some fireworks. Their 
only real problem was that their launch pad and 

Hl' RAV. I'M·CALLIN6 IN f.AOM MY 
·CAR· PHONE To ·exPNss· MY OPlNION 
oN TH·Js . 1ssue ~'MD I ... r ... I 'VE· 
LOST CONTROL OF. MY CAR! 

.E:..... ~~: :~~:~:~~'- ~~·~~,.,.-~f!f: 
•· . . ~ · . . .: ::WHIRRt:Ztt..Z~zz· 

· -.. ~'BUZT. ·. ·. · . .· 

seating arrangements were atop a several hun
dred thousand gallon fuel distillation storage 
tank. Oddly enough, some fumes were ignited, 
producing a fireball seen for mil~s. They were 
la,unched several hundred feet into the air and 
were found dead 250 yards . from th~ir respec
tive seats. 

"""""" 
A young Canadian man, searching for a way of 
getting drunk cheaply because he had no.money 
to buy alcohol, mixed gasoline with milk. Not 
surprisingly, this concoction made him ill, and he 
vomited into the fireplace in his house. The result
ing explosion and fire burned his house down, 
killing both him and his sister. 

"""""" 
A 34-year-old white male found dead in the base
ment of his home died of suffocation, police said. 
He was approximately 6' 2" and 225 lb. He was 
wearing a pleated skirt, white bra, black and white 
saddle shoes, and a woman's wig. It appeared that 
he was trying to create a schoolgirl's uniform look. 
He was also wearing a military gas mask that had 
the filter canister removed and a rubber hose at
tached in its place. The other end of the hose was 
conn~ted to a hollow wooden section of bedpost 
approximately a foot long and 3" in diameter. This 
bedpost was inserted into his rear end for reasoris 
unknown, and was the cause of his suffocation. 
Police found the task of explaining the circum-

s.tances of his death to his family members very 
awkward. 
Three Brazilian men were flying in a light aircraft 
at low altitude when another plane approached. It 
appears they decided to "moon" the occupants of 

· the other plane, but lost control of the plane and 
crashed. They were all found dead m the wreckage 
with their pants around their ankles. · 

*·** 

A police officer in Ohio responded to a callthatWas 
made to 911. She.had no details before arriving 
except that someone was reporting that his father 
was not breathing. Upon arrival, the officer found 
the man face down on the couch, naked. When she 
rolled him over to check for a pulse and to start CPR 
if necessary, she noticed bum marks around his . 
genitals. After the ambulance arrived and removed 
the man (who turned out to be dead on arrival at 
hospital), the police made a closer inspection of the 
couch, and noticed that the man had made a hole · 
between the cushions. Upon flipping the couch 
over they discovered what caused his death. Ap
parently the man had a habit ofputting his penis 
between the cushions, down into the hole and 
between two electric sanders (with the sandpaper 
removed for obvious reasons)~ According to the 
story, after his orgasm the... ahem ... ·discharge 
shorted out one of the sanders, electrocuting him 
to death. 

"""""" 
A 27 -year-old French woma:n lost control over her 
car on a highway near Marseilles and crashed into 
a tree, seriously injuring her passenger and killing 
her. As a commonplace road accident, Uris would 
not have qualified for a Darwin award were it not 
for the fact that the driver's attention .had .. been 
·distracted by her Tarnagotchi key ring (electronic 
"pet"), which had started urgently beeping for food 
as she drove along. In attempting to press the correct 
buttons to save the Tarnagotchi's life, the woman 
lost her own. 

"""""" 
A man in Alabama died from rattlesnake bites. Big 
deal you may say,butthere' sa twist here that makes 

. him a candidate. It seems he and a friend were 
playing catch with a rattlesnake. You can guess 
what happened from here. The friend (a futtue 
Darwin Awards candidate)was hospitalized. 

"""""" 
In 1990, a Renton, Washington man tried to commit 
a robbery. This was probably his first a~empt, as 

. suggested by the fact that he had no previous record 
of violent crime, and by his terminally stupid choices 
as listed below: 
1. The target was H&J Leather & Firearms, a gun 
shop; . 
2. The shop was full of customers, in a state where a 
substantial portion of the adult population is li
censed tocarryconcealedhandgunsin public places; . 
3. Toentertheshop,hehad tosteparoundamarked 
Police patrol car parked at the front door; 
4. An officer in uniform was standing next to the 
counter, haying coffee before reporting to duty. 
Upon seeing f4e officer, the would-be robber an
nounced a holdup and fired a few wild shots. The 
officer and a clerk promptly returned fire, removing 
him from the gene pool. Several other -customers 
also drew theii guns, but didn't fire. No one'else was 
hurt. 

"""""" 
A drunk security man asked a comrade at the Mos
cow bank they were guarding to stab his bullet
proof vest to see if it would protect hiin against a 
knife attack. It didn't, and the 25-year-()ld guard 
died of a heart wound. 

"""""" 

In France, Jacques LeFevrier left nothingto chance 
when he decided to commit suicide. He stood at 
the top of a tall cliff and tied a noose around his 
neck. He tied the other end of the rope to a large 

· rock. He drank some poison and set fire to his 
clothes. He even tried to shoot himself at the last 
moment. He jumped and fired the 
pistol. The bullet missed him com-
pletely and cut through the rope Od.7,1J57-A I .._a-=-N oii.MI 
above him. Free of the threatofhang- rial ... ......,.. ... ca 
ing, he.plurtged into the sea. The -,;;;w-~~ 
sudden dunking extinguished the . a.ia). • .... CIDIIII ................... 
flamesand madehlm vomit the poi- 111-=-!,~:i 
son. He was dragged out of the wa- ...._ Ia u.s...._, 
ter by a kind fisherman and was ~~t:r.~ 
taken to hospital, where he died ... of -::!-...:,:a=.; 
hypothermia. · ......_ 

"""""" .h!L21, ue-.A, 

[San JoseMercury News]: An uniden- ~~.!i 
tified mal}, using a shotgun like a ..J:=·22.U75-A 
club to break a former girlfriend's .....-:=....~ 
windshield, accidentally shot him- .....,. ... ....,_ 
self to death when the gun discharged, blowing a 
hole in his gut. 

"""""" 
[Kalamazoo Gazette]: James Barnes, 34, of Alamo, 
MI,was killed in March as he was trying to repair 
what police described as a "farm-type truck." 
Barnes got a friend to drive the truck on a highway 
while Barnes hung underneath so that he could 
ascertain the source of a troubling noise. Barnes' 
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don'ttheyjustgoawa 
clothes caught on something, however, and the 
other man found Barnes "wrapped in the drive . 
shaft." 

*** 
Six people drowned Monday while trying to res
cue a· chicken that had fallen into a well in south
ern Egypt. An 18-year-old farmer was the first to 
descend into the 60-foot well. He drowned, ap
parently after an undercurrent in the water pulled 
him down; police said. His sister and two broth
er~, none of whom could swim well, went in one 
by one to help hiin, but also drowned. Two elperly 
farmers then came to help, but they apparently 
were pulled by the same undercurrent. The bod-_ 
ies of the six were later pulled-out of the welL The 
chicken was also pulled out. It survived. 

*** 

Police said a lawyer demonstrating the 
safety of windows in a downtown Toronto 
skyscraper crashed through a pane with his 
shoulder and plunged 24 floors to his death. 
A police spokesman said Garry Hoy, 39, fell 
into the courtyard of the Toronto Dominion . 
Bank Tower as he was explaining the 
strength of the building' swindows to visit
ing law students: Hoy previously had .con
ducted demonstrations of window strength 
according to police reports. Peter Lauwers, 
managing partner of the firm Holden Day 
Wilson, told the Toronto Sun newspaper 
that Hoy was "one of the best and bright
est" members of the 200-man association. · 

*** 

[Bloomburg News Service]: A terrible diet and 
room with no ventilation are being blamed for the 
death of a man who was killed by his own gas. 
There was no mark on his body . but autopsy 
showed large amounts of methane gas in his 
system. His diet had consisted primarily of beans 
and cabbage(and a couple of other things).It was 
just the right combination of foods. It appears that 
the man died in his sleep from breathing from the 

[San Jose Mercury News]: A 24-year-old sales
man from Hialeah, FL, was killed near Lan
tana, FL. when his car smashed into a pole 
in the median strip of Interstate 95 in the 

· middle of the afternoon. Police said that the - ~~~~~~~~ 

Notable Nuclear Accidents 

man was traveling at 80 mph and, judging 
by the sales manual that was found open 
and Clutched to his chest, had been busy 
reading. · 

*** 

A &e • .... ~ proc~uco ...... 21. ~m-no wam~ aac:~ear IClCiclaat • 
lwlpool,....... ~.... . .... u.s. ocaned • ..... ,...... ................ 
' ...... , ... .. 1 .... 8rldlla..,.... led 10 ... of.,.,..- plldal-mclldowa It tlle'l'lllee IICipio,..,...., died ofcaDCIII' a a...._ Mile Iliad Nlldor Ia MilldiiiDn. PA. . · 

[AP, Mammoth Lakes]: A 
San Anselmo man died 
when he hit a lift tower at 
theMammothMountainski · 

mlcal_~ Ia ICalli, USSR c-ia ·. _ llb.U.Uil-I!IIIICWIIIIIIrll ... ccw•'h"""-'.._.... area while riding down the 
............... ipiUd radloaciM .. ~~ 01 ...... .-.labd laiD-- .. 
la-.JarCMCIIIIIoL ..._.. . afllle1VA•aSeqloJiialpllathtT...-; slope on a foam pad,au-
Aaaped•Mlftllelllr. ltaledenlillllal· - •-.25, -&..100....,..,...CJIIICIIQdiO~ h · · 'd M tth Nla.lD. killed..._ wUa:s 1111 a.IJ · tt..~clldaa.....-ofa..-.plllillln..p.llpa . t ontles _ sat . a ew 
IOropaathtia.TIIeplllithldlliaJarediadalt · Ju.f,IM...;..AcYIWerof...:lelr.....WIIa~~hlw David Hubal 22 was pro-
.. ....,..... . . . ..... iaalnlllldylllllecl It I Xacf.Mc:Ooe .... at OM. OIC. . I I 

-A_... c:ooUaa .,.._ aall'lalcdaa O.Worbrilied.•llCIO_.....,....,.. _ . nounced dead at Centinela 
........ It 1llc l!ailco FcmldaDae- •• 21, .. -Ia ... WllllliiX:Ideat iD .... bflllcn ofllll 
11:1ar- D1fn11t. ML lt8dlldaa .. CDII- · ..-r pc;wer iadlaltrJ'; &a_...,.. .... Rlllldaa ,.._.. Mammoth Hospital. The ac-

::r~uSif'r.ru::.w:;:~~ cident occurred about 3 
faille.,..._ . aflllo llld •·~ a.m., the ·Mono County ,fiF:':';:::=,-=:'.=.::r,... a;:-:.= Sheriff's Department said. Hubal 
c::11aoby1, - of Wllldl ,... ....._. •' ' thNI far 
,.._A& 1 .-~totiiiiDIIIdoaadellediaiD ... ~ and his friends apparently had 
=~=-:t'~::'C:.t::Caa·W:~ hiked up a ski run called Stump , 

poisonous cloud that was hanging over his bed. 
Had he been outside or had his windows been 
opened it wouldn't pave been fatal. But the man 
was shut up in his near airtight bedroom. He was 
:' ... a big man with a huge capacity for creating 
[this deadly gas):" Three of the rescuers gotsick 
and one was hospitalized. 

/ 

l ,, ,, 

Alley and undid some yellow foam 
protectors from the lift towers, said Lieutenant 
Mike Donnelly · of the Mammoth Lakes Police 
Department. The pads are used to protect skiers 
who might hit the towers. The group apparently 
used the pads to slide down the ski slope an:d 
Hubal crashed into a tower. It was not clear if the 
tower he hit was one with its pad removed.I'With 
the cold temperatures, the snow was probably 
pretty fast/' said Donnelly. · 

*** . . . 

[Reuters, Warsaw,Poland]:Apoacherelectrocut- . 
ing fish in a lake fell into the water and suffered 
the same fate as his quarry, police said Thursday. 

. pickup up next to the fence, and John, who was 
100 pounds heavier than Sal, was going to hop 
over-and then help Sal. They didn't know there 
was a 30-foot drop on the other side of the fence, 
so when John threw himself over the fence, he 
found himself crashing through a tree. His fall 

· was stopped by a large branch, which snagged 
him by the shorts. With one arm broken and 

. dangling from a tree by his shorts, John looked 
down and saw some bushes below him. He fig
ured they would break his hard fall, so he pulled 
a pocket knife from his shorts and cut himself free. 
He fell into holly bushes which severely scratched 
his n:eariy naked body. One holly branch pen
etFated him in a place that would make it very · 
hard to sit down. And the pocket knife that fell 
with him was shoved. three inches into his left 

The 24-year-old man was one of four 
who went Fishing with a cable, one end 
of which they attached to a net and the 
other to a high-voltage electricity supply 
line, a Polish news agency quoted a po
lice official in Wloclawek as saying. "For 
a while everything went according to the EARTH FIRST! . • P.o. aox 1415 • EUGENE, OR 9.;440 

poachers' plan and they had _fish,in their 

''----< 
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bags. But at a certain moment the man holding the 
net tripped and fe.ll into the water," the agency 
said. The other poachers tried in vain to revive him, 
it said . . 

thigh. Sal, meantime, goes into action. He throws 
John a rope, but being much lighter finds he can't 
haul John out byhimself.He ties the rope to the 
pickup. Sal, drunk, put~ the truck in reverse and 

*** slams down the gas pedal. The · truck crashes 
A Darwin award occured at a Metallica concert at through the fence and lands on John, killing him. 
the amphitheater at George, Washington in 1998. Sal is thrown from the truck and dies at the scene. 
The starring roles go to John Pemicky and Sal Here'swhatthepolicefindwhentheyshowup:the 
Hawkins of Washington. The two didn't have tick- dead piekup driver thrown 100 feet from the truck, 
ets to the concert, but they did have 18 beers. When a half-naked dead man, scratched from the fall and 
they polished off the beers in the parking lot they the hol.ly. bush, a holly stick in a, highly unusual 
decided it would be easy to scale the nine-foot ,, place; a knife stabbed into his thigh, and a pair of 
fence and sneak into the show. They pulled the shorts dangling from a tree 25 feet above them. 



Hu 
a modest · proposal to thin the herd 

In New Jersey, exciting steps have recently been taken to curb the rampant 
and potentially treacherous wild turkey populatio~ with the reintroduction of 
seasonal hunting (official term, harvesting) of these ungainly birds. (A his
toric note: The wild turkey became extinct in New Jersey in the 20th century 
through land development and over hunting and. had to be reintroduced from 
Vermont 20 years ago.) Deer hunting by gun and by bow and arrow is allowed, 
in {act, encouraged, in certain counties, in an effort to control the burgeoning 
deer population, which numbers now in the man,.y thousands and is a consid- · 
erable problem to motorists and to suburban property owners whose trees, 
shrubs and flowers are devoured by the starving animals. Of course, there is 
1fidespread sentimental opposition to hunting on the part of individuals, often 
female, with. an unreasonable repugnance for the display of human violence 
against helpless, seqti-tame creatures; and on the part of individuals who more 
selfishly shrink from the . sight of wound.ed and dying creatures staggering 
about . on their property -'--<leer with clumsily aimed arrows through their 
haunches or necks, for inStance. Persons who object to the harvesting of wild . . 
turkeys are similarly shortsighted~ refusing to see that the turkey, while seem
ingly harmless and in some quarters considered a beautiful and exotic bird with 

. the singular heft and gawky grace of the peacock, has the capacitY like ~y 
species to over-breed. Jf left unchecked, .·ill a few years there could be millions 
of wild turkeys swarming 'over New Jersey expressways, into malls and onto 
private property. To consider the droppings alone is to recoil in disgust. 

New Jersey~ one of our most densely populated and "civilized" states-a 
bellwether for the nation? · 

Suchhunting-'-harvesting-rituals are beneficial to the commonwealth, then. 
Yet more important, they are beneficial to the hunter, an individual, usually 
·male, of strong atavistic passions and needs. FQr hunting, as we know, is not just 
a crude, cruel, e;machrorustic display of . adolescent aggression but a deeply 
mystical, even sacred, rite ·that . unites 20th century man with his distant 
carnivore ancestors. 

But such forms of hunting, while temporarily exciting and diverting, are 
finally inadequate. How often we hear the more manly hunter lament that the 
slaughter of harmless game such as deer, squirrels, turkeys, geese and fish is not 
truly satisfying. One wants something more, somehow; the primitive blood lust 
of the hunter craves fulfillment and may wither away if unexpressed. Or erupt 
into domestic violence. My proposal would change all this. . . 

Many have complained of stupefying traffic congestion on the state's high
ways, especially the New Jersey Turnpike at rush hours and Route 1 in the 
vicinity of Princeton. The threat to New Jersey's fabled civility from an excess 
of human beings is very real, not to be lightly dismissed as ecologically induced 
paranoia. 9early, the human population problem is a far more immediate and 
terrifying one than even that of the deer and wild turkey. 

by Joyce Carol Oates 

(Hum(!.Il beings, too, are frequent carriers of ticks, including the. notoricyus 
Lyme disease-bearing deer tick. This escalates the natural danger humans pose . 
to one another, particularly in hot, humid weather.) 

Accordingly, I submit the following proposal: Let's select a comparatively 
rural, scenic courity (Hunterdon, for instance) to play host to. a widely 
publicized Hunte'rs' Open Week-or Hunter's Harvest Week--each autumn, 
during which qualified, licensed hunters could, for a fee, lE.gally hunt one . 
another in a public display of camaraderie, courage and mystical "love of 
sport." Weapons would be limited to rifles, shotguns and bows and arrows; 
excluded, at least initially, would be automatic. weapons, handmade bombs, 
airborne toxins, booby traps and other paramilitary paraphernalia. What a 
rush of collective male adrenaline would be wafted on the autumn breeze! 

· .. What a quic~ening of the communal pulse! Here would be a watershed in our 
American saga: For once, civilian hUI1ters would be trailing, wounding and 
killing not the usual confused, uncomprehendirig "wild" beasts but their own 
cunning and worthy kind. . ' ·. . . : ·. . 
. what a celebration of the American frontier! Of the individual and his God
given. right to bear arms! . 

I pre!iict that the Hunters' C>pen would soon rival Atlantic City in its boon to 
the loealeconomy. Hunters from every state, as well as foreign countries, would 
clamor to participate, State politicians from the governor downward, presiden
tial candidates ~d freelance consciences such as Pat Buche;man would hurry to . 
have their photographs taken having bagged <~.human trophy or two. In contrast . 
to the limp. dead-duck with which George Bush was proudly photographed in 
a waning year of his presidency, what an iconic, marketable image the man
killer would· present! Here wou!d be a brilliant synthesis of American passions 
for sport, red-blooded mascUlinity and political acumen. . · 

Of 20,000 hunters licensed to hunt one another, perhaps 2ooo would emerge 
in various stages of well-being. Or perhaps only 200 would emerge, or two. Or 
one. (And what international celebrity would accrite to that one!) More impor
tant, consider the societal benefits of such a hunt: 
• soaring pusiness in the sale of sports equipment, . camouflage gear, bullet-
proof vests, rations, etc. . . . . 
• soaring business in the medical1rade ( aiDbulances, hospitals, surgeons bills, etc.) · 
• soaring business in the death . trade (funerals, burials, cremations, sales of . 
cemetery plots, plastic geraniu'ms and begoni~s, etc.) 
• soaring business in the tourist trade (motels, restaurants, souvenirs, etc.) 

· • decline in population · · 
• general rise of population IQ' • . 

I await the inevitable sentimental-liberal objection to my proposal but am at · 
a loss to anticipate what it could be. 

Reprinted from Playboy, December 1996. 

con 't from front page IS MISANTHROPY REAL? 
they are; it is letting life evolve on its own for itself. We must stop meddling with and managing the wild. 
All of the above mentioned myths not only hurt the arguments of misanthropes because they are based on half.,truths but they are founded in human arrogance. These 
myths continue the idea of humans as separate and strengthen anthropocentric ideology cloaked as biocentrism. All of these ideas believe humans are superior. . . 

MISANTHROPY AS A DEFENSE TO HUMANISM 
Even with the flaws of the misanthropic arguments it has served as an effective tactic against humanist ideology. Humanism has beeil an effective tool in keeping the 
destructive ideologies of our culture in motion. It has continued the myth of humans as separate and superior. With its destruction of the God thesis (which I thank . 
them for) they have created the Human as God thesis that has strengthened our violent and arrogant behavior. It has increased our dependency on technology and 
justified our control of the wild world and one another. · · · 
Misanthropy has challenged the lies produced by humanism about the effects of human population(now at 6 billion) and we5tem conSumption, it also challenges 
those environmentalists who are trying to ease their guilt for contributing to the population issue. Human population needs to be addressed as the gigantic issue it is. 
But in doing so we must reevaluate how we discuss human population. In the discussion of human population, western consumption needs to be addressed; this 
would directly address the necessary guilt of those who are contributing to the western population~ We need a complete critique of the industrial and/ or technologi
cal culture which is consuming the world; from this we would have a stronger analysis of our effect (\\_'estemers) on the rest of the world. This does not (and can not) 
be done in a fascist manner. Racism, classism, homophobia and any other bigoted tendencies have not place in this discussion they are just examples of the "control 
. culture" that has lead·to our destruction of wildness. But if human population is removed fi-om our discussions, or ignored, extinction and domestication of the 
world (as we know it) will continue. 

MISANTHROPY AS A TENDENCY NOT AN IDEOLOGY 
I feel misanthropy can and does play a vital role in our critique of the human world and its effectS on our larger home around us (the natural world); but it can't be • 
an. ideology, it needs to be spontaneous feelings that come and go. A realistic fight for evolution must not be .afraid to challenge the institutions and ideologies that , 
hinder iti I feel our misanthropic tendencies help shield us from these fears. In the process of these feelings coming and going we are able to challen:ge humanity and at 
the same time challenge the oppression against humanity. Fighting for the freedom of all life can not exclude h~anity,but it must also embrace those misanthropic 
emotions that man · o le tore ress.. · ; 

con't from front page LEITER TO THE DOOMED ... 
In taking these simple examples I am left with this conclusion: humans, whether 'enlightened' or. an average Joe is first and foremost a self-serving species 
without the ability to discipline their activities. We do what we want; no matter the consequences~ We sit on a false altar demanding the world listen to us, the 
enlightnened ones, as we clean otir teeth with endangered species or spew pollution going about our daily business. We put ourselves above all that we actually · 
do represent. We claim to be separate from all the sickness of westemdvilizatiort and we are simply a part of it. . . · ... 
I say all of this in full recognition of myself in this too. Yes~ I try to eat lower on the food cham, I don't own a .car etc. In all that rejection though, l still cause much 
harm with my very existence; I realize it is just how it is. My remedy? There is none. We are an inherantly useless species. I wish for the 6th extinction. 
So, for now do what you can, because really there is nothing worse than a useless and lazy asshole. But realize what you are, a parasite. Realize your true com-

. rades are your human friends and all other parasite: lice, fleas etc. Simply stated we are doomed and we :get what we deserve. . . . . . 

Mis•an•thro•py \ n : a hatred or distrust of mankind. 



wom!Jo · Ao.t · ·~Ature: 
Sexism in :Eartli :First! 
BY YAEL GRAUER 

tell you I am capable of somet_!ling, 
you ignore me. 

I think it took me a couple of When I try to do those easy things I 
months to overcome my fear of already know how to do, you don't let 
speaking out about nature-to real- me. I don't need you to grab some
ize that she was a part of me and that thing out of my hands, or to roll up 
any friendships I lost because of this my pants, or to tell me how to take a 
knowledge were irrelevant: · picture or to walk with me to give 

I remember when I started wearing someone a flier. And if you choose to 
eco-slogans on my pins and t-shirts . do those things, please don't go com
and how I used to walk into rooms plaining about how I'm always need
wondering if it was safe-if I'd be ingyou to help me. I didn't ask you to. 
accepted or at least given a chance to Telling me I should be our spokes
speak. As I spent more time outside of person because I'm cute and young 
suburban sprawl and became more and female does not qualify as train
politically active, my apprehensions ing a new generation of eco-activists. 
more or less faded away. I feel like I need to scream at you so 

Butlstilldon'tfeelsafebeingawomyn. you'll listen, but that doesn't work 
Womyn are often ignored, as is na- either.! feel like I have to be an asshole 

ture. just like capitalist politicians for you to respect me. 
who want to reduce this beautifuf When I ask for help it doesn't mean 
Earth to teeny tiny areas they'll see I'm incapable and it doesn't mean I 
while dtiving their SUVs. So many need you to do it for me. It just means 
people have no problem relegating that I have some questions I'd like you my energy elsewhere so it definitely 
womyn to the sideline. Ea):'th First!ers to answe~ so that I can do it myself Weakened the movement. 
know that nature is more than some- next time. When womyn are made to feel . 
thing pretty put here for humans to I wa:nt to be empowered to do work weak and dependent many things 
look at. I challenge each and every for the movement. butwhen I make a can happen. Womyn start acting 
comrade to start treating womyn the mistake and you tell me you'll fix it, weaker and more dependent, do not 
same way-artd to closely examine that doesn't help anything. grow in the movement the way that 
your words and behavior. they can, exert endless amounts of 

Sexism in energy tryfng to express their frus-
eco-activism . tration or find a place where they 
is often bla- feel more wanted. Obviously it would 
tant. Rape, be much easier for us to not treat · 
sexual as- womyn like they're worthless! 
sault and ob- In every movement . that -ehanged 
vious sexual anythingtherewere womyn.involved, 
harassment come not just behind the scenes but on the 
to ~hid.- But~sexism frontlines, whetper or not they took 
can-be so subtle. Time and time again When I try the credit. Unfort~nately, everymove-
1 see, experience or hear stories of to make a dedsion you inent that I know of was weighed 
womyn being dismissed, ignored or tell me that-1 have to downbytheoppressionofsexism. We 
otherwise silenced. My own experi- ._. do what the group need to eradi~ate sexism from Earth 
ences echo those of many other says but you make de- First! It brings us all down. Sexism 
wom}'Il with whom I have spoken. cisions that concern stands in the way of systemic social 

When I write "you" in the follow- me and our group with- and environmental change. 
ing, I am not necessarily referring to out asking. You tell all of Sexism is a form of control. When 
all men or even just to men. I am us what to · do but are certain people declare .themselves in 
talking about the predominant pa- never called on it. charge and won'tt~ach others how to 
triarchal attitude that I come across You always place the do things, things don't get done. It is 
in Earth First! on a regular basis. blame on me, even vital for those who know how to .do 

How is sexism S\.l,btle? It's in when we all did it. things to pass those skillS along~ Teach 
thewayitrytqspeakatmeet- . You highlight all people how to do thh1gs so they can 
ings and you ,don't listen. . -my mistakes till do it themselves! 
How every idea I bring up I'm breaking When womyn are continually ig-
( or any womyn brings up) is · down and feeling no red or dismissed, they stop shar-
shot down or not taken seri- incapable arid then ing their ideas. But these ideas .are 
ously~ I hear you repeating you tellmeit'sokay, valuable and much needed. If 
things that womyn have said that you still like me. womyn don't feel safe or comfort- .· 
and taking credit for it. People lis- · • You've got your political ideology able in a group, t.hey will stop com-
ten when you say it. . . set. You're pro-feminist. ·But if you're ing. They will work alone or-.some-

I walk into a meeting and I am so confident that you're not sexist, where else or not at all. Even if they 
surrounded by· men. And you talk at why don'tyou listen to what I'm say- do come, their heart won't be fully 
me, not to me. You don't listen. You ing so we can talk about it? in it. We need as much life and soul 
think I need to prove myself. You Itisdishearteningthatsomebody's and passion in the movement as 
don't include me in your conversa- appearance would make much of a possible. We can't •afford to suck 
tions. You actiike I'm too stupid to do difference ih 'the movement. Many energy out of each other. ·"' ' . 
shit work. You act Ukel'rrt a flake. ·· womyn are not taken seriously un- lthinkthatcommunicatiohis key: 

When I dolSpeak upyou often feel . less certain men in the group find When sexism exists or ·some<>ne be-' .;, 
the need to ,interpret. You tellme . them attractive .. Other womyn are lieves that it . exists, it needs to, be .. 
you've figured out what my problem not taken seriously be,cau~e they are , addrel!S~d. If a person has a concern 
is instead of listening to what I say. . considered attractive. This needs to · · with ' ariother person, those two 
You don't respect my choices and end. I've experienced men using ·people need to talk ·about it ·With · 
boundaries and limitations. ., sexuality to try to manipulate . each other> It :seems· obvious; buf ' 

Your attitudeispaterruilandconde- womyn. I've had Ec:uth Fi'rst!ers make sadly it ~·arely happens.· ' . ·' 
scending. When l say I'm going to do inappropriate comments about my . Womyn' are incredibly'valtiable in 
something, you tell people to~remind - physical appearahce ~ven 'after I had the Earth First! movement. L:et's start '. 
me. You call aroundto check upon askedthe:m to stop. The perpetrators addressing sexism; endingsexismrand 
me. You never address your concerns thought itwasn6 big·qeal, but it was · giving womyiitootn tothrive inthe · 
with me. You tell me to ask my father/ enough to make nie seriously'Cfues- · daily struggle to save the planet! · · 
brother/boyfriend if it's okay for~~ _ . ti<>.!l .. ':"h.~tl~eri'\\f$lllS,~<;ito_J:>e}n.Y9~Y~d ""'· . T? ~~t _· Yael 
to do something or be somewhere : ~ in a group ll:l.~·r:disr~s,p~cte<f' ~~.,an.Q . · · SN.ffi~r .. • .. . . ;W,aulke~t~nt;_ :: 
because it might be unsafe. _)Vhen1 ·, made· me feel uncortifortaple \' ~·-:p.pt';~ ·. IL60079;s .. 1 :a . . fli~thtdo'v~~hc;>tnlaiEC<>m: 
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The War/J TraJe Organiu1tian: Pirating the Ph,nc!f 
BY DANDY LION 

The World Trade Organization (WTO) formed qui
etly in 1994 as a result of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Over 130 member countries 
agree to adhere to many heinous rules regulating 
international trade. The WTO must be shut down . 
because it is unelected, unaccountable and has the 
power to undermine local laws that protect the envi
ronment and labor from exploitation. Non-elected 
corporate panels act as judges over economic issues in 
disputes brought before the WTO, Corporate influ
ence is shaping and binding international trade rules. 
In 100 cases over the first four years at the WTO, all 
decisions by these panels have favored corporations 
over labor, corporations over public health and corpo
rations over the environment. 

US Agricultural Secretary Dan Glickman, in re
marks to the President's Export Council, said agri
culture was the one issue that could "make or break" 
the negotiations at the WTO Ministerial in Seattle, 
Washington, happening November 30-December 
3. According to US Trade Representative Charlene 
Barshefsky, the main US agenda will be to increase 
foreign market access for US. goods. The US also . 
wants to and regulatory barriers that 
inhibit ensure that science-based 
rules (GE) . 

(TRI on the 
In February 1998, 

protocol to regulate the use of 

. Review 
to Trade 

,~~~:.9ua1uo (SPS) 

products were blocked due to free trade 
Conflict between consistency with WTO rules _ 
the precautionary principle was effectively dead
locked by the Miami Group made up of the US, New 
Zealand, Ecuador, Argentina and several other coun
tries that are a pro-corporate, block fighting 

tard, basmati, ginger, castor, karela and jamun all 
have been patented and are victims of a western 
style Intellectual Property Rights system. Such 
biopiracyis epidemic. The implementation of TRIPS, 
wnich is based on the US style patent regimes, 
should be stopped immediately. 

The WTO's Agreement 011 TRIPS creates a · sig
nificant barri erJa~J.!t0U\r{i'gifl'8'4-~~SX~!lt~li~ 
culture in 
Under 

.uL<:ulal.lv'''a' trade law, health and environ
standards and regulations, and even label

technical barriers to trade. 

their goal). Increased consumption means in
creased logging making this a virtual "Global 
Free Logging Agreement" (FLA) . In Britain, the 
introduction of non-trade measures into the 
agreement could lead to the outlawing of forest 
protection schemes such as The Forest Steward
ship Council (FSC). The FSC prohibits the use of 
GE trees while providing independent and inter
national wood certification for the labeling of 
well-managed foi"est_products. 

This sinister FLA is being pushed by Monsanto, 
timber, big oil and others with interests and 

ts in GE trees in hopes that it will produce 
growing plantations and thus make their 

a more valuable commodity in the 
international marketplace. Patents on tree 

are already mounting, resulting in monopoly 
by transnational corporations. 

rU.OI..VlUU.l); tO 
depend on 
nder WTO
the right to 

court if they collect and use seeds 
,v..ua>WJ.''L:!I patented plant varieties-including GE 

Monsanto has opened more than 475 such 
seed-piracy cases nationwide. 

regulations and labeling of 
of this deadlock, biosafety 

For the past nine years, the EU has banned beef 
raised with artificial growth hormones. The WTO 
recently~ ruled that this public health law is a barrier 
to must eliminate the ban or face trade 

ts~-~~rctk;t~ chose sanctions and has spawned huge 
more than a 50-50 chance of 
Food and Drug Administration's 
precludes the FDA from regulating 
unlikely that the US will ever sig11 vu•u411pu 

biosafety or biodiversity protocols. la
beling of GE products has been enacted in several 
countries and is also threatened by WTO rules. 

Here is a brief look at what is on the WTO's plate: 

The TRIPS Agreement -
Neem, haldi, pepper, harar, baheta, amla, mus-

Global Free Logging Agreemen~·- ""· 
The "accelerated tariff liberalization" in the 

SPS agreement is an attempt by the US and 
Canada to remove remaining import taxes known 
as tariffs on processed wood products in order to 
penetrate Asian markets. A study by the Forest 
and Paper Association shows that reduction of 
tariffs- would result in- a three to four percent 
increase in global wood consumption (clearly 

Seattle 
corporate Seattle livened up capi
tal-infested downtown. Law en
forcement at this event made no 
attempt to hinder the protest 
though they stationed themselves 
prominently at the entrances of 
each stop-quite a different scene 
than the t>arricades, the Seattle 
"cavalry" and other police at the 

~ October 2 protest. 
~ The Ruckus Society's "Globalize 
~This!" action camp, held in mid
~ September, inspired a flood of net
,.. working, strategizing ·and skill 

seattte--w·amrinx 11p for the WTO Ministerial sharing. At least, half of the camp 
- · :was spent in detailed meetings on 

· logistics and infrastructure for the November 30 
The newly formed Direct Action Network (DAN) _ Glqbal Day of Action. November, 30 will · be the 

has been busy with a wide array of organizing and first day of the Ministerial. . 
Northwest outteach.in preparation for the World An independent media centerJs currently being 
Trade. Organization's upcoming third Ministerial- set up to facilitate coverage,of what's going on in the 
and first in the VS-,-this.November. Already, activ- streets and to draw together all the raclical video, 
ists have mobilized to confront Michael Moore, the audio and print resources expected. The November 
new director-general of the WTO on his recent 30intemationalmobilizationcollectivewasformed, 
Seattle visit. at Ruckus, and has started circulating the Global 

On October 2, DAN joined with other Seattle groups . .N30 prqposal. For those of you who can't come ta: 
following Moore during a speaking tour in Seattle. Seattle, organize festivities in your city! .. _: . · 

A' colorful October 5 "hall of shame" tour of Multi-language versions of tbe global-proposal and 
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those actually affected~ 
will be one of the main issues 

.... :,,u,o::. Potential negotiations about 
bi<)techJaollo~ · goods and products co~ld 

commercial planting of G E crops around 
the importation and sale of unsegre
inadequately labeled GE products. 

For more information contact the Bioengineering 
Action Network, ban@tao.ca; or check out 
www. agitprop. or g/ artandr evolution; 
www.seattlewto.org/n30; www.iatp.org. 

reports of international plans as the time draws near 
are at www.n30.org. Other technical direct actions 
will come out of affinity group trainings and strategizing 
in Seattle during the Direct Action Convergence (No
vember 20-28)--eight days. of street theater, giant 
puppet building workshops, political dance, music 
performance and nonviolent direct action trainings. 

An especially exciting development is the anar
chist mobilization being driven by Seattle Anarchist 
Response, a loose-knit collective who are seeking 
housing for activists, conducting outreach to inter
national anarchist collectives and activist networks, 
organizing self-defense trainings and compiling in
formation, as well as participating in the Direct 

· Action Conve:rgence. 
Strategically and autonomously organized direct 

actions are encouraged because of the intense level 
of security and police. Locals are researching and 
scouting strategic actiontargets and will be circulat
ing them through appropriate channels. 

N30 and the Ministerial will hopefuly carry this 
international network through to the next global 
day of action (Mayday 2000). At Ruckus, ideas like 
internationally coordinated ··actions and 
transnational mobilizations planted tantaiizing vi
sions in the minds of many. 

Contact DAN, POB 95113, Seattle, WA 98145; 
(206) 632-1656; can@drizzle.org; www.agitptop.org/ 
artandrevolution. 

May our resistance be as transnational as capital! 
Smash WTO! End corporate rule! 



coverrt'menr·scrimmages7as,Y2Kc ___ Nears 
BY }OSH LAUGHLIN 

- radio; Generator power will fuel the operation. said, "The American-people should not_ be con-
Asked about Oregon's Y2K raid team, Jeske said that cerned about it. They-should welcome it." 

The end-of-the-millennium jitters are spreading 
like the flu. Fanatics have thoroughly booked flights 
back to the homeland in hopes of Christ's return. The 
weary are buying up the country's generator supply. 
Canners have never sealed so many jars of apple 
butter. Corporations are spending millions reaqying 
their systems. Even the government has never been so 
busy with its many year-end preparations. What it's 
been doing has raised some eyebrows. 

Back in May, during the dark of night, nearly 100 
Army troops invaded two vacant public housing com
plexes in Chester, Pennsylvania. In a community 
riddled with environmental and soda! injustices (see 
EF!J, March-April'98), it wasn't shocking to hea~that 
Chester was descended upon by fatigue-clad soldiers 
unloading live rounds of explosives and ammunition. 
Shocked and terrified neighbors reported seeing 
"people running in and out of buildings with pistols 
in their hands like they were really after somebody." 
According to a Philadelphia Inquirer article, Walker 
Sokalski, an Army spedal operations -spokesperson, 
said, "It was just a spedal-operations training in an 
urban environment, practicing how they would look 
at a target building and how they would attack it" 

Although the invasion was new to the list of injus
tices against Chester (coming right after the toxic 
waste incinerators, soil burners and bioremediation 
plants), it was not new to other parts of the coun- · 
try. In fact, urban warfare takeovers have been 
happening throughout the country over the past 
few years. The Marine Corps and its Bay Area 
training exercise, dubbed the "Urban Warrior Ad
vanced Warfighting Experiment," rocked Oakland, 
California, March 15-18, 1999. 

The · San Frandsco Bay Guardian, one of · the city's 
weekly newspapers, reviewed hundreds of pages of 
military documents obtained through public records 
requests and revealed the goals of these takeovers: 
~~,q,an Warrior is designed to give Marines practice in 
seizing control of urban areas_:_._induding taking over 
food and water supplies, utilities and communica
tions systems. Moreover, statements arid articles,by 
military leaders suggest that the armed forces are 
preparing themselyes to contain popular uprisings
including uprisings in US dties," a M~rch 10 Bay 
Guardian article . states. The documents further de
scribe tactical operations and maneuvering of Marine 
troops. "Sewer and underground utility systems offer 
one of the most clandestine·avenues for penetrating 
the urban environment." . 

Gar Smith of the Earth Island Journal who watched 
the four-day war unfold at the Oakland Naval Hospi~ 
tal, mentioned that prior to the action, the Marines 
made recruiting rounds to local high schools, publiciz
ing the controversial event. 

Who are these commandos and why are they invad
ing our dties? In a gut-wrenching public relations 
response, Sokalski said exercises like the one in Chester 
are "a means for a commander to test his [troops'] 
training in other environments ... this army saves 
lives. We want to thank the communities for being 
part of saving people's lives in the future." 

The National Guard has similar tricks up its sleeve. 
The Guard has Y2K raid units forming, expected to be 
in place in all SO states by January 1, 2000. According 
to David Bresnahan, a reporter with WorldNetDaily, . 
each team is made up of 22 full-time Guard members 
and is prepared to deal with domestic threats from 
terrorist groups, In January, WorldNetDaily reported 
that the Guard is testing a method for national mobi
lization without the use·of telephones and computers 
in the ·event of•Y2K disaster. Teamed up with the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA); ·the 
two branches are working on an operation named 
COMEX/MOBEX (communications and mobilization 
exerdse), a method to mobilize· all 480,000 Guard 
members in the absence of phone, radio, computer 
and television. · 

The Oregon National Guard has confirmed the 
existence of COMEXIMOBEX and its continued 
trials. According to Major David Jeske, spokesper
son for the Oregon National Guard, the 'exercise is 
designed as an "armory to armory" communica
tions tool that relies on satellite and high frequency 

"it is not yet created" and is "still being organized." Other wings of the military have had their Y2K 
Oregon em,ploys 10,000 guards who will be on call quirkscomealittleearly. TheNavyhashadsomeofits 
when the end of the year rolls around. Unlike Wash- top secret Y2K documents leaked. In what are being 
ington state, Oregon's governor has not offidally called the "Y2K Pentagon Papers," Jim Lord has re
called up the National Guard for December 31. Here in printed on line (www.JimLord. to) a report titl.ed "The 
Oregon, the governor's committee on Y2K has or- · Master Utility Ust." Accordi,ng to Lord, an ex-Marine 
dered the Guard to a two-fold task. Assessing equip- himself, this list came to him through anonymous 
ment such as Black Hawk helicopters, tanks and people within the agency. The June 1999list prepared 
computers for their Y2K compliancy, Jeske says, is bytheNavydescribesover100dtiesintheQSthatwill 
step one. Perfecting the COMEX/MOBEX operation experience probable, likely; partial or total failure of 
is step two. Inresponsetothecall upofWasbington's gas, water, .electrical and sewer services. Lord says the 
Guard· for the end of the year Jeske said, "These guys survey was conducted to determine the,risk of utility 
will probably be sitting in their armories playing failures at Navy facilities worldwide. Military bases in 
cards." When asked about martiall~w and civilian - the US are rarely self-sufficient, almost always relying 
unrest related to Y2K, Jeske said the governor's com- upon local providers. The agency expects 125.dties to 
mittee "has not tasked the National Guard to prepare be without at least one of these utilities, some losing 
for that scenario." all four at the turn of the millennium. 

Just how much power can state and federal govern- When the AP broke the story in August, the Navy 
ments assume in a worst-case scenario? William J. claimedthelisthadalwaysbeehpostedonitswebsite. 
Olson and Alan Woll, attorneys with a McLean, Vir- ButaccordingtoLord, theNavyhasbeenupdatingthe 

· ginia, law firm recently penned a thick investigative listweeklysinceitwentpublic. "The progress [of each 
report detailing what the true powers of the president dty's readiness] they claim is so unrealisticallyimpres
and local governments are. This report was a parody, siv'e it can only make one wonder if the current survey 

as if tbe Clinton administration has any meaning at all." To see the list yourself, check 
requested a legal summary of ( w w w . n f e s c . n a v y . m i ll y 2 k I u t i 1 i n f o I 

... 

MatrixHeader.html.) 
The possibility of utilities failure has raised larger 

issues. Malfunction of nuclear reactors has been an 
area of hot debate. While there will surely be 
technological glitches worldwide, a gray cloud 
lingers over nuclear compliancy and power failure. 
·In an August 17, Los Angeles Times article, Helen 
Caldicott, a fiery and prominent critic of the nuclear 
age, blasted the lackadaisical responses and atti
tudes of responsible officials toward the diie situ
ation. Caldicott recently met with John Koskenin, 
the head of the president's Y2K committee, repre
sentatives of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC), the Department of Defense and four inde-

~~~~;;;:1:::-~~~~-_J~~~~"'---~~~ t experts at a White House discussion. '~The 
govenl.ment representatives dismissed concerns a._,--
that were raised while providing no substantive 
basis for confidence that we do not face potentially 

their given power knowing a national crisis was loom~ irregular and possibly serious nuclear accidents on 
ing. The research and summary were funded by the or after January 1,2000," Caldicott wrote. 
Gun Owners of America, a 250,000-member 'organi- ·According to experts, nuclear power plants are de
zation based in Springfield, Virginia whose aim is to pendent ~pon an external electridty supply to main
protecttheSecondAmendment.AccordingtoOlson tain the circulation of about one million gallons of 
the organization approached the firm with two ques- water per minute to cool the radioactive core and also 
tions in mind: 1) What are the powers of the federal to keep the spent fuels pools cool. "If a section of the 
government in-the event of a national crisis? and 2) grid goes down, the approximately 100-ton fissioning 
What powers do they have to seize fire anhs? . uranium core in the affected rector will melt within 

The detailed report probes back into history, re~ two hours if the backup diesel gener~tors-whose 
counting the early days of general strikes and popular reliability has been estiinated at 85 percent-fail," 
revolts and the deployment of the military against Caldicott wrote. 
them. For example, on April 25, 1914, Colorado She mentioned that although the government is 
Governor Ammons requested federal assistance in acting haphazardly around the seriousness of the 
ending labor related violence in the coal fields of issue, it. is taking some precautions. "The NRC repre
Huerfano and Los Animas counties. A few days later sentatives told us that contingency plans are in place 
on April 28, President Woodrow Wilson ordered and said that they are arguing with the Federal Emer
infantry units into Colorado with orders to disarm all gency Management Agency about which agency will 
persons including sheriff's deputies, police-and mem- pay for stockpiling potassium iodine tablets that are 
bers of the Colorado National Guard; Wilson's orders used to block the absorption of radioactive iodine by 
told the Army that "the measure of your authority is . the thyroid gland in the event of a meltdown~" 
what necessity dictates." Wilson's intervention was As it looks now, it is not just Mormons and 
legally justified by US Revised Statutes that theri survivalists stockpiling for Y2K's technological 
allowed the use of federal troops to oppose an insu_r- breakdown. The Gun Owners of America got their 
rection against a state's government. · · twoque.stions ;ans"{¢red. Jirif Lord's Y2K Pentagon 

The report documents a handful of other .instances ' . Papers su.m~ed PP the utiljties chaos-' the Navy .is 
where 'gubernatorial and presidential directives have: expecti11g• FEM¥~ill he sqitcasing radiation pills. 
ordered ~oops ih to quell uprisings----:-all in the absence The Mariri.es ha<Tefigureq,ou t howto penetrate the 
of martial law declarations.-According to the report, sewer canals. The Natio11al Guard should soon be 
the US Supreme Court has dedded that presidents able to communicate among its 480,00b..:member 
have dictatorial power, including the power to sus- battalion in the absence of grid eleGtricity. As one 
pend the Constitution whenever they see fit. - · N ationalGuard officer told WorldNetDaily, -"I have . 
· On a sitnilat hote; Corrgress · recently· rilade no doubts about the bunker mentality of. the 

changes to the Posse Comitatus Act, the'l878Jaw Clinton administration. Let's put itthis way, our 
which prohibits federal. troops from participating civil rights are going to take a nosedive.~~. 
in domestic ·law)enfortement. ·•In ·early October, One way or anbther, this New Year's will certainly 
WorldNetDaily reported on the just-established US make for some interesting history. ' 
Joint Forces Command, a unit of federal ,troops Josh Laughlin works on the editorial collective of the 
that may now assist domestic law enforcement in . Journal and has been canning many jars of pasta sauce, 
national affairs. At a ceremony commemorating plum jelly and apple butter: He· waits anxiously for New 
the new force, Defense ·secretary ·William Cbheh Year's 2000 and all the surprises it will bring. · 
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BY LACEY PHILLABAUM 

In early September I sat down with one of the women 
who made the June 18 international day of action the 
most successfully coordinated day of action this move
ment has undertaken in recent memory. We.talk(?d about 
the spectacular goings on at the Carnival Against Capital 
in the City ofLondon (the financial center in the wider city 
of London) on June 18. I hope this.story, characterized by 
creativity and a refusal to lapse into dogma as it is, can be 
a guide for our own November 30 organizing. 

Describe what happened at the carnival. 
... Fliers were put out saying meet at Liverpool 

Street Station at noon ... Every time these sort of 
Reclaim the Streets events happen, people do 
their own thing ... there is an amazing amount of 
stuff done ... I remember looking and seeing this 
giant pair of underpants on two sticks, with "Pants 
to the WTO" or something really silly like that ... 

People were fairly scared, I think. Not 
the thousands of people who showed 
up for a good party, but the people who 
organized it were really scared because 
it was like, "They are never, ever going 
to let it happen. There's no way we 
could pull this off." The way 'it hap
pened in the end, the way that it was 
organized, was thousands of carnival 
masks were made because ... you can't 
have a carnival without masks, in four · 
different colors ... and they were given 
out into different parts of the crowd, to 
sort of split the crowd into four sec
tions ... and then there were streamers 
that went off in four different direc
tions and split the crowd up ... 

I was absolutely stunned because I 
hardly saw a policeman all day. What 
happen~d was that the crowd went 
off in four different directions and all 
of a sudden there were four lots of 
police relaying messages back to two 
control centers: The control centers couldn't cope 
with that number of messages . and they crashed. 
The police had no command structure and no one 
giving orders. So, they just didn't succeed in follow
ing any of these people around ... 

These four groups went down to Upper Thames 
Street... which is by the Futures Exchange [LI~FE], 
which is the second largest futures exchange in the 
world. It was just amazing. All the traders came out 
onto the balcony and were chucking trading slips 
down, and it was like this confetti raining down on 
us ... And the sound system came in on the back of a · 
van ... and a lorry [truck] with breeze [dnder] blocks 
and ladders, which, the press has been lying [about], 
saying the breeze blocks were used to throw at win
dow: and ladders were used to smash through win
dows. But that's crap, basically ... We just furew these 
breeze blocks down and cement and stuff and bricked 
up the entrance to the Futures Exchange, which was 
just so cool. The ladders were used to put banners up .. , 

The whole thing was a carnival and it was amazing 
because it was the whole world turned upside down. 
Image it, you look out a window and... you see 
someone in an immaculate pin-striped suit spray- · 
ing "fuck corporate scum" across the window of an 
office. Someone opened up a fire hydrant, and I 
don't think they realized quite how powerful fire 
hydrants ar~ ... itwas literally going about 100 meters 
in the air ... It was just ludicrous. Mad stuff. 

So the exchange was shut down? 
... Eventually they evacuated the building. They 

said they continued tniding while everything was 
going on outside. The traders kept coming out on 
the balcony and watching the carnival so I don~t 

believe they were trading. You know, seconds on 
one of those exchanges is thousands of pounds ... 
After about an hour and a half of continuous 
partying and stuff, peopl~ attacked the doors to the 
Futures Exchange .. . Apparently ... they reversed 
the escalators so that no one could get [up] ... 
Brilliant tactic. So after that they evacuated the 
LIFFE building. And the police charged down ... 

Do you have any idea once the building was 
ev(\cuated what sort of impact that would have had .. 
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on international trade? 
It's difficult to know. I tried to find out what impact . 

actually closing an exchange would have... Now, 
there has been a lot of fuss since June the 18th about 
making sure it doesn't happen again. I hesitate to 
make the comparison, but I know that when the IRA 
bombed the ... Exchange in, I think, 1992, ... interna
tional businesses threatened to go somewhere where 
there wasn't a dvil war going on. There are a lot of 
businesses saying that, if you are going to start bring
ing your dvilunrest into the streets of the City then 
we are just going to go somewhere else ... 

In addition to them having to evacuate the 
exchange, a lot of damage was done .. · 

Two million pounds [over $3 million] worth of 
damage. So ~ey claim anyway. 

Do you think it was more or less? 
It's just impossible to know. I remember leaving the 

City of London and looking back from Blackfriar's 

bridge ... and there was just smoke rising. It was like, 
"Whoa, what have we done?_. .. " 

What were the actions that happened in the 
morning? 

. .. There were a lot of actions that took place kind of 
simultapeously to shut down the Underground [the 
London Underground or Tube, the subway]... By 
midday [the authorities] had shut down the whole 
center of the Undergrou:qd. I know some people who 
·were on a train, and there was an announcemeqt that 
went out that said, 'Tm sorry. Everybody off. There 
are no more trains on this line due to dvil unrest." ... 
It starts happening, and it gets reported on the radio, 
and it gets reported on the TV, and it gets reported in 
the Evening Standard, and people start flooding in 
because they see it on the news .. I think they shut 
down the Underground to stop more people arriving 
because by then there was a riot happening ... 

Most media reports said 4,000 peopie, and I have 
heard a lot more than that. 

Yes, well, that's crap. There were 8,000 masks pro
duced and they were all given out, and loads of people 
didn't get them. I reckon 15,000 at a guess ... It's 
difficult to say as well because I reckon at the height 
there were 15,000 people there, but people were 
leaving and it wasn't getting smaller because people 
kept coming. When it broke up there were just hun
dreds of people everywhere. I was in places where I 
thought, "Wow, this is the crowd. This is huge. There 
are thousands ofus." And then I found out there were 
other people, friends of mine, who were miles away 
with similar numbers of people going, "Wow this is 
fucking enormous." ... 

Where else besides the LIFFE building? 
... There was another group of about 2,000 people 

who went off somewhere else and had their one little 
riot and smashed up a McDonald's. That was where 
the woman got run over by the police van ... When we 
heard about what was going on; people looked around 
and were like, "But all the four groups are hete. Who 
are these people? Where are they? What are the 
doing?" They were 2,000 people who just went off in 
a separate group somewhere else ... Quite a few of the 
national papers had little maps of the City with little 

flames on them, which were the places where things 
had kicked off and stuff had happened. I was really 
surprised at how many of them there were because I 
was like, "Well yes, I was there and I was there, but 
what happened there?" ... 

What were some of the other things that 
happened? 
. ... There were at least two McDonald's outlets that 

were smashed up and a Mercedes showroom; .. There 
was a lot of kind of collateral damage .. . 

Wasn'ta big bank, a Danish bank ... ? 
Quite possibly ... I saw Treat's Bank, which is out

side the City, but it's the most prestigious bank in the 
country, totally covered in blue paint. just stuff like 
that happened everywhere ... It was basically 15,000 
people doing their own thing. There were some 
people who were drinking alcohol, and anything 
available they would throw at the police. There were 
some people who were ·smashing up the Futures 

Exchange or smashing up the 
Mercedes building, and · there were 
some people with children who were 
picnicking in the streets... Some 
people made these fantastic post
ers ... that were flypostered across the 
windows of the buildings and some 
of them had targets on them and 
literally just said, "This is a target" .... 

What were some of the most cre
ative tactics you remember? 

There was some-amazing stuff used 
againstthe police. A lot of what that 
sort of stuff seems to be about is 
taking space and holding that space 
and having people live in the space 
and then do creative things. A lot of 

~ throwingbricksatthepoliceorwhat
~ ever is about holding off the police to 
t. hold ~e space. There . was a lorry, 
.. contrary to popular belief, ... thelorry 

full of paint just happened to be 
there ... The paint was thrown at the 

riot cops, They have riot shields over their faces, and 
ifyo:u get paint on them they can't see where they are 
going. And they have got big gloves, so they can't 
clean it off. It was brilliant, it was just so effective ... 
Somebody said that there was people using liberated 
fire extinguishers against the police line. They were 
saying that they had never seen a police line retreat 
before. They actually took back the space, they weren't 
just holding it ... 

What were some of the other countermeasures 
used against the police? 

I saw people letting down the tires on police vans. 
Apparently, there were police vans that got 
crowbarred open, and there were actually protesters 
running around with helmets and riot shields. It 
was quite amusing ... I think there were nets strung 
up. I thought it was volleyball nets going across the 
road, which it later transpired were extremely useful 
for stopping police charges, particularly police horse 
charges ... , There was a s0und system and crowds and 
a police line to stop the sound system moving, and 
then on the other side of the police line there was 
another crowd. The two crowds were playing vol
leyball over the police line ... 

I have heard people mention countercharges 
against the police ... 

... One· of the ways the police use to clear the streets 
is they charge. Usually, they lineup behind riot shields 
and push forward with the riot shields ... They break 
<:rowds up, they move them, and counte:rcharging is 
just basically doing it back. One example... is that 
there was a Hillgrove demonstration in Oxford on the 
High Street. About 400 people and a police line, and 
what they actually did was get behind a big tarpaulin 
banner. They had everyone behind the banner push
ing against the police. The police cart't get anybody 
because there was a thick plastic banner in the way. So 
they were just pushed back by the weight of 500 
people. Well, it is just that sort of thing, using, moving 
the crowd against the police to take back space ... 

Instead of having nonviolence trainings be
forehand, how to be passive in police situa
tions, people were having public order trainings, 
or basically riot training? 



lnterview with a :118 0:rganmer 
Yes, it is a different approach. It is something that 

there has been a lot of discussion about both, sort of 
in the last seven years and particularly in the after
math of June the 18th ... There are some particularly 
good lines in the Manchester guide to public order 
training that really made me think, basically saying 
this is not about how to survive a public order 
situation, it's about how to live it and how to make 
something positive out of it. The current trend of 
thinking isn't that that means sitting down in the 
road in front of police charges in order to maintain 

It has become a landmark on the political landscape 
that people use to help define and think about a new 
way of protesting.:. What June the 18th did was open 
the space for a different way of approaching those 
issues from these traditional left wings, which is 

· needed because we aren't fighting traditional capital-
ism anym9re ... 

Were there action guidelines for June 18th? 
Absolutely not. . 
Do you think that inhibited some groups 

from participating or allowed more people to 
participate? · · 

I think it probably attracts groups of a different sort. 
One of t:pe main prindpals behind June the 18th was 
thot there was nobody telling anybody how to db it. 
The proposal said, "If you think that the things that 
you believe in, what you are fighting for, have an 

· the high mo.ral ground and lose people to hospital . 
and lose people to being arrested. The way people 
approach it .... some people ... is about understanding 
how the police deal with . crowds and how you can 
avoid that. I don't know if you have the same sort of 
thing in America, but there is a police training guide, 
and there is a video called "Riot Cop" that you can 
actually rent in the video shop ... Also, you know, 
some people have had quite .a lot of experience of 
actually seeing them doing it in action. . · 

Public order training is basically about preparing 
people for what that means: If you see snatch squads 
forming, how to deal with it, and it you see what 
kind of tactics police use, you can see when they are 
doing certain things and what they are trying to 
achieve. Are they trying to break the crowd? In 
which case, people who know that that is what they 
are doing can keep the crowd together. Ifthere is a . 
group of 10 people within the crbwd who are aware 
that the police are going to try to cut into the niiddle, 
then keeping the crowd together is · a good way of 
holding the space and stopping the police. It's' not 
violence, riot training. It's not al;>out how to wade in 
there and have a barney. It's about how tb hold your 
own and in many ways stop things from getting too 
nasty ... When the police charge, if a crowd runs away 
it creates panic, it very quickly gives up the space that 
the crowd has been holding, and people get hurt. 
People get trampled. The fastest end up treadi.rig on 

· enemy in finance capital, capitalism and free trade, 
then take action on June the 18th and join up with 
people all over. the world who feel the same way." 
-There are drawbacks to that. I understand that the 
June the 18th actions in Australia were actually con
gratulated by the far Right in that country for cam
paigning against globalization ... There are groups that 

""'~he slower, and it is just generally not a good situation. 
If there. are people aware of what's going on and if you 
have a crowd that is actually responding construc
tively to police tactics, then things like that are less 
likely to happen. It's a very different approach than 
the idea that nonviolence is always right, But I think 
in many ways it's a more constructive approach. There 
waS an instance on June the 18th where people linked 
arms and sat down in front of a police-charge, and I 
think they got up pretty quickly because people were 
going to get hurt otherwise because the police were 
not in the mood. 

It is a question of tactics because I think in some 
situations reacting nonviolently to the police is par
ticularly effective, usually in fairly middle class, nice 
demonstrations where the police have it in their heads 
that they actually don't want to fight with these 
people because half of them might be magistrates.;. 

How do you feel about the idea that all June 18 
was, was a riot, a seH-gratifying riot; for 15,000 
people or the couple hundred that helped organize 
it, and really what it did was tum people off from 
the cause of anti-capitalism, · everybody who read 
about it or. saw it . 

... There is more to life than having a riot. Lots of 
discussion has been raised about, "Was it the right 
thing to do?..." It's not just discussion amongst the 
couple of hundred people who organized it ... Every 
national newspaper has had editorials, comments, 
discussion. It's opened a massive amount of political 
space. The term anti-capitalism in this country, until 
June the 18th, was used to describe a boring, left-wing 
socialist way of organizing that is fairly discredited 
these days ... Everything that groups like Reclaim the 
Streets and Earth First! have done before in this coun
try, whatever you do, it is like" anti-car protesters" and 
"environmentalists," and all of a sudden every news
paper said "anti-capitalists," and it wasn't "anti-capi
talists march" or "anti-capitalists strike." Perhaps some 
of those things are actually more ppwerful, involving, 
inclusive ways of doing things, buJ: they don't open 
political space anymore because tl!ey have been done. 
It doesn't ev:en make the news these days if people 
march. The last striking mirters demo I went on was 
redirected by the police and went around the backstreets 
of Keninsington, and no one even fucking saw it. .. 

we shouldn't be working with... -
What about the idea that the people who 

were rioting prevented anyone who didn't want 
to be involved in property damage from doing 
·anything else? 

I don't think that is true ... be.cause of the nature of 
the autonomous actions, people particularly in the 
morning doing lots of different actions. There were 
computer actions, hacking attempts, that would 
probably be classified as terrorism by the British 
government. But a lot of the actions that happened 
in the morning were peaceful. They were symbolic. 
There was street theater going on ... I certainly wasn't 
up for fighting the police on June the 18th ... The 
violence and the fighting with police would have 

happened anyway if ybu had said a. nonviolent day 
of action. People would have laughed. It probably 
would have happeneg anyway because you can't, 
by putting something like that on a flyer, you can't 
actually stop that kind of thing happening, unless 
we want to police our own demonstrations; which 
seems to defeat the object slightly .. ; 

What about Evading St~ndards?._ 
Evading Standards is a spoof newspaper. There is a 

daily newspaper produced in London called the 
Evening Standard which is what everybody reads. You 
see it on the Tubes when: everyone is coming home 
from work ... Evading Standards was a newspaper that 
was produced, and on the front and back were a total 
rip off of the Evening Standard except called Evading 
Standards, and everything was slightly tweaked to 
subvertise, to c:hange it.and make it a piece of subver
sive propaganda. There was a front page article about 
global market meltdown, an article with a picture of 
a trader sobbing and an article which talked about 
whatwas going on Wj.th finance. Then on the back it. 
had stuffabout Ronaldo, the Brazilian foot bailer and 
how he had been bought up by Nike (because they 
always have sports on the back of English papers) ... 
Inside it was just free form agitprop-articles about 
alternative living, articles explaining about what the 
G8 is, explaining what the WTO is ... 

What things happened beforehand? Were there 
plans made for how to deal with the CCIV (closed 
circuit television)? How much of this was blind 
luck and how much was commando organizing? 

There was quite a lot of . commando organizing. 

There were some quite amusing things. I believe a 
reccie [reconnaissance] was done of Upper Thames 
Street, where it was actually .going, months in ad
vance, and then no one went back there, and they did 
loads of reccies around Bank Square, which is another 
fairly strategic place in the City, to try and make them 
think that was where we were going. I think it was 
completely successful because it was at Bank Square 
that police horses appeared when we were going down 
to Upper Thames Street and when we ran off they 
didn't know where we were going.,. I know there were 
really complicated plans·for how people were going to 
get there that were completely foiled because they 
shut the Underground down. A lot of what happened 
was just blind luck... · 

. .Lots of what happens on this type of events is about 
crowd spontaneity. The strategic planning is about 
fadlitating rather than managing the crowd. 

Facilitating the crowd versus managing the 
crowd can be extremely difficult, getting the 
crowd to move when it needs to move or stay 
when it needs to stay. 

· . Total nightmare. When the first group that _arrived 
at Upper Thames Street got there they had to keep the 
road clear because the sound system and the equip
ment were coining in on trucks, and if they blocked 
the road there would be a traffic jam and the sound 
system couldn't get in. I think the facilitators of that 
group were standing in the road saying, "Get out of the 
street. We have gotto keep the road clear, just take our 
word for it ... " People in the crowd are like, "Who the 
hell do you think you are, trying to tell us what to 
do ... " The first group actually blocked the road two or 
three times, and then cleared it again before the sound 
system actually got in. But it worked ... 

Somebody said at some point the samba band 
was really key in getting the crowd to move. Was 
that intentional? 

... Samba bands! For anyone who wants to do crowd 
facilitation they are fucking amazing because they 
move at the same speed as the crowd and they are all 
on foot and are completely mobile, not like a sound 
system which can be. boxed in. Bottom line is, a samba 
band, they are carrying drums, but they are just crowd 
like. anybody else ... 

Who were your media spokespeople? 
"g. We don't have media spokespeople. We have a long 
s ·running media debate in the UK. .. The media are the 
~ capitalist media. Everybody talks about Rupert 
iS: Murdoch. These are people who, you know, they are 

capitalists. They are extremely powerful, and they are 
not on our side. They are' never on our side. There is 
always this difficult thing because activists want pub
licity for what they are doing. They want to. get the 
ideas and the issues out into the public domain, and 
the press really is public access ... It is really good and 
really powerful t9 get good coverage in the media, but 
there has just been decades of really bad experience in 
the UK of just lies, twisted media coverage ... You don't 
get coverage in the capitaJtst media if you are fighting 
capitalism. It's fairly obvious ... What the debate has 
often centered around is not, do we want good media 

· coverageornotbecauseofcoursewedo, butisitworth 
putting that much effort and energy into ... 

Quite a ,lot of the Earth First! groups in England, 
. particularly around the north of England, have said, 

"Fuck the press. We will put our energy into our own 
media." A lot of the flyers that have been going out for 
the ... actions actually say, "No c(}meras. No journal
ists. Actions are for partidpating." They stopped doing 
the press work, and the coverage is pretty much 
identical, which has really opened quite a lot of eyes ... 
There are people who still think that media work 
should be done ... but people feel very strongly, par
ticularly With an action like June the 18th with so 
many diverse groups involved and pebple with such a 
wide range of issues and opinions participating, you 
can't have a single June the 18th message or a single 
June the 1£th spokesperson ... There was press work 
done but most of it was done in such a way that it was 
like ... "This is our web site. If you want to cover us we 
are produdng this information for everybody." ... It's 
about an imaginative approach to the media. It is 
about getting away from slogging away at their game, 
trying to get them to give us good coverage and 

. playing with them. 
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NARMADA Fl '0005 INDIAN COMMU. N. ITIES an independent commission found that the project 
~ . . . . was "flawed" and that resettlement of displaced peoples 

are entitled to land-for-land compensation. However, was "not possible." continued from front page 
The SSP is one of more than 30 large dams and 

thousands of smaller dams planned as part of the 
Narmada Valley Development Project. Proponents 
claim that SSP will supply drinking water to 25-
million people, irrigate 1.9-million hectares of land 
and generate 1,450 megawatts of power. These ben
efits are exaggerated, say critics, who warn that more 
than one million people in the states of Maharashtra, 
Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat will be negatively im
pacted by the ill-conceived project. 

Supplying Water for the Thirsty 
Millions of people living in the drought-stricken 

regions of Kutch and Saurashtra are supposed to 
receive drinking water from the project, yet no one 
knows how much this will cost or how many it will 
supply. Costs of building pipelines and pumping 
plants in Gujarat were excluded from the project's 
cost-benefit analysis, and some say the cost of build
ing distribution systems could reach over S 1 billion. 

Offidal statistics for the number of villages to ben
efit leapt from 4,719 in the early 1980s to 8,215 in 
1991 but the amount of water allocated for drinking . 
water has not changed. Patrick McCully of the Inter
national Rivers Network stated, "Although it was 
revealed in 1982 that 236 of these villages were unin
habited, authorities have continued to claim that they 
will get water anyway.~~ 

The government asserts that the project will not 
support water~intensive sugar cane growing, yet ten 
large sugar mills have been given licenses to be built 
close to the head of the main canal. For Kutch and 
Saurashtra to receive water, it will have to 'inegotiate its 

· way past the ten sugar mills, the golf courses, the five
star hotels, the water parks and the cash-crop growing, 
politicallypowerful, Patcl-rich districts of Baroda, Kheda, 
Ahmedabad, Gandhinagar and Mehsana," stated 
Arundhati Roy. Roy joined the struggle in March after 
a brief visit to the Narmada Valley. He has sp.arked 
world-wide attention to the struggle. 

The Madhya Pradesh government admitted that 
water availability has been overestimated by 18 per
cent and that the state will receive 23 percent less 
power than projected. In March, Madhya Pradesh 
filed a suit in the Supreme Court seeking a new 
tribunal to fe-evaluate and lower the dam height. 

"The thing about multi-purpose dams like the Sardar 
Sarovar Project is that their 'purposes' (irrigation, 
power production and flood-control) conflict with 
each other," pointed out Roy. "The result of these 
mutually conflicting aims, studies say, is that when 
the Sardar Sarovar Projects are completed and the 
scheme is fully functional, you'll end up producing. 
only three percent of the power that its planners say it 
will, 50 megawatts." · 

Still, the Gujarat government is resolutely pushing 
forward, and its finances show it. The Times of India 
reported in July that the state's finandal position is 
"expected to deteriorate" due to a "steep rise in the 
government's capital expenditure on the SardarSarovar 
Project." Its outstanding borrowings are projected to 
increase from Rs 14,700 crore ($3.4 billion) to Rs 
35,400 crore ($8.2 billion) by 2002; 

Currently, people throughout Gujarat face water 
shortages, suffering from the effects of a dry monsoon 
season. But, because the Gujarat governmentis invest
ingnearly 85 percent of the state's irrigation budget in 
SSP, smaller, more feasible water supply schemes
such as rainwater harvesting, conservation and repair 
of distribution system leaks-have been set aside. 

Asking People to Sacrifice 
Bhaiji Bhai, a Tad vi tribal from Undava, once owned 

a two-story house sitUated on a 19-acre lot. But in the 
1980s, he was evicted from·all but two acres as the 
government acquired land for the project's main 
irrigation canal. His house was demolished, and his 
farm was excavated and concretedover.Nearly 300,000 · 
more people like Bhaiji will be forced to give up land 
for the extensive 75,000-kilometer irri{ilation canal 
system, a planned nature sanctuary to compensate for 
wildlife drowned by the reservoir and, ironically, for 
resettlement sites for those displaced by the reservoir. 
There are no plans to compensate any of these people. 

The reservoir for SSP will flood the homes and lands 
of more than 200,000 villagers. These people are 
considered "project-affected people," and therefore 
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"there is no land for the resettlement of all the oustees Dam construction was stalled in 1995 after the NBA 
from the three states," said Nandirii Oza, an activist filed a writ petition in the Supreme Court questioning 
with the Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA), which has thesodal, economicandenviromhentalimpactsofthe 
lead the movement fighting dams on the Narmada for project. This spring, however, the Court lifted the stay 
14 years. and allowed the height to be raised an additional five 

Those who have moved to resettlement sites face meters. The dedsion was based on falsified reports 
severe problems. Villagers complain that there is no provided by the three affected state governments claim
drinking water or adequate land for cultivation. ing that there was land available for resettlement. 
Families are housed in tin shacks which are like · In response, villagers intensified their protest this 
ovens in summer and freezers in winter, reported summer and launched asatyagraha (non-violent resis
Juliette Majot, executive director of the Interna- tance). Many protesters vowed to commitfal Samarpan 

(sacrifice by drowning) and remain on their lands even 
as waters of themonsoon-s~ollen Narmada River rose. 

Three times this summer the river has swelled and 
~ flooded villages_. Each ti~e, villagers have remained in 
~ their homes and patiently watched as the backed up 
~ waters of the Narmada swallowed their fields and filled 
l their houses. Each time, police have entered their 
~ homes wading through waist-deep water to arrest them. 
~ But on the night of September 21, Medha Patkar and 
~ several others stood for hours in water up to their necks 
~ in a satyagraha house in Domkhedi before being ar
* rested. After their release, Patkar and nearly 500 protest-

tional Rivers Network, after a recent trip. Due to a 
shortage of arable land, communities have been 
split up onto widely scattered sites. The nearly 750 
families ofVadgam havebeen resettled in 33 places, 
shattering families and communities. Sickness and 
disease on resettlement sites is prevalent. In April, 
seven people died following a bout of vomiting and 
f~ver during a 10-day period at a resettlement site 
located near Rameshwarpura. 

"If they [pro-dam supporters] were so keen on 
development for tribal people, what happened in 
these last 50 years? Why is there not one school, not 
one hospital, not one road, not 'one well? Why is 
development contingent on their having to give up 
ever}rthingoftheirs?"wroteRoy."[Dams]haveusurped 
the resources of the countryside and taken them to the 
city to serve a metropolitan elite. That has to stop." 

The Campaign to Stop the Da111 
Over the last decade, the NBA has succeeded in 

. stalling the project through grassroots organizing and 
intensive lobbying. Led by the passionate Medha 
Patkar, the NBA helped force the Japanese govern
ment to withdraw funding in 1990. Three years later, 
the World Bank, in an unprecedented move, canceled 
the r~mainder of its $450 million loan after a report by 

ers iriitiated a sit-in protest in Dhadgaon in Maharashtra. 
The police, like many times before, beat and dragged 
the protesters before arresting them. 

Tens of thousands have refused to leave their lands 
and struggle to survive on the edge of the partially-filled 
reservoir. Flooding has destroyed homes and fields. 
Thick deposits of silt have accumulated along the 
reservoir and turned fetching water into a dangerous 
task. A seven-year-old girl and an elderly man drowned 
this summer after getting trapped in the silt. 

"What choice do ·we have but to submerge ow
selves?" asked Batu, a villager from Domkhedi. "I've 
tried to find the person to answer this question, but 
there is no one." 

What You Can Do 
Please write to the Indian President and urge him to 

stop construction· of the Sardar Sarovar Project. Tell 
him that you support the NBA's demands that a full 
review of the project be initiated. Dr. K. R. Narayanan, 
The Honora,ble President of India, Rashtrapati Bhavan, 
New Delhi, India; (011) 91 11 3017290; 911130i 45 70 
(fax); pressecy@alpha.nic.in. 

Susanne Wong is campaigns assistant at the Interna
tional Rivers Network, a Berkeley-based NGO that works 
to support communities affected by large dams. For more 
information 'f!~mail her at swong@irn.org or go to 
www.narmada.org. 

I 

HEARTWOOD PoUNcEs oN FEDERAL TIMBER SALES 
continued {rom front page 

The dedsion states: "The Court cannot discover any meaningful analysis providing support for the [Forest 
Service's] conclusion that the categorical exclusion of timber harvests of this magnitude would not have 
cumulative effects on the environment." It goes on to say " ... the Court believes that the continued 
application of this unlawful categorical exclusion does pose a potential danger both to the environment and 
to public health." -

"The Forest Service seized an opportunity to increase timber cuts while avoiding environmental and public 
review. Theyattempted to expand logging volumes by rewriting the rules goverriing categorical exclusions," 
said Donham. Judge Gilbert called it, " ... a classic example of an arbitrary dedsion ... espedally in light of the 
overwhelming opposition from both federal and.state squrces as well as the general public." 

Donham and Bensman filed the suit challenging the rule-making procedure by which the Forest Service 
adopted these standards for the use of categorical exclusions only two days before the statute of limitations 
would have prevented the lawsuit. "I bet they [USFS] are shitting bricks right now because they actually have 
no idea of how much forest is affected by the ruling," Bensman said. 

The effects will be felt on national forests from Alaska to Florida. Estimates show Judge Gilbert's dedsion 
will halt logging on more than 200,000 acres of national forest land, including more than 100,000 acres in 
Texas alone where the Forest Service used cat~gorical exclusions to conduct "thinnings" in endangered red . 
cockaded woodpecker habitat. Also, the entire timber sale program in northern New Mexico was orchestrated 
under these bogus categorical exclusions, as were more than 30 sales in Alaska. 
· The US Forest Service has engaged in a pattern of illegal activity designed to increase logging, regardless of 

environmental damage, public opposition and applicabie law. These sales are just the tip of the iceberg. The . 
entire timber sale program is illegal and must be stopped," said Andy Mahler, director of Heartwood, a 
cooperative regional forest protection network active in 20 eastern, midwestern and southern states. 

Momentum is building in the forest conservation movement. Nine eastern states with national forests aie 
now Zero Cut due to legal victories by Heartwood and its member groups. The legislative campaign for the 
National Forest Protection and Restoration Act, which would end the money-losing federal timber sales 
program, currently has 70 cosponsorS. The new National Forest Protection Alliance is expanding exponen
tiallyand recently had its convening convention near Carbondale, Illinois. The time has come to get on to 
the real business of ending all exploitation of our publidands. · 

For more information and to get involved fu this campaign, contact the National Forest Protection Alliance 
at POB 8264, Missoula, MT 59807; (406) 542-7565; nfpa@wildrockies.org; or Heartwood at POB 1424, 
Bloomington, IN 47402;(812) 337-8898; ip.fo@heartwood.org; or Protect Our Public Lands at POB 25431, 
Eugene, OR 97402; (541) 349-8733; popl@forestcouncil.org. 
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Greetings cemrades, 
After reading that fucking idi

otic letter by Tree-frog· and Zittsy 
in lasUssue, a reply was neces
sary. What the fuck are they 
talking about that the Black Pan
thers and Young Lords were 
"brave people, but failed experi
ments and poor role models?!?" 
For one thing, the programs car
ried out by the Panthers did not 
fail, in fact, they were so suc
cessful that}. Edgar Hoover and 
his kkkrew framed, imprisoned 
and assassinated members in 
order to disrupt the biggest 
threat to the national security 
of the united states. And poor 
role models??? C'mon! Mumia 
Abu-Jamal, still strong and-writ
ing after over 18 years on death 
row, in a fucking cell while tree
frog and zittsy build "real com
munity in the trees,-'' is a "poor 
role model?" Herman Bell, of 
the New York 3 who have been 
imprisoned for over 23 years, is 

a poor role model? 
Well, some of us 

have visited 
Herman 
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and he is anything 
· but a failed experimept and poor 

role model; he is a revolution
ary who is just as involved as 
ever from behind the prison 
walls. He's working withpoor 
and oppressed peoples to learn 
how to grow their own food 
arid become self-sufficient. He 
is extremely passionate about 
Earth and Life and an inspira~ 
tion and teacher to all impris
oned in this digusting system. 
There is no need to go on per
son by person, panther by pan
ther, describing their dedication 
to freedom. · While tree-frog 
and zittsy fro lick in the trees and 
build "real community," (cause, 
of course, us folks in the cities 
don't know what that is), people 
do consume McShit ·and t.v. 
yeah ... that's true .•. but spew- _ 
ing your self-righteous egotisti
cal ranting is not going to help 
the situation. How do you pro
pose to get "poor people from 
the cities to come experiment 
with" you "in a real commu
nity?" What aboutthe kids out-

side our 
apartment 
who have 
probably 

never climbed 
a tree or know 

what organic 
means? Letters 
like Tree-frog and 
Zittsy's are pre

Cisely why 
some of 
those "poor 
city people" 
aren't com
ing to Earth 
First! After 
b e i n g 
beaten 

down by the man for 
years and years, who 
wants to deal with atti
tudes like this?!? Black 
and Green fists out to 

all those urban and rural 
warriors with our gardens, squats, 
free boxes, community spaces, 
music, art, dan<.:e, food not bombs, 
tree-sits, blockades, infernos and 
more!!! 

-THE MUTUAL AID COLLECTIVE 

Friends, 
The articles about environmen

tal justice in the August-Septem
ber (1999) issue of Earth First! 
Journal were much appreciated. 

OU5 aft not 
Still, for the benefit of any 
readers who are still _trying 
to understand_ the environ
mental justice movement, 
let me offer some quick 
observations. 

First: Remember all of 
those campfire talks that 
you heard about "Space

. ship Earth" during sum-
mer camp? Your teachers 
used to tell you that all 

people share the same voy
age. If something goes wrong 

in the environment, all people 
suffer. Ever'ybodychokesonthe 

same air pollution and every
body goes to bed hungry if 
Mother Earth takes a beating. 

Well, kids, your teachers were 
lying to you. -

Yes, all people are passengers 
on the same ship. But the ship 
that we share is something like 
the Titanic. If the ship hits the 
ice, a fortunate few will be given 
valet service and reserved seat
ing in the lifeboats. Others will 
be told to get in line to wait for 
the leftovers. And others will be 
down in steerage, pounding on 
the locked gates. The costs and 
payoffs ofenvironmental disas
ter are seldom, if ever, di'strib
uted in an equitable manner. 

Look around for other ex
amples. When inner city areas 
become poisoned by urban 
noise and pollution, wealthy· 
suburbanites go "back to the 
land" by fleeing to the suburbs. 
·If necessary, they'll hii:e armed 
guards to defend their privileged 
spaces. If public transportation 
systems fail, the rich will de- . 

-· mand more highways . to carry 
their SUVs and other motorized 
toys. If the public's drinking 
water supply vanishes; · well, -
there's plenty of bottled water 
from Europe that can be pur
chased. When you've got the 
greenbacks and a bit of imagi
nation~ environmental prob
lems just melt away. At worst, 
you spend a chilly night pad
dling on the North Atlantic. A 
minor inconvenience. 

Environmental justice advo
cates ask, "What happens to the 
poor?" Traditionally, some 
biocentric radicals have re
sponded, "Who-gives a shit?" 
Some environmentalists have 
argued that traditional social 
justice concerns are irrelevant 
to the environmental agenda. 
Others have howled against 
immigrants, and a few have 
cheered the AIDS epidemic be
cause of its success in "thinning 
the human population." And, 
of ~.:ourse, there are always camp
fire counselors who want to 
make certain that all people 
make sacri-fices in order to serve 
Mother Earth. In some families, 
children use "earth friendly" 
soap and wear rugged clothes 
purchased from Orvis and L.L. 
Bean. On the. far side of town, 
there are kids stuffed into wel
fare motels or sleeping in aban
doned cars. Everybody .gets to 
make a few sacrifices for the 
good of the planet. 

The environmental justice 
movement is the· new move
ment among environ-mental 
radicals. It exists because Afri-

can-Americans, most Native 
Americans, Latinos and Latinas, 
most white working people and 
a loqg list of others, have long 
been ignored by radical and 
mainstream environmentalists. 
In the environmental justice 
camp, humanist values are very 
important. Maybe Earth First! 
supporters can · appreciate the 
new radicalism. Maybe not. In 
any event, the environmental 
justice movementwill continue 
to develop in the years ahead. 
Lead, follow, or get out of our way! 

F?r justi,ce, 
-RONNIE CABRAL 

Dear EF! Journal, 
When I heard · the proposed 

interview with convicted .serial 
bomber Ted Kaczynski would be 
featured in the EF! Journal · I was 
delighted. I thought for once EF! 
would get past all the petty 
ideological duels on "Anthropy 
vs. Misanthropy" and 
"Anthropocentrism vs. 
Biocentrism" and actually 
feature some comprehnsive 
analysis on how to destroy this 
completely fucked indusJrial 
civilization and establish eco
anarchist communities, in a 
dialogue between an EF! activist 
and Ted Kaczynski, who 
successfully lived a Thoreau 
lifestyle for over 20years and waged 
war against the powers that be. 

Instead, you print more illu
sionary bullshit on uniting bu
reaucratic workerist organizations · 
with the "radical" environmental -
movement: And commie Errol 
Schweitzer proposes establishing 
"Organize~the Masses" reformist 
projects with poor people, what
ever their cause, as long as they're 
not white. Last time I checked 
Errol was a white, middleclass 
liberal, just what he claims to 
hate in his editorial. 

While I agree with h~m that 
eci>-radicals· must abandon this 
ideological fetish and try to reach 
o~t to everyday people of all 
races, sexes and ages and create 
a. cohesive, solid radical move
ment that takes a multi-issue, 

rather than single-issue ap
proach to fighting injustice. We 
need not do this through some 
dishonest, manipulative red 
party or any other form of alien
ated bureaucratic organization. 

The state, capitalism, even 
civilization itself has proven to 
be incompatible with environ

. mental stability, free life and 
human desires. And history 
proves this fact. 

I propose what Ted Kaczynski 
. articulated a few issues back. 
That the real radicals, revolu
tionaries and rebels split from 
EF! to form real subversive, ef
fective movements. Some based 

on community awareness
raising and above 

ground activity, oth
ers based on car
rying out acts of 

. sabotage and 
violence against 
the institutions 
that destroy the 
environment 
and rule over 
our lives. 

Destroy Power
Create Free Life-Fuck the 
Left-Fuck the Right-Fuck 
Your Politics. 

Sincerely, 
-ERIC BLAIR 

EE!J, ~• 
Having read. her letter and 

now knowing that the EF! J edi-
.. ~ to~ .• c;tid ~ .. J.ull. lt<!.<;.k.,. i~P, •• \\'!1~ 

"Red at Rockstarr's" post RRR 
San Luis article, I wish to offer 
her my understanding. Had I 
known the EF! J twisted her 

- story so wildly, I would not 
have mentioned Red in my 
.last letter on the San Luis 

. action this summer. My 
apologies to you, Red. 

Furthermore, I stand united 
with all activists who had the 
courage to march on La Sierra 
onjune28.Justbecause I didn't 
like the outcome of the action 

·-does notmean I'm against any
one who walked off. We must 
find unity in this movement 
and move forward every day. 
But we must also learn from our 
mistakes and not repeat them. 

Editors, I support you as activ
ists and recognize the difficulty 
of your responsibility to us all, 
but I must ask: Why no explana
tion for the mishandling of the 
San Luis situation this summer? 
Are we to expect this to happen 
again on thenext sticky issue? 
Please tell us how the EF!J will 
act in the future to ensure ar
ticles will not be edited past the 
point of meaning the author in
tended. This has happened to 
me. so many times that I now 
hesitate to write for the Journal. 
Writing froin San Luis Colorado, 
where I am to appear in court 
today regarding my arrest at the 
post RRR action, 

-DANIEL PATTERSON 

Editor's note: 
Nine senter}ces- were cut from 

Red's piece in order to fit the pho
tos that accompanied the article. 
Normally there is time to contad 
the authors during production. 
Rendezvous time constraints and 



inexperience prevailed and mis
takes were made. I'm learning, 
'nuffsaid. 

-I<M 

Dear EF!, 
Just a littl~ note to let you 

know that God should be your 
first love, not the Ear_th. While 
we do live here for about 80 
some years, that's not very long 
compared to an eternity in 
heaven or hell. I care aboutthe 
Earth too, but there are a need 
for resources, and we all use 
them. I would venture to say 
that the electricity that I am 
using for my computer is gener
ated by either a dam or some 
coal that was mined. This is also 
the same electricity that you 
use! Oh by the way I also ride 
off-road motorcycles. Please do 
not put trees across my and your 
trails. You do riot need to be so 
violent and radical. Anyway 
keep on putting stuff on the 
trails, nails and such. I will keep 
on taking them off and con
tinue riding on o~r trails. Have 
a nice 80 some years! I know I 
will be enjoying mine! At least 
I won't spend the whole time 
hating things! : 

-]AY 

DearEF! 
This letter 

is in :response 
to _ Jenni _ 
MT"Ciowan's 
article in the 
August/Sept. is
sue. 

While I agree 
that the ecologi
cal effects of 
biotechnol-
ogy are of-
ten placed 
second, 
I'm not 
certain 
that any
body -can 
say this is bad or wrong. I think 
it's so importantto reach people 
where they're at-and food 
safety is so important. Once 
we've got their attention, we 
can then go on to releasing other 
information about the effects 
of biotechnology. We have gone 
into grocery stores, asked clerks 
to see which food is genetically 
altered (one EF!er in each line) 
and handed out lit. including 
information about the devas
tating non-human~centered ef
fects while the lines were 
stopped up. But we did focus on 
food safety and labeling. I fail 
to see how this "strengthens 
the opposition." 

Finally, I think it's highly hypo
critical for a so-called "anarchist" 
to lecture others about which tac
tics to take. I also don't under
stand how pieing people creates 
more systemic social change than 
raising awareness through letters 
and petitions. If we as Earth First!ers 
can't reach out to normal, some
what conscious shoppers instead 
of just "really rev@lutionary eco
activists" we are nowhere. -

-MOUNTAIN GOAT 

Dear.SFB, 

What a gourmet treat to be 
here sampling the variety of per
spectives that make up this 
movement. I try to keep an open 
mind and put myself in the 
shoes of others: But, for over 
ten years, I find the sallle prob
lem wherever I go ... wherever I 
read eco-radicals have a phobia 
against clarity-,.a fear of even 
thinking to ourselves about who 
we stand for, whether our goals 
make sense ... and especially a 
fear of how we get to those goals. 

To tap into the power of the 
Earth and inspire people to risk 

· their lives we need more hon- -
esty, less fear of ridicule and 
failure, and a coherent story of 
the future we want imd how to 
get there .. The EF! Primer says 
our goal ~s to preserve all exist
ingwilderness and restore vast 
areas back to wilderness (p.2). 
Maybe that goal ma(le'serise 15 
or 20 years ago, and maybe our 
tactics-fit those goals then: But 
we now know that you ' can't 
save wilderness in a vacuum 
separate from the plague of prob
lems surrounding it. Besides the 

fact that our tactics hav~ failed 
utterly, I defy anyone to explain 
(realistically) how CD, coalition 
building or limited, "careful" 
sabotage will reverse .ttJ.e mo
mentum of population growth, 
global warming or mass species 
,die-off. We've hardly put a dent. 
in Weyerhaeuser, Maxxam, or · 
Plum Creek Lumber (they still 
own 3.2 million acres), let alone 
global militarization, free trade 
or the consolidation of right
wing political power. • 

Our goal should be to crush the 
power dynamic ofthe corporate- -
government domination of our 
choices. The only strategy that 
has a chance of doing this in a 
reasonable amount of time is a 
mass mobilization of young 
people to move to the forests and · 
small counties of the Northwest. 
The anarchists of Fall Creek, 
Winberry and Eugene; the Gypsy 
Mountain folks in Humboldt · 
County and the many other free- 
staters/treesitters have begun this 
process. Their perseverance and . 
brave spirits are our tactic, for 
they are practicing a practical 
anarchy and redefining the vision 
of eco-defense. The power of their 
actions, their dreams, and .their 

willingness to sacrifice, creates a 
mythic story that will enable 
youth to follow their hearts-to 
draw on the wild inside ofthem--:
and to hold on-no matter what 
it takes. When we become one -
with the forest, then our self de
fense is Her self defense. · . 

.A full page of each Journal 
should be reserved for unedited 
art and commentary by this new 
movement of youth, anarchists 
and tree people. People with 
experience should come forward 
to help make this new move
ment powerful and effective. 

_ _,.cOMMANDANT£ MAKITA 

Dear SFB, 
I examined your music selec

tion and noticed that, aside 
from Exit-13, you ignore a huge 
subculture of activists and pro
testers-the underg_round 
anai:cho punk community. 
There are tons of peace punks 
artd /'crust" punks like me 
around the globe who love na
ture and Mother Earth, Most of 
us are interested in or are active 
in the struggle against capital
ism and ecocide and were intro

duced to the 
struggle 
through 
music. 

The punk 
scene ' is 

very large 
and diverse 

peace punk, to hard core, to rag
ing crust and grindcore. There 
are also many bands whose 
sounds cannot be categorized, 
like Dystopia and Submission 
Hold. Check out small under~ 
ground ' music stores and look 
for releases by . Aus-Rotten, Oi 
Polloi, Antiproduct, Phobia, 
Disrupt, Econochrist, and Capi
talist Casualties. 

Thanks for your time and keep 
up the good work. 

Dear Shit for Brains, 
Sometimes it's not about look

ing a· "Freddy" in the face and 
saying your piece. Sometimes it 
is not about fucking shit up and 
stopping loggirig for an hour or 
two. Sometimes it's not even 
about forests. Sometimes it is 
·about towns, and how we live 
in them. Sometimes it is about 
rivers, pollutants and the.chemi~ 
cal content of the cleansers we 
use. Sometimes it is about per
sonal responsibility. 

I've heard it said that anarchy 
can create real change by ran
domly messing with the extant 
.and unarguably -tucked system. 
But I don't think that holds wa
ter; The pets<;m ._ who said that 

thought it. was okay to kill 
people in the interest of the 

· wild world and then ordered a 
drink ip. a plastic "to go" cup. 
Real anarchy requires real per
sonal responsibility, 

The infrastructures which sup-_ 
port our lives are l;>uilt ineffi
ciently so _- as to provide many 
9.P~ions for others to make moQ.ey •. 
off ofthe way out need.s are met . . 

. Lots ot-'stopping places for "add
ilig value" between production 
_and consumption arid jacking the 
prke at the same tiine. 

l propose that we ~reate a fac
tion which appeals to the practi
cal awareness of conservative 
Amerkaria,rather than trying to 
shock them into action. High 
school students are gunning each 
other down while radios play 
adds looking for test subjects for 
anxiety medication for children, 
a stroJ'}g indication ~at the sys
tem we live in isn't healthy 
and the collective uncon
scious knows it. Some- · 
times the truth doesn't 
hurt, sometim~sithelps. 
Especially when faced 

. with a task so great as 
transforming a culture. 

Please write a treatise on how 
you think we should live and send · 
. it to me care of the Journal. I want 
to try to figure out what "right" is. 

_:_JIB 

Earth First! Journal, 
My name is Asa. I go to a small 

boardingschoolin WesterriMass .. 
There are a number of us here 
who would like to receive the Jour
nal. Last year my friend Raquel 
organized a deal where you · 
would serid us some issues for 
free everytime they came out. 
That worked for awhile, but now 
it is a new school year and she 
did not come back this year. So, . 
I got some of my friends to do
nate some money to 
get some subscrip
tions. -We are on a 
limited budget here 
so we only could col
lect $25. We would 
like to get five or six 
.issues every time one 
comes out. If our do
nation doesn't cover 
printing costs and stuff, 
just send us however 
many you can_. 

Thank you-keep up the 
good fight. 

-ASA 

Dear EF! Journal, · · 
I support your movement to

tally but we need scientists to 
-learri about these environments 
and animals to learn how it will 
effect our Earth. I am also a 
member of the Wildlife Con
servation Society and a 

. hopeful zoologist that is go
ing to save the sloth bear in 
Sri Lanka. I believe that we 
need both activists and sci
entists to save the Earth 
and its creatures. 

-SLOTH BEAR 

Dear EF!, 
Hey, check this 

out... I had just 
received my free 
sa~ple o( y:opr · 

journal and it was slammin! I am 
incarcerated and tucked away 
in Nome, Alaska, 
pending transfer 
to a Federal Pen ... 
well, . they 

""shook me 
down" 
a n d 
took · all 

of my newspapers away ... and 
alas, my "EF!f" with them.:. I'm 
heated as I hadn't even gotten 
one third of the way through it 
and had also needed addresses to 
the many folks advertising .. . I 
plan on subscribing as soon as 1 
get transferred ... Can Iplease ob
tain another copy? Thanks! And 
sorry for the drag! 'Great Rag! 

Sincerely. ,, 
-MAUREEN .MALLOY 

Dear SFB, 
Short-terming at the fournal 

is diabolical fun! I strongly urge 
others to join in. Call in, get on 
the list and sell us your soul. I 
tell you what! 

-SATAN 
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M"ERSEtl"IONS: WA "fER OUALrtY, WA "fER OUANlrtY 
. AND HA lrvE SPECIES • ot"tOB~ 30-31 

American Wildlands will host this conference where activists and attor
neys will work to provide tools under federal and state laws for protection 
and restoration of the biological diversity of Northern Rockies watersheds. 
Contact Judi Brawer for registration information at 40 E. Main St. #2, 
Bozeman, MT59715; (406) 586-8175; 586-8242 (fax);jbrawer@wildlands.org; 
www.wildlands.org. 

Can "WiCaerness 7le "WiC~ 
November 6 • Salt Lake City, Utah 

High Uintas Preservation Council (HUPC), Wilderness Watch, Save Our 
Canyons and other organizations from Utah are sponsoring this confer
ence at the University of Utah Alumni House in Salt Lake City. The 
conference will focus on the High Uintas and will be oriented toward a 
broad discussion of the value of large wilderness, connected systems and 
the need to establish native wildlife populations, particularly large carni
vores. For more information contact HUPC, POB 72, Hyrum, UT 84319; 
(435) 245-6747. 

41h REniEniBRRDOI RDDIYERIRRY OF tRTE KID 
IRRO IIIIIIIR RDD 8 OTIIIR OGODI ROTIYIITI 

NOVEMBER 10 • Call for International Actions 
The murder of the "OGONI9" was on November 1 0, 1995. Before his 

execution, Ken Saro Wiwa's last words were "Lord take my soul, but 
the struggle continues." · - . .. · 
. In the four years since the murder of our leaders, the Nigerian 

government has not met one of the demands in the Ogoni Bill of Rights. 
Ogoni are still suffocating under the weight of environmental pollution and 
degradation, poverty and disease, The Nigerian government in collabo
ration with Shell have still not implem~nted the independent environmen
tal impact assessment on Ogoniland as recommended by the United 
Nations. The same fate visited on the Ogonis by military dictatorship is 
now being met by other communities of the Niger Delta-the ljaws, the 
ltsekiris, the Urhobos-for demanding their rights. 

The Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP) is 
organizing a series of activities to commemorate this event during the 
week of November 8-14. For details contact MOSOP, POB 22067, 
London SW2 5WR, UK; 44 181 678 9605; 171 737 1550 (fax)_; 
mosopgb@ aol.com; mosopgb@ hotmail.com. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
: National Da.yo~.A..cdo111 
: A.ga.tn•-t Ge:n.etic Eng:l:neerin.g 
: OCTOBER 27 • Everywhere 
• · Radical gardeners of America arise! Now is the time to step up the 
: pressure on the biotechnology industry and its beholden government 
• regulators. With industry stocks plummeting and . the USDA bowing to 
: consumer pressure for labelling of (JE foods, the stage is set for a flood of 
• action. Banner hangs, blockades, office occupations, crop pullings (both 
• public and covert) and otherwise strategic nonviolent acts in defense of 
• • biodiversity and cultural survival, are all in order, a.s well as supermarket 

• 

• theater and consumer education. Research your local "life ·sciences" 
• • company or University GE research at www.tao.ca/-ban. Contact BAN for • . 
• advice and with your reports: ban@tao.ca. • 
• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

The Millennium double issue (GA #57/58) 
Interview with Ted Kaczynski, Y2K survival guide, 

June 18 reports, John Ball, Irrationalists, and more. 
$2 from GA-USA, POB 113311, Eugene, OR 97440, USA 
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17TH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE. 
NUCLEAR POWER AND PROPULSION 

Protest Vigil • January 31, 2000 
· Albuquerque, New Mexico 

10 a.m.-1 p.m. at the Hyatt Regency Hotel (330 Tijeras NW) 
This annual conference of Air Force, NASA, DOE, aerospace industry 

and nuclear academia promotes !he expanded use of nuclear power in 
space. Join us as we protest the key meeting of those working on the 
nuclear rocket to Mars; plutonium generators for NASA missions; and 
nuclear reactors for the Air Force's Star Wars system. 

Global Network Against Weapons·and Nuclear Power in Space, POB 
90083, Gainesville, FL 32607; (352) 337-9274; globenet@afn.org; 
www .globenet.free-online.co. uk/. 

Indigenous Solidarity Caravan • November 
Join us in demanding the release ofNative American political prisoner Leonard 

Peltier, opposing US military support of · · governments, showing 
solidarity with indigenous people and resisting the global 
capitalist agenda. 

The caravan will leave •-u .. ann 

Peltier Defense Committee's 
for 1.,000 tip is to flood the city, 

will include the Leonard 
ashington, D.C. Calls 

House, the FBI and Congress 
have gone out. ;. 

N ~xt stop will pe the Schdof 
where the US Anlly trains other 
tortUre tactics, and then it's on 
South l)akota (see page 4). There 
continuing wholesale th~·tt ''t
Mother Earth. We w1il . 

actions at Ft. Bening, Georgi4, . 
in counterinsurgency and 

. Island occupation in Pierre, 
are resisting the government's 

of their culture and sacred 

. the Indian Wars, to 
Native 

The 

Anyone is 1'\tl;;·lvu'lu~; ,, 

a spirit of re~;o~et.<mtl 
among the group. 

of 

caravan organizing tlt!'y' gas and food, 
music, etc. Coordination in Bost<m will be through the Lucy Parsons Center at 
(617) 267 6272; lucyparsons@juno.com. 

1999 Conference for the Animals & 20th Anniversary 
Celebration "Uniting for New Mexico's Animals" 

. November 5-7 • Albuquerque, NM · 

Animal Protection of New Mexico (APNM) is uniting the state's animal 
activists for their 1999 Conference for the Animals. The event is at the 
Radison Hotel & Conference Center in Albuquerque. The conference 
aims to strengthen activists networks, as well as educate the public about 
issues affecting domestic and wild animals. 

Speakers include Rod Coronado, Roger Fouts, Linda Hogan, Steven 
Wise and Gary Kowalski among many others. · 

The three-day conference will provide seminars on legal rights for 
animals, wildlife and wilderness, vegetarianism, animal overpopulation, 
animal disaster planning, intro to animal rights, as well as Native 
American animal/environmental activism. A special cooking demon
stration and workshops on adopting a pure vegetarian (vegan)' diet will 
be presented by a master chef. · · . , 

Animal Protection of New Mexico, POB 11395, Albuquerque, NM 
87192-0395; (505) 265-2322; 265-2488 (fax); info@apnm.org; 
www.apnrri.org1 · 



Poland Needs Help! 
We request your assistance with 

the Bialowieza National Park. ~ev
eral months ago; Poland's Vice
Premier approved budget appro
priations for an enlargement of 
the park to six times its current 
size, making it the largest National 
Park in Poland. 

At this time, however, the Polish 
Ministry of Environmental :Pro
tection, Forestry and Natural Re
sources, which is responsible for 
Polish National Parks, reqUires that 
the Polish Cabinet receive a decree 
for Bialowieza's expansion from 
the ·Ministry. Polish law requires 
this but it has yet to be made. 

The Workshop for All Beings asks 
you to dJaft a letter in support of 
the expansion of Bialowieza Na
tional Park and send it to Poland's 
Prime Minister Jerzy Buzek. Please 
urge that a formal decree from the 
Ministry of Environmental Pro
tection, Forestry and Natural Re
sources be completed as soon as 
possible. Prime Minister jerzy 
Buzek can be reached at the fol- . 
lowing ad<fress: Al. Ujazdowskie 
1/3, 00~583 Warsaw, Poland; (048) 
22-6286846 (fax) . 

For more information contact 
the Workshop for All Beings, 
POB 40, 43-304 Bielsko-Biala 4, 
Poland; (048) 33--8183153; 
wapienica@pnrwi.most.org. pl. 
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UNIT"Y. 
LIVE RENT-FREE, WORLDWIDE 

The Caretaker Gazette is for 
those who would like to live rent
free and caretake properties 
worldwide. Published since 1983, 
subscribers receive 600+ property 
caretaking opportunities each year. 

. Subscriptions are only $27/year. The 
,Caretaker Gazette, Box 5887-EF, 
Carefree, AZ 85377.(602) 488-1970. 

www .an elfire.com/wa/caretaker 

llllerallzatlan nat Glall•llzatlanl 
Resist _.-rot 

Coordinating Challenges to 
Corporate Globalization 

National Conference 

seattle, washln•tan ••• 2J- Dec a . November 12-14 
Chicago, Illinois 

Activists from aro Seattle beginning on Corporate globalization is a most 
serious · threat to survival, human 
rights, the environment and eco
nomic justice. A world-wide move
ment is needed in order to prevent 
a fl;lture which continues to victim
ize billions of people while favor
ing only a few. 

November 20, with around the world are 
preparing autonom ivals. Proposed actions 
include street parties, office occupations, blockades, political theater, 
garden/crop squats, critical mass, distributing agit-prop and sabotaging, 
wrecking or · 

Seattle Anarchist 
an autonomous 
the city. Contact 
2419; saresponse@hotmail.com. 

housing, creating 
actions around 

A98121; (206) 726-

For contact Direct Action N"' .. ''""'''" 

Come to an important national 
strategy and coordination conference 
hosted by The Preamble Center. 

For information contact theWorld 
Economy Project, Preamble Center, 
Terry Provance or Matt Siegel at 
(202) 265-3263 x232, x330; 234-
0981 (fax); provance@preamble.org; 
siegelm@preamble.org. 

November 30 • A Global Day of Action, 
Resistance and Carnival Against Global Capitalism 

Protest the New Death Warrant Issued 'or 11/tumla Abu-.Jamal 
The execution has been set for December 2. Emergency action networks have mobilized around the world in response to 
Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge's signing of a new death warrant for Mumia. The journalist and former Black Panther's legal 
team plans to file an appeal in federal court and protests were immediately mounted in Philadelphia, San Francisco and many 
international cities. ln.ternational Cone, 1ed Family arid Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal have called for massactions and calls to 
Ridge (717) 787-2500; (717) 772-11 ~8 fax or US Attorney General Janet Reno (202) 514-2000; 514-4371 (fax). For 
inform~tion ; (215) 476-8812; 476-8812 (fax); mumia@webcom.com; www.mumia.org. 

. ~ on Indian land 
On Indian Land is an American 
Indian issues newspaper cover
ing topics of importance to 
indigenous peoples of North 
America, including . treaty, 
land, and sovereignty rights, 
religious freedom, and poli
tical prisoners. Subscription 
rates for 1 year/4 issues are: 

$12 (individual) . 
$20 (institution) 

Make check out & send ~to: 

Support for Hative Sovereignty 
PO Boz 2104, Seattle WA 98111 

links compatible, 
socially con~ous 
singles who care 
about the earth, 

~ ....... the environment, 
·· and a healthy society . 

Nationwide • A/l&fltM • Sll'loa 1984 
Free sample: Wrlle Box 444-EF, 

Lenox Dale, MA 01242; · 
. call (413) 445-6309; 

or browse http:/!wWw.concamadelilglea.com 

information about 
& support for 

imprisoned 
, anti-nuclear & 
anti;.war activists 

• Action reports & future actions • 
Prisoner support info • International 
resistance news • Writings from jail • 
A network for nonviolent direct action 

$15/year 
(US$20 Canada, US$25 overseas) 

ASK FOR A FREE SAMPLE ISSUE 
POB 43383, Tucson, AZ 85733 USA 

nukeresister@igc .org 

Who Says-You Can't 
Change the World? 
Check oui £/The Environmental Magazine and learn 

how you can make a difference in your world! 

you want to simply "green up" your own personal life
style - or join in etforts to clean up oceans, save wildlife, or 

eliminate pesticides from our food- E will inform and inspire you 
6 times per year! 

E covers the "big" issues, like global warming, the state of our oceans, and the 
impacts of growing population- alrwith contact information so you can plug into 
etforts to tum the tide. PLUS, E's "Green Living" departments will provide you · 
with loads of intimnation and ideas for living more in ·hannony with the Earth. 

"Where have I been to miss sucft anoutstanding publication'?" 
' -Dean Whitehead, West Hollywood, CA 

YES' Send me my I<'REE I . • trial issue of Erl"he 
Environmental Magazine. If I like it. I can NAME I subscribe for one year (6 issues) fi>r only 

I 
$19.95. If not. I'll just return the subscription ADDRESS 

invoice marked '\;ancel" · and return it to you. 

I The I'RJ<:E issue is mine to keep with no cost I 
or obligation 10 me. CITY, STATE. ZIP AS983() 

I E Magazine, P.O: Box 2047, Marion; OH 43305 I 
L ~ _F:!:!_a!!_e';_S!_rv!;.e,.St!_l.!;s.!.'!;!6_!.-~7J.l _ _ .J 
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continued from front page 
The ceremonies we hold in our blood make me 

weep with happiness that we haven't lost it. We 
still know how to horior our dead. Our final hom
age was a version of the spiral dance, but we 
danced slowly so we could look into each other's 
eyes as we passed. The circle was so big lwas unable 
to see all the people that made it up. I saw the 
people who form every facet of this rag-tag, kick ass 
movement, the old gang, the rp.ix-matched action · 
groups of the past. 

Then we went onto the next memorial. By the 
time I got back to the state park, one hundred 
people had arrived. Hugs all around. Naomi 
~teinberg, a local resident and jewish rabbi, led the 
memorial. It wasn't a service, per se, just sharing by 
anyone who felt the desire. Gypsy's family spoke 
first, voicing their memories of David Nathan 
Chain. Uncle Mike said that when he came to 
California, he met a family he was already a mem
ber of and hadn't even known it. He said he now 
understood why Gypsy came back in 1998. It ~as 
for the trees but also for the people. His grand-

mother read an uplifting poem, 
"Do not weep for me, for I am 
not there." His mother read a 
letter that she had found re
cently. Gypsy had sent it to her 
from the Liberty treesit in 1997 
on his first trip to California. 
He explained the campaign with 

· tales of treesitting and how we 
were a movement of equals with 
no leaders. Jim Page played his 
song dedicated to Gypsy. The 
man can tell a story like no 
other. Sawyer approached the 
front of the gathering and hung 
a beautiful blown-up photo of Gypsy on. top of the 
flagpole at the 1997action in San Francisco. These 
were the details of a man's life shared between 
friends and stories Gypsy's family had never heard. 

Right after Gypsy died a beautiful ceramic bowl 
filled with sand from the Eel River with a candle 
in the center showed up at his memorial in Arcata. 
We were asked to write a message to Gypsy and 

burn it in the bowl. It was 
an important ritual for 
those of us who were not 
witn him when he died and 
were unable to go to the 
funeral. It was as if we were 
saying our good-byes. The 
bowl was supposed to be 
buried on Gypsy Mountain 
but never made it. For a 
year it has been in the pos
session of the Northcoast 
Earth First! office. I brought 
it to the anniversary and . 
asked people to write mes
sages once again. A few at a 

.. time would come up to the 
bowl in the middle of the 
croWd and Ught their notes. 
to Gypsy, staying to watch 
the fire burn out and mix 
the ashes into the sand. 
Prayers lifted like birds. 

Then Felony said to the 
crowd, "I think we should 
be near the river because 

Gypsy died defending Grizzly Creek and that is the 
river in which his blood now flows." In the final 
ceremony of the memorial, we made a procession 
to the confluence of Van Duzen and Grizzly Creek. 
The bowl was passed from person to person, and 
each took a handful of ash and sand. We gathered 
in a crescent moon, and as the bowl went around 
I asked each person to call out the name of a 
comrade who wanted to honor Gypsy with us but 
was unable to come. Did you hear us call out your 
name? Treesitters, supporters, mothers, brothers, 
blockaders, old · road-trip friends, all were men
tioned. · Each of you stood with us in that circle, in 
spirit. Then we threw the ashes in to the river, 
howling all the wP.ile for Gypsy. 

Campfire songs went into the twilight. The sacred 
pipe was smoked around the altar under a canopy of 
swaying redwoods. Thank you to everyone who 
helped in the day's preparations. For the activists 
who witnessed Gypsy's death and couldn't travel to 
the memorial: Mike in Michigan, Carey and Ayr on 
the East Coast, Zoe in Seattle, we think of you every 
day. You are in every prayer we whisper . . 

We miss you Gypsy. 
P.S. There is currently a solid affinity group 

living on Gypsy Mountain. They are dedicatedto 
.' affirming its acquisition in a9ditiOQ to !h~_la!!QS 
purchased by the Headwaters Forest agreement. 

Contact NorthcoastEarth First! for an informa
tion packet and address of legislators to write. NC 
EF!, POB 28, Arcata, CA 95518; (707) 825-6598. 

Garlic is the legal support coordinator for NC EF! 
She is currently studying law with the attornies for 
Gypsy's family. ' • 

continued from page 3 Such experiments must not be done, 

tween the "superhuman" and the 
"naturals" (or perhaps more deri
sively, the "degenets") than there are 
between red and black ants. What 
interaction does take place might re
semble slavery or war. Homo sapiens 
and Homo techttos may become two 
distinct species, repulsed by each oth
ers' existence-utterly incompatible. 
This seems like the stuff of science 
fiction, but so did so many other 
things which h~ve come to pass . . 

Frankenstein and his creation to an 
internatio.nal cloning conference in 
Boston (see EF!Journal, March-April 
'98) where Herr Doctor attempted to 
claim that year's achievement award 
as his own. Later that spring the Bi
otic Baking Brigade's Nor'eastah Ir
regulars infiltrated Dr. Neal First's 
presentation at . University of New 
Hampshire nailing the doctor with 
·several just desserts. First was the first 
to clone a cow embryo. 

Richard Seed may be willing, given since any errors would be a perma
how morally challenged he seems to nent part of the gene pool." Wheri 
be. Yet, one wonders how seriously we venture into genetic lmtnipu\a
he has entertained the dynamics .of tion all the boundaries start to be
such a decision: Putting aside the come indistinct. We've already be
moral implications of turning hu~ gun seeing allergic reactions to ge
manity into a commodity, one is left netically-modifiedfood. It seems rea
to wonder, literally, about the poten- sonable to suggest that genetically 
tial assault human cloning might have modified life forms, including viruses 
on diversity. As fashion die- for which no being has resistance, 
tates what most peopl could easily become inva~ive 
wear, genetic fashion exotics once they leave 
will favor certain traits the laboratory. Do we 
and thusnarrowthege- really want to find · 
netic base. The ills of out too late that an 
interbred European ill-conceived sci-
royalty might pale in ence has spawned 
comparison ~ Sophia something be-
Kolehmainen, director yond our abili-
of the Human Genet- tieStocopewith? 
ics Program at the To paraphrase 
Council for Respon- Mary Shelly's 
sible Genetics, notes: monster, we will 
"Some scientists pretend have been its ere-
that they can predict ator, but it will be 
which genes humans would our master. 
be better off without. However, there In the · human realm there would 
is no way to acquire the requisite be social fallout as well. Specuiation 
knowledge to make such a prediction in the fields of anthropology and 
without experimental genetic rna- sociology envision thedaytherecould 
nipulation, which would have impli- be two distinct species of humanity. 

.. catibP$ iot subsequent generations'. ·· · There would be no more contact b'e-
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Thus, social ecology which took 
ages to develop would be drastically 
altered in the course of a few decades. 
Invariably, such drastic social imbal
ance leads to chaos which leads to 
environmental deStruction. 

This sordid business is not · going 
unchallenged, however, the challenges 
which do exist inay not be enough to 
pull the plug on would-be Franken
steins. Most major religions have · 
weigh eO. in against human cloning but 
are not abot!t'tqstand in the way of 
other applications. The same mindset 
seems to exist within the Clinton ad
ministration, Congress and the States. 

Meanwhile, in the real world, chal
lenges to cloning are slowly taking 
shape. ' Perhaps J~pe otthe first anti
cloning actions was Green peace's ca
thed~al climb and banner-hang in 
Cologne, Germany in March of '97 . . 
The .following year Massachusetts 
Earth First! escorted the "real" Dr . 

More recently there was a demon
stration at a meeting of the California 
State Cloning Committee by mem
bers of GenetiX Snowball-USA and 
others. Also, jeremy Rifkin and Stuart 
Newman have been making a cre
ative show of applying for the first 
patent of a human/non-human or
gatJ.ism. The idea of such chimeras 
doesn't set well with the Patent & 
Trademark Office which rejected their 
initial application, however, that 
hasn't stopped them from granting a 
patent to ACT for their cows which 
carry human genes (cowgirls?). 

With cloning pretty much off the 
public's radar screen these days, a 
handful of actions does not bring 
about much awareness. Given that 
the momentum against genetically
engineered foods is finally growing 
here on Turtle Island, isn't it time to 
take on cloning as well? I'm . quite 
sure angry townspeople would agree. 



Earth First! Trinkets and Snake Oil 
# . 

BooKs FROM TIIE EARTH FIRST! .LIBRARY 
The Monkeywrench Gang 
by Edward Abbey. A damn good book 
about people who like to fuck shit up. 
Fiction, 387 pages. $7 

Desert Solitaire: A Season 
in the Wilderness 
by Edward Abbey. The naturalist poetically 
shares his experience as a ranger in desert coun
try. Non-fiction, 295 pages. $6 

The End of Nature 
by Bill McKibben. A compilation of apoca, 
lyptic theory and bottom line solutions. 
McKibben pulls no punches in this enlight
ening science-based thrashing of industrial 
society. Non-fiction, 226 pages. $12 

Anarchist Farm 
by Jane Doe. This anarchist version of Ani
mal Farm will inspire activists young and 
old. Fiction, 192 pages. $10 

Ecodefense: A Field Guide to 
Monkeywrenching 
edited by Dave Foreman and Bill Haywood. 
Extensively revised; expanded third edition 
of the mother of all how-to-fuck-shit-up 
books. 350 pages. $20 

Grizzly Years: In Search of 
the American Wilderness 
by Doug Peacock. Fiction or non-fiction, one 
can't really tell with this chilling account of 
tracking the grizzly in the wilderness of Mon
tana. Regardless of its trUe content, Griizly 
Years is a soul jerking adventure story. 375 
pages. $13 

Green Rage: Radical Envi
ronmentalism and the Un-..... ,Y. • • 

making of Civilization 
by Christopher Manes. It's a brilliant defense 
of radical environmentalism, challenging the 
ethics of modern industrial society and as- . 
serting the right of the natural world to bios- . 
som, evolve and exist for its own sake. Non
fiction, 291 pages. $13 

A Sand. County Almanac 
(with Essays on Conserva
tion from Round River) 
by Aldo Leopold. Special edition. A classic, .roc 
mantic must read for anyone looking to defend 
Mama Earth. Written in 1945, Leopold was way 
ahead ofllis time. Non" fiction, 295 pages. $10 

Think Like a Mountain: To
ward a Council of All Beings 
by John Seed, Joanna Macy, Pat Fleming, 
Arne Naess. Illustrated by Dailan Pugh. 
Probes. into how we're all really animals at 
heart. 128 pa:ges, $10 

WaSt.eofthe West: Public Lands 
Ranching 
by Lynn Jacobs. Encyclopedic overview of . 
grazing. Contains contact list, ·graphics, 
charts and maps. Non-fiction, 602 pages. $28 

Concrete 

.Refuge 
by Terry Tempest Williams. An unnatural 
story of life in the radioactive American 
West. Tempest Williams has created a mas
terpiece interweaving her mother's breast 
cancer and shorebirds threatened by the rise 
of the Great Salt Lake. Non-fiction, 304 
pages. $12 

Earth First! Campfire Poems 
edited by Dennis Fritzinger, Karen Coulter and 
Dwight Metzger. A cruise through EF! history, 
this compilation will surely move you. Some 
poets included are Rod Coronado, Karen 
Coulter, Darryl Echt, Dennis Fritzinger, Peter 
Galvin, Mathew Haun, Lone Wolf Circles, 
Asante Riverwind, Snaggletooth; Faith Walker 
and Phillip Wright 237 pages. $10 

Do Or Die: Voices from Earth 
First! 
edited by Do or Die editorial collective. 
These pages are filled to the brim with di-

. rect action, resistance, theory, critique, sabo
tage and subversion. Bogsnorkling in the po-

. litical swamp since 1992, these British 
EF!ers have put together a must have for 
revolutionary ecologists, 150-plus pages, 

printed once a year if lucky. $10 

T-SHIRTS 
No Fucking Compromise 
.White on blackS, M, Land XL for 
$12, XXL for $15 

Arm And Hammer Wrench 
White on yellow. S, MandL for 
$15 

Earth First! Fist 
Black fist on willow or olive or 
green fist on U11bleached. S, M, L 
and XL for $12 and XXL for $15 

· Two-color, green and white fist on 
black or multi-colored fist on black 
or forest green. S, M, Land XL for 
$15 and XXL for $17.50 

Earth First! Tools 
Blackonnatural.S,M,LandXLfor 
$12 

Eagle 
Blackonnatural.S,M,LandXLfor 
$12 

Visualize Direct Action 
Black and white on natural. S,M, L 
and XL for $12 

by Paul Chadwick, A full-color illustrated 
comic novel about a group of EF!ers who con- ~ 

tact Concrete (a mountaineer/Writer trapped 
in a concrete body) to help with an old-growth 
forest campaign. Full ofEF! history and phi
losophy. Fiction, 160 pages. $17.95 

Ecological Resistance Move
ments: The Global Emer- · 
gence of Radical and Popu
lar Environmentalism 
edited by Bron Taylor. A global look of case 
studies on the driving forces behind defend~ 
ing the Earth. Non-fiction, 422 pages. $20 

Cotton Caps 
Desert camo, adj~table band $12 

NEw Music 
SONGS OF RESISTANCE. TO . 

REROUTE 55 
·two artists are alike on this 18-
song compilation CD-$12 

.Fist Patch 
Quality 3-inch patches $3 

Tools Bandana 
Unbleached 100 percent cotton, 
slogans printed with non..;toxic 
ink, $3 . 

Monkeywrench Pendent 
12" necklace, sterling siver $15 
One post earring $10 
One dangle earring $10 
Lapel pin $10 

Rubber Stamp 
Sturdy wood-block stamps from 
unfinished scrap .lumber 
EF! fist or tools $5 · 

Hemp Wallet 
Tan with black and green fist 
and black lettering, specify · 
wording "Greed Kills" or "Earth 
First!" $10 

Hemp Cap 
Tan with black and green em
broidered fist, black lettering, 
adjustable size $14 

Window Sticker 
3-inch EF! Fist, 4 for $1 

.· BUMPFRSIICKERS 
STICKEM' WHERE YOU CAN 

Mostare$1 
• American Wilderness: Love it 
or Leave it Alone 
• Another Mormon on Drugs 
• Copulate Don't Populate 
• Darwin (words inside fish) 
• Devellopers Go Build in Hell 
• Don't Like Environmentalists? 
Put Them Out of Work 
• Dream Back the Bison, Sing 
Back the Swan 
• Earth First! 
• Eschew Surplage 
• Fight ~e Power 
• Hayduke Lives! 
• I'd Rather Be 
Monkeywrenching 
• If Your Peeker Was As Small 
As Mine You'd Need a Muscle 
Wagon,-Too (on n.on-removable 

. paper, $.50 each) 
• I'll Take My Beef Poached,· 
Thanks 
• Love Your Mother, Don't 
become A Father 
• LoveYour Mother, Don't 
Become One 
• Native (with Earth graphic) 
• Nature Bats Last 
• Not Politically Correct 
• Pay Your Rent, \JVork for 
the Earth 
• Question Technology 
• Real Men Don't Shoot Wolves 

~.Real Men Get Vasectomies 
• Resist Much, Obey Little 
• Save the Dammed Salmon 
• Save the Wild 
• Stop Clearcutting (on non
removable paper $.50) ... 
• Stop Public Lands Ranching 
• Stop the Forest Service, Save 
Our Wild Country 
• . Subvert the Dominant 
Paradigm 
• Thank You for Not Breeding 
• Think GLobally, Act Locally 
• Visualize Industrial Collapse 

r------------------~-------~ : Earth First! Merchandise Order Form : 
I I . 
1 # color size . price I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~ I 
I 
I · Cify State/Co~try · Zip_· _ 
I . Make checks payable to the Earth First! Journal. 
I Allow 3-4 W!*!ks for delivery. Questions? Call (541) 344-8004, Mondays 4-6. 

I · . Send to: EF! Merchandise, POB 1415, Eugene, Or. 97440 USA 
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THE MOLOTO:V 
( 0 CKTAI L 

1. Fill bottle just over half full with. 
flammable liquid .(gasfpetrol,kerosene) 

2. Add thickening agent (crushed 
styrofoam~ :palm oil, dish soap, etc.) 
until bottle is ~o-thirds full 

3. Plug bottle withOfuel soaked rag 

4. The air in the top· third of b~ttle · causes 
explosion on impact · 

5. Light and throw! 

6. For further instructions se~ new CD! · 

New m1Uical111td propaq111tcla. release from Polt World 
Available t'hru EFt JourDal at' acti'Virt prices! 

A.lld at' record rtores everywhere! . 

clip and send to: 

• . , ' . ' ' 

HOW . I LIVED 
Seven years 

without 
electricity and 
running water. 

A glimps~ inside the unconnected 
scene, Practicc:ll, basic ideas on how 

· to get by simply o·n the fringes of 
contemporary American cultore. 

Send $12.00 (includes postage, etc. 
to Esther Holmes, PO Box . 277 

.·Springdale, WA 99173 

The Nihilist Princess 
a novel by 

Louis M. Gagneur 
Reintroducing best·selling 19th century radical 
feminist author Louise M. Gagneur! In Tlu Nihilist 
Pritfcm she fictionalizes events taking place in the 
nihilist movement in Russia. which sought to free 
people. from the Czar, the aristOcracy, and the 
capitalistS. Wanda Kryloff, the daughter ofa, cruel 
aristocrat. becomes a nihilist heroine. This early 
feminist novel wUl excite anyone interested in the 
history of literature, feminism, or radical politics. 

From the publishers ot .Anarddst Farm: 
She's the sex-goddei!S at the beginning of 
the universe; be's a loser te1econunuter iQ a 
tiDy Martian apartment. Together they are 
in for a wikl . ride in this bli.ste.ring anti
technology satire. Pyrexia by Michel~ 
$10.00, quality paperbadt 

$12.00 
Ill Publishing boob are available at radic:aJ 
bookstores. See a complete title list at 
www.iiipubUShing.com or send $1 for a 
catalog . . To order direct, send a clteck or 
money order including ·$2..00 P&H per 
order to m Publishing, r.o. Box 1581, · 
Gualala, CA~ 

.... ,~ TOrn YeUr ·PheBe n e n 
' ·EarthPhone! 

You make the call: Do you· waot yout telephoae bUI suppordng obnoxious 
, corporate ld campligns, or l!llrfb Plnll }ollnull1 · · 

With our Aff'mity Loog .Dktlnte senice, every time you make a loag dfJ. 
tance call, S' of your dwges 10 to.&mb Flr#t,fotmr& 

We offer you a c=boke of rate plans: 1St/mtnute all tbe time; 10. off-peak/2S' 
peak (MoD..-Fri. 7 ... 7); or lOf all the time (tot plan 1w $S I8CIIdi!Jr fee 1-.... it Wow 
$30). Also, low rates for l11-state ~Is and busiDess pboaes; ·caWag cards; etc. 

Mote information: Stewe Fteedkin, Slo-644-2778, Sae@IDtemetAddress.com, 
or oa tbe Web at; http-J/Ilome.spriotmail.com!-sfreedkfolafftalty .html 

Earth First! Journal. Subscription~. POB 1415. Eugene. OR. 97440 USA 

I· 
I 
I 
I 

0 $500 ·LIFETIME SUBSCRIPTION 

0 .. $2S Regular Rate 

0 
0 
0 

. . . 

$20 Low. Income/Non-Profit/Library 

$35 Anonymous Envelope (1st class) 
$ DONATION 

0 $35 Surface Mail, International (US$) 

0 $35 Air Mail, Canada or Mexico 

0 · $45AirMail,lntematlonal.(US$, no foreign checks) 

0 ,$45 Corpor~te or Law Enforcement Rate 

Credit Card Orders 
Vi~a/MC(circle one) 
<;::ard # ____ _;,__ __ _ 
Exp. date (month/year) -.,.---

I · City S~~te. _ • . . .. . . .Zip ... , Country~----
1 The Earth Fir~t! Journal subscription list is confidential and never traded. If you use an alias, make sure that the 
I . . , - post office knows ~Hat you, or someone, is getting mail at your aqdress under that name or it may not be delivered. 

~-~~~~~~--~~~~~-~~~~~---~~-~~~~~--~---~--~~~---------~--~ 
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US · Earth 
ALASKA, Northern Rockies Preservation PrOject 
Michael A. Lewis POB 625, Boise, ID 8370I 
POB 80073, Fairbanks, AK 99708 nrpp@lesbois.com 
Mike or Billie Cove/Mallard-Coalition 
POB 6I97, Sitka, AK 99835 POB 8968, Moscow, ID 83483 
Soren Wuerth - (208) 882-9755; 883-0727 (fax) 
c/o Alaska Action Center cove@moscow.com 
POB 2309I6, Anchorage, AK 99523 ILLINOIS _ -
(907) 566-2468; fishtree@alaska.net Chicago EFI c/o The Autonomous Zone 
ARIZONA I573 N. Milwaukee Ave. #420 . 
Arizona Wildlands Museum Chic:ago, IL 60622 
POB 24988, Tempe, AZ 85285 ('773) 252-60I9; azone@wwa.com 
Tucson EFI . Red Gate EFI 
PQB 34I2, Tucson, AZ 85722 3400 W 111th St #I54, Chicago, IL 60655 
tucsonef@juno.com frien~@enteract.com 

. Ponderosa Wingnuts Shawnee EF! 
2I55 E. Maple #17, Flagstaff, AZ 86004 913 S. Illinois, Carbondale, IL 6290I 
(520) 774-6542; reg3@dana.ucc.nau.edu (618) 35I-0312; sprklblu@siu.edu 
CALIFORNit\ INDIANA 
Northcoast EFI Indiana Forest Alliance 
POB 28, Arcata, CA 95518 POB 1074, Bloomington, IN 47402 

First! DireCtory 
(212) 966-4831; fax 925-8715 
adam@wetlandspreserve.org 
Foghorn, POB 889, Westhampton . 
Beach, NY 11978; (516) 288-2688 
Love Canal EFI 
(716) 282-7777 
Steven Smith 
Sarah LaWrence College 
I Mead Way, Bronxville, NY 10708-9902 
paralipsis@crosswinds.net 
OFF!, Off Campus College Office 
SUNY Binghamton, NY, 13902-6000 
(607) 777-2050; offeditor@hotrnail.com 
Project Harmony 
216 West I22nd Street, NY, NY 10027 
(212) 662-2878; haja2I6@aol.com 
More Gardens! Coalition 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle EFI 
POB 95113, Seattle, WA 98I45 
(206) 632-1656 ph/fax; Sea-ef@scn.org 
Olympia EF! . 
POB 1239I, Olympia, WA 98508 
(360) 867-9054; olyearthfirst@hotmail.com 
WEST VIRGINIA . 
Central APJlil;lachian Biodiversity Project 
Rt 3, Box 390, Hedgesville, WV 25427 
(304) 754-9161 
WISCONSIN 
. Midwest Headwaters Action 

Midwest Headwaters Journal 
731 State St, Madison, WI 53711 
(608) 255-8765 
www.geocities.com/rainforest/4101 
North Forests EFI 
748 Algoma Blvd Oshkosh, WI 54901; 
(920) 424-0265 
Chippewa Valley EFI, POB 1151, 
Eau Claire, WI 54702; (608) 782-6997 
Sand County EFI . -
308 Nelson Hall, Stevens Point, WI 54481 
dchur199@uwsp.edu 

·----------------------------------· -
50 Avenue B, NY NY 10009 I 

-ilioregardens3@hptmail.com 1 . Check out the interuatioual PB #14, Cocllin 68200I, Kerata 

International --EF! . Directory 
NORTH' Ct\JtQLINA . 1

· Eartb First! web page at: (009) 484-25435 
~t6ah EFI~ :PQ.B l.S~. . - _ . I .'tV-wW:k2Dct.co.uk/ef Bander Bagicha 
Aslle'Vilfe, NC 28802; (828) 285-0631 .. ~ : . A1JS:Dt.U.IA ' - Near Maurya Lok PATNA-800 001 (707) 825-6598; ncef@humboldtl.com - -(812) 332-4878 · 

Circle of Life FowidatiOili.Julia Butterfly ~ 
POB 388, Garberville, CA 95542 Tallgrass Prairie EFI 
(707) 923-9522; 923-9532 (fax) POB 1503, Iowa Oty, lA 52244 

_Cm.berr~hotlnail.coin _ • · · 1 Raln(orest Information Centre Bihar, Post Box 229 
-~,fo~ectty.com/~527 . i , roil ~68, ' £ism(),e,,NSW 2480 ·THE NETHERLANDS 
I<atU!lb::l{lghlan~.EFI · .· ,.f · (066)2185 05.' •· .. Groene Front! . 

www.lunatl1.'e.ag~.am LOUISIANA 
Redwood Action Team · Louisiana EFI 
Darryl Cherney, POB 34 POB 113262, Metairie, LA 70011-3262 
Garberville, Ecotopia 95542 http://move.to/LouislanaEF 
Sonoma County EFI/Biotech Last! Baratopia EFI,_baratopiaef@yahoo.com 
POB 3321, Santa Rosa, CA 95402 MAiN~ 
Sierra EF!, 228 Conunercial St, Dept. #174 Maine EFt 
Nevada City, CA 95959 RFD 1, POB.6000, Athens, ME 04912 
Davis EFI/FOW-eaScadia Wassumkeag EFI 
(530) 753"1678 POB 869, Searsport, ME 04974 
Fairfax Action Team -noreastah@acadia.net -
POB 393, Lagunitas, CA 94938 MARYLAND 
F.R.E.kK. of Nature EFI . DC Area EFI collective 
POB 8493, Green Valley Lake, CA 92341 - 3123 Montgomery Hall, College. Park, 
Sacramento EFI MD 20742; (301) 314-3712 -
POB 376, Carmichael, CA 95609 MASSACHUSETTS -
Bay Area EFI Mass EFI . 
POB 83, Canyon, CA 94516 PoB 35, Montague,.MA OI351 
(510) 848-8724 - Mass Direct Action 
Bay Area Activist Hotlines POB 484, Somerset, MA 02726 
(510) 594-4000 x222; (415) 332-5800 x324 Heather La Capria, -135 Eutaw St #3, 
GenetiX Action . · East Boston, MA 02128; (6I7) 569-3969 
1334 42nd Ave., SF, CA 94122 jon Chance, 72 Peterborough Street 
(707) 789-8454; gsnowball@anglefire.com Apt.31, Boston MA 022I5 -
Santa Cruz EFI/EF! Radio (6I7) 859-8155; fpchance@usa.net 
POB 344, Santa Cruz, CA 9506I MICHIGAN 

_ "~(!!J I) 425-3205; cruzef@cruzio.com World Tree J?eace Center 
Santa Barbara EFI ·· POB 50814, Kalamazoo; MI 49005 
POB 12799, Santa Barbara, CA 93107 (6I 6) 383.-9317 1 · 

www.sbnatural.com/ef Huron River Valley EF! 
Los Angeles EFI - POB 1735, Arin AriJor, MI 48106 
POB 4381, N. Hollywood, CA 9161-7 MINNESOTA 
(iUS) 569-5592 Forest Ecosystems Action Group 
Alluvial EFI 2441 Lyndale Ave So, Mpls~ MN 55405 
POB'-77027, #102, Pasadena, CA 91107 (6I2) 450-9178; paarise@Jiltn.org 
(909) 42.2-1637; ~.sageeoundl.COJP Big Woods EF! 
Tribes EFI c/o DR Chance POB 580936, Mpls, MN 55458-0936 
POB I0487, San Bernadino, CA 92423 (612) 362-3387; ~otmall.com 
DRChance3@aol.coJ;D Wilderness Fustl, POB 16075 
Mojave EFI St. Paul, MN 55116; wdurness@aol.com 
POB 492, Lancaster, CA 93584 www.geodties.com/RainForest/7094 
(805) 948-6291 MISSOURI 

POB 223, Deep Gap, NC 286I8 .. · _ I _ Awtralitm BPi Action Update Postbus 85069, 3508 AB, Utrecht 
(9IO) 973-7032; stemoody@wilkes.net : ef_au@hotrnail~com http://groenfr.hulzen.dds.nl 

~ !llUQ · www.green.net.au/ozef_update/ PHILIPPINES -
Cleveland EFt -EFI Australia Community Ariel Betan, Green Forum 
17305 Grovewood Ave Lot 9 Hallifold Rd.' VJa Dalby, Qld 4405 3rd Floor, Jjberty Building 
Cle~eland, OH 44119; (216) 383-998~ ph/fax 61 (0) 7 3207 0033 Pasay Rd., Makati, Metro Manila 
Ohio Valley EFI, POB I7, Univ. of Cm. 1 admin@earthfirst.org.au (2) 816-0986, 851-110, 818-3207 
Cindnnati, OH 4522I-100I I CANADA Volunteers for Earth Defense 
(513) 281-6892 1 North American ALF Press Office 189SanAntonioExt.SFDM 
Oberlin EFI . - : David Barbarash. POB 21598 1105Quezonaty 
Wilder Box 76, Oberlin, OH 44074 1 Little Italy Postal Outlet, POLAND 
OEARTHFIRST@oberlin.edu Vancouver, BC V5N 5T5 Canada; Workshop for All Beings 
Lake Erie EFI (604) 805-5479; (41,9) 858-9065; POB 40, 43-304 Bielsko, Biala 4 
2233 Parkwood, Toledo, OH 43620 naalfpo@tao.ca; (fax); 048-33-8183I53 (ph/fax) · 
Hock-Hocking EFI, 23 Elliott St www.enviroweb.org ALFIS/media/ wapienica@pnrwi.most.org.pl 
Athens, OH 4570I; (740) 592-2581 naalfpo.html In Defense of the Earth 
Piankasha EFI . . EF! Prince George Towarzystwo Ekologiczne 
7992 Hopper Rd, Cincinnati, OH 45255 Box 1762, Prince George, BC V2L4V7 "W OBRONIFZIEMI" Domonika Baryta 
OREGON Boreal Owl ul. Limanowskiego 138/42, 91-038, 
Cascadia Forest Alliance Box I053,Kamloops, BC VZC 6HZ Lodz; Poland, (+48 42) 653-38-I6 
POB 4946, Portland, OR 97208 EFI Manitoba - goral@tewoz.most.org.pl 
(503) 241-4879; fax 235-9976 - 599 Talbot Ave, Winnipeg, ~ 
Blue Heron EFI Manitoba RZL OR7; (204) 453-9052 Rainbow Keepers (10 local groups) 
Reed Coil., SAO, Portland, OR 97202. EFI Toronto POB 195 Stn. B, 119 POB I4, Nizhni Novgorod 603082 
(503) 771-1112 x7875 Spadina Ave., Toronto, ON M5T (8312) 34·32-80 
Southern Wiilamette EFI · ZWI; earthfirst.toronto@tao.ca Rainbow Keepe-rs (Moscow) 
POB I0384, Eugene, OR 97440 EF! Ottawa Box 4612, Station E (095) 954-91-93, rk@glas.apc.org 
(541) 343-7305; swef@efn.org Ottawa Ontario K1S 5H8 iECODEFENSEI -
Cascadia Forest Defenders · Auton~mous Green Action \Moskpvsky prospekt I20-34236006 
POB 11122, Eugene, OR 97440 POB 472I, Station E · Kaliningrad/Koenigsburg 
(541) 684-8977; mickey@efn.org Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5H9 +7(0112) 43 72 86 (ph/fax) 
www.ecoecho.org · di695@freenet.carleton.ca - ecodefense@glas.apc.org 
Blue Mtns. Biodiversity Project EFI Montreal, Diffusion Noire SCOTLAND-
HCR 82,.Fossil, OR 97830 c/o Ubrairie Alternative .. Glasgow EFI 
Kalrniopsis EFI 2035 St. Laurent, 2 e etage POB I80, Glasgow G4 9AB; 44 (0)4I 
POB 2093, Cave junction, OR 97523 Montreal, Quebec H2X 2T3 · 6361924/339 8009; 44 (0)4I424 
(54I) 592-3386;lukas@cdsnet.net · CZECH REPUBLIC 3688 (fax); scotree@gn.apc.org 
PENNSYLVANIA Zeme Predevsim SLOVAKIA 
Allegheny EFI . POB 237, I60 ~1 Prague 6 Slobodna alternativa 
POB.81011, Pittsburgh, PA 1521,_7 zemepredevsim@czn.cz Staromestska 6/D, 811 03 Bratislava 
Antoinette Dwinga EDm SOUTH AFRICA · · 
102 Third St. apt 2, Carnegie, PA 15106 AnTalamh Glas c/o Anne Earth Action! i 

Peninsular Ranges EFI Ray 0. McCall 
POB 4738, Irvine, CA 92616-4738 Rtl Box 89, Mountain Grove, M065711 
Baja Ecotopia EFI Pink Planarians . 
POB 7745, San Diego, CA 92107 POB 7653, Columbia, MO 65205-7653 
(760) 740-1174; sdef@enviroiink.org . (573) 443~6832 
COLORADO 74747 .2052@compuserve.com 
SanJuan EFI Chinquapin Resistance 
POB 3204, Durango, CO 81302 POB 63232 St. Louts, MO 63163; (314) __ 
Wilderness Defense! 772--6463 · · · 
POB 460101, Aurora, CO 80046-0lOI MONTANA 
(6I7) 687-2598 (fa~) NOrthern Rockies Biodiversity Project 
wildernessdefense@email.com POB 4431, Whitefish, MT5?937 
www.geodties.com/rainforest/1443 ( 406) 862-4945 
Art Goodtimes . Wild Rockies EFI, POB 9286 
POB 1008, Telluride, CO 81435 - Missoula, MT 59807; (406) 728-5733 
Tim Haugen · Yellowstone EFI 
POB 81, Gulnare, CO 81042 POB 6151, Bozeman, MT 59715 
Gunnison Basin EFt - NEBBASKA 
POB 592, Crested Butte, CO 81224 Environmental Resource Center 
Culebra EFI 370 BordeauxRd, Oladron, NE 69337 
POB 762, San Luis, CO 81152; afi@amigo.net (308) 432-l458 .· · 
FLORIDA . NEVADA 
Big Bend EFt, POB 20582 Western Shoshone Defense Project 
Tallahassee, FL 32316; (904) 421-1559 POB 211I06, Crescent Valley; NV 89821 
Clearwater EFI, POB I7838 (702) 468-()230; wsdp@igc.org 
Clearwater, FL_33762; (727) 538-9050 NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Allegheny DefeQSe Project Abbey St., Bailinrobe, County Mayo POB 181034, Dalbridge, Durban 6016 
POB 245, ClariOn, PA 16214 Umerick Talamh Glas soUTH KOREA 
(814) 223-4996; 223-499i"(fax) 41 Glasgow Park, Limerick Green Korea United 
adp@envirolink.org 00 353 61 313308 lOF, Gaiden Tower Bldg., 98-78 

TENNESSEE ENGLAND . , Wooni-dong, Chongno-gu 
Kat6ah EFI Tennessee Valley Faction Over 35 EF! groups exist in England; Seoul 110-350; environ@chollian.net 
POB 281, Chattanooga, TN 37401 (ora list contact: · SrAJN 
(423) 949-5922; johnjgb@mindspring.com BFI Acdon Update Manuel k I>ernmdes, Taller de E. A 
French's Lick EFI . . POB ITA, NewcastleNE99, IT~; 0797 A. CURUXA,J. B., Xelmirerj, Catnpus 
200 Cieekwood Dr., Whitehouse, 1N 37188 4791841; actionupdate@gh.apc.org Universitario, 1570 S Santiligo · 
:ruM Oxfonl EFI, BOx E, I1I Magdalen Rd, (81) 58432I; 584533 (fax) 
EFI Austin . Oxford, OX4 IRQ. (01865) 791391 SWEDEN 
2900 Laf;lyette St., Austin, TX 78722; south Downs. EFI, Dead Trees EFI Morgan ·Larsson 
(512) 478-7666.. and Do or Die, POB 2971,.Brighton Lagmansgaten 9C, 46-37Vllnetsborg 
South Texas EFI . BN2 2GY, savage@easynet:co.uk Action For Social Ecology · 
4114 Claudia, Corpus Christi, TX 78418 fRANCE Box 34089, 100 26 Stockholm; 
(512) 937-6019 Carbusters/Resource Ctr +46-70-7560195; sea@motkraft.net 
East Texas EFI 1 44 rue Bordeau, 69001 Lyon; (33) 4 www.motkraft.net/sea/ 
Rt I, Box 2120, Point Blank, TX 77364 1 72 00 23 57 carbusters@wanadoo.ft UKRAINE 
Lusus Naturaes Env. Collective . GERMAN¥ Rainbow Keepers (5 local groups) 
1421. Longhorn, Houston, TX ·77080 EFI Germany (c/o Avalon) NadiaShevchenko, POB 322, Kiev 252187 
Iususnaturae71@hotrnaU.com Friedrich-Ebert Str 24 45127 Essen +7 38 (04. 4) 2657628_ ; 38 (044) 5_50- 1

1 1LIAJ! · 1 INJUA · · ' 6068 (fax); rk@cd.glasnet.ru 
1 Autonomy House 1 Anand Skaria 
1 POB 11015, SLC, UT 84I47 - I 

Wild Wasatch Front · • - -- - - - ·- - - -- - • - - - - - - • - - - • - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - • 
dearwaterfnb@hotrnail.com New Hampshire EFI 
Alachua EFI, POB 1638 . i>OB 4101, Portsmouth, NH 03802 
Alachua, FL 32616; (904) 462-3374 . NEW JERSEY 
Miami EF1 . • PAW Pinelands/Kittatiny Project 
EarthFirstMiami@hotrnaU.com POB 506, Bloomfield, N] 07003 
www.geocities.com/RainForest/Andes/7667 (Zo1) 748-4322 _ 
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